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ABSTRACT 
Arpana Caur is one of the finest artists among the new generation of 
artists in India. 
Arpana's introduction to paintings cam via sculpture after her tutelage 
under B.K. Gura. In the main, however, she is a self taught artist. She had a 
scholarship for advanced course in painting in St. Martius College of Art 
London 1979 but chose to return after a month as she missed her home & 
India. Her earliest exhibited paintings of 1974, of heavy muscular and 
rogynous women, are in a sombre palette. From the outset, she located her 
figures in the Punjabi milieu adopted by Amrita Sher Gil of women with 
their veils and thick khadi salwar-kameez texture on which the "Phulkaries" 
of Punjab could be embroidered. However Sher Gil's havelis and open 
spaces become congestive city pavements darkened corners, and Sher-Girl's 
melancholic figures of the "other" Indian appropriated by Arpana Caur as 
the tragic self. The relative isolation of the small urban family and the 
complexity of Arpana's own situation , of a fraught childhood with 
separated parents is seen in early paintings of her mother, her grandfather, 
and herself of the family selectively severed and then rejoined. This 
biographical, even cathartic, strain proffered with little self-consciousness 
was to recur with engaging direction during the first decade. "Women in 
Interiors" of the mid 1970's was an early series of painting of women 
hemmed in by advancing claustrophobic city walls and the crowded city 
skyline. The body like the city was treated as susceptible to encroachment 
and physical pollution with the eventual threat of effacement. These 
paintings also plotted a personal graph. 
On a superficial level one might be tempted to dub the exercise post 
modernist, but he reality is that her themes and their treatment are eminently 
modern. The post modernist illusion, infact, is just a reflection of the 
necessity a third world artists has of negating the cultural fracture 
colonialism imposed on us by linking up with our pre-colonialism past once 
more to evolve a proper expression for an independent post colonial present 
and future. Such art, then, qualifies as un-compromisingly modern. 
This assessment is further strengthened by the fact that over the period 
from 1975 to 1995, her work has evolved from a fairly close approximation 
to the structure of Pahari Miniatures, with its use of flat colours and the 
pictoricai element to a definite restructuring of her canvases that are 
dyptichies and triptyches where, for example the water, earth and sky 
division are no longer placed in a vertical sequence but a horizontal one. 
Where figurative gives way to the abstract, or even as on "road and river" 
in which parts of the dyptich come together where the two meet outside 
canvas, in our minds. The colours, too are worked upon the basis of 
techniques of preparing layered pigments that are temporary like the water in 
the "So what" series. Even the repetitive and decorative elements, rather 
like the folk ornamentation derived from the sculptural friezes in our temples 
play the role of the metronome in western music or the Tanpoore in ours, 
placing the work in a temporal or tonal context. All this is not nostalgic 
return to the past but its reconstruction to build a present that can pierce 
through the dark age of colonialism and tap its real cultural roots once more 
in a modern context. 
This process of reconstruction has evolved its own laws of motion. 
Once of the most powerful ploys Arpana uses is that of graffiti, in one phase 
of her work where writing figures, all superimposed one on the other, create 
a canvas where discontinuities are physically wished away by a mere putting 
together of different elements, transferring the tension they create to 
associations connections being made in the mind of the viewer. She is an 
artist who thinks and is not afraid to take the consequences of her thought. 
Basically a self taught artist, the young Caur was taken by surprise 
when three of her paintings were selected by M.F. Hussain in a group show 
of young artist in 12974 in Delhi. From then, on matters progressed rapidly. 
She held the first solo exhibition in 1975 at Shridharani Gallery, Triveni, 
r fin, 
New Delhi. A London Art Gallery owner Maria Souza (also Souza' first 
wife) saw her work there and invited her for a show, which she went for four 
years later. Although the initial exhibitions did not even cover the cost of the 
shows, they helped young Arpana gain confidence. After this exhibition, she 
held exhibitions Nationally and Internationally. An attained fame in the field 
of art, she then never looked back and march forward to the heights of 
artistic world. 
Her first successful' exhibition came in 1980 at the Jahangir Art 
Gallery Mumbai where all her works were sold out. Today, her works be 
they oil on canvas, small works on paper with pencil, gouache, pastel or 
prints form part of the collections of such museums as the National Gallery 
of Modern art, the Indian Council for cultural Relations, the Victoria Albert 
Museum, London, Singapore Museum of Modern art, Hiroshima Museum of 
Museum art of Modern Art besides numerous private collection, including 
that of Hussian himself 
Unlike her contemporaries, Caur has never sought inspiration from 
European traditions. Instead oriental art from miniatures to Madhubani have 
found reflection is various phases of her work. 
According to art critic Gatatri Sinha ""The works of Arpana Caur 
gave a view of her mind, her marks depicted the present situation of India. 
She choose to work on the critical problems of India and gave an artistic 
touch to it". 
Arpana is basically a featuring artist, her worlc mostly depict women 
lost in thoughts. She held the low grade women to be powerful. Her work 
always shows low working class women in their loose Kurta and Salwar, 
toiling day and height with a distant dream. Compared to the high class-
working leading a fabulous and sexy life. Arpana in her paintings of 
"Vrindavan" showed old women whose head and brows shaved off 
Her painting of 1970 too depicted women sewing, which are the pride 
of galleries. Paintings of Arpana between 1970 to 1980 were according to 
that present society. 
The 1979 "Maya Tyagi Rape Case" was depicted in her canvas 
showing the partiality and careless of the police on the title "Custodious of 
Law". She then showed the pitiable conditions of the windows in Chasnala. 
She showed the army atrocities meet to the Sikhs as a result of death of 
Indira Gnadhi in 1984. 
Arpana created a personal life under the series "World Goes On". 
She spokes of the body expression between the individuals showing the 
relation. In 1986 she was awarded "Triciinale Award" for this sciics. 
Hiroshima Museum choose Arpana for the Rs. 7 lakh commission 
after on 5* anniversary Bombay in 1995 having borrowed one of her works, 
titled "Resilient Green" from the 3,000 strong private collection of 
Masanori Fukuoka, a Japanese patron of Indian art for its Asian Art Show 
during, the Asian Games. The work which also formed the center spread of 
Fukuoka's catalogue on Indian art, was covered in several Japanese papers. 
The Museum officials liked the work immensely and decided to commission 
Arpana for the project & wrote to her as "Miss Arpana Caur". She was 
invited to Hiroshima when the work was installed. 
At present for instance, Arpana's art is going through a period of 
transition. She has begun incorporating elements of Madhubani works in her 
paintings primarily because it helps create a witty juxtaposition of two 
worlds of women's art from the village in the form of traditional patterns of 
trees and animals, set off against the offshoots of today's worlds. 
In one such canvas for an up coming exhibition. Arpana has pitted the 
Madhubani background against the modern duties of televisions sets cars 
traffic lights and other consumer durables and aptly titled it "Brand New 
God". Today, looking back at her career, which she embarked on more than 
25 years ago. Arpana makes a candid confident appraisal of her work, Caur 
had a some what modest initiation into art. She has never been inside an art 
college, but today her works are the subject of Ph.D thesis in many art 
Colleges and Universities. 
She has been adorned with awards from the Lalit Kala AKademy. The 
VI Trienniale India and the All India fine Art society. And her paintings are 
sought out for shows in London, Mumbai, Ottawa, Stockholm, Kolkatta, 
Tokyo, Athens and even Baghdad during the Iran-Iraq war. 
She is also paints on many different issue like -
1) Spiretualism and mysticism 
a Kabir series 
b Sufi seires 
c Where Many Streams Meat 
d Nanak series 
e Buddha 
2) Love (Sohni-Mahiwal) 
3) Environment 
4) Embroiderer 
5) Delhi history 
Today their place has been taken by a volcanic eruption of primary colour 
assembled with which graffiti took over the images in her works of the last 5 
years producing a multiplicity of meaning no longer centered on the central 
images that had been her hall-mark for so long. 
This new imagery which draws deeply from the oriental tradition of a 
multicentered composition and at the same time partakes of the informality 
and spontaneity of the art of Kandinsky and the Bauhaus school gives us an 
originality, we do not easily find in art today that only an artist whose art has 
evolved in the background of an ancient cultural and the colonial past 
confronted with radical national movement can achieve. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The terms contemporary and modern are synonymous, especially 
with reference to the present styles and trends in art. The concept 
contemporary or modern is not geographical, it does not mean 
mechanisation, it is not fashion, it is not materialism nor a theory of social 
reconstruction. It can not even completely circumscribe what is existing in 
the present. 
Contemporary art exist at many level in many medial and is very 
complex. The beginning of modern art can not be pin pointed to any single 
date. It is however, generally believed that it became a serious movement, 
shortly after the middle of the nineteenth century. 
Contemporary art in India has begun to receive recognition for the 
innovative spirit of its inspired images. Over the last thirty years, recent 
works challenge the conventional perception that only the legacy of India's 
deep into the earth, art today grows organically, astonished us with its 
vitality. 
Contemporary Indian painting, as elsewhere, seeks an accord with 
the developing social situation; the new social awareness demands other 
aesthetic value which are continually underfire. The major currents of 
present-day painting are experimental and, for that reason, transitional, the 
aesthetic vision renews itself perpetually. It is a new "reality" that the artist 
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strives to interpret Modern art is reflective of this universal heritage, of the 
international commerce of aesthetic value and processes of art. 
Contemporary Indian painting, emerging from the historical context of 
legend and literature, reaches our to become a part of the international 
expression. 
The history of v^omen artists of visual art is chequered and does not 
afford a continuous well documeld record. From historical evidences such 
as the Kamasutra of Vatsayana and Kalidas's Abhijinana Shakuntalam 
women had artistic accomplishment in painting, drawing, picture making, 
architecture, etc. The Mughal period paintings of a woman artist confirms 
that painting was one of the accomplishments of well born women. The 
generous support of women to early Buddhist art and the outstanding 
historical examples of the Sembiyan Mahadevi of the Chola period or the 
Mughal queens and princessess such as Noorjahan and Jahanare show 
women as patrons of art rather than practitioners. Although there were 
some women artists during Mughal period, very few names can be given 
historically before Amrita Sher-Gil who acquired fame as an artist in her 
own right in the 1920s. However, in the mid 19* Century, Indian women, 
specially Pans women, followed the lead of women artist who were wives 
and sisters of British Officers, and took initiative to become students of the 
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famous artist Raja Ravi Verma. The women artists of that period exhibited 
their paintings at Amateur Art Society Exhibitions held in Bombay, 
Madras, Calcutta, Simla, Pune, etc. At the Calcutta Art exhibition of 1879, 
the presence of women artists could not be ignored. It is said that the most 
remarkable feature of the exhibition was the presence of 25 women artists, 
most of whom were from Bengal, Mangalabai Tampuratti, like her 
illustrios brother Ravi Verma followed the tradition of amateur painting. It 
is worth nothing that Ravi Verma commissioned the service of Mangalabai 
to fulfill the important Gaekwad Commission of 14 paintings of works 
based on Hindu Mythology. The Indian Society or Oriental Art, founded in 
1907, held its first exhibition in 1908, but not until 1915 did it exhibit the 
work of women artists. In this exhibition, two women artist were 
prominent, including Sunaii Devi, a member of the Tagore family. In 1919, 
Rabindranath Tagore brought Nandalal Bose to Shantiniketan to organize 
Kala Bhava, Soon several women were involved in teaching at Kala 
Bhavan; Stella Kramrisch took Art history, Liza Van Pott taught Sculpture 
and Gouri Devi, the daughter of Nandalal Bose, taught desgn. Early women 
art students at Shantiniketan included Sucheta Kripalani and Jaya 
Appasamy. One of the first art groups to emerge that proposed a radical 
break with the Bengal School, was the Calcutta Group of 1940. Among its 
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circle was Kamala Das Gupta, (the wife of Prodosh Das Gupta) who was 
sculptor in her own right. Women artists began to participate in exhibitions, 
both solo and in terms and in instance Cumi Dallas and Roma Muldierjee, 
who painted Penitence of Krishna for the Calcutta exhibition of 1949. 
Notwithstanding Amrita Sher-Gil's^privileged social status, women 
as artists were not conscious or accorded political or private patronage in 
the manner of Ravi Varma, Nandalal Bose or, later, M.F. Hussain the 
transition from painting for painting for private pleasure as genteel pursuit 
to one of trained professionalism was not easy despite the output of artists 
like Reba Hore, Damayanti Chawla, Shanno Lahiri, and Amina Kar even 
met with hostility. When the Paris-trained Kamala Roy Chowdhry 
exhibited her nude drawings in Calcutta in the 1950s, a hostile press 
described her as a threat to public morals. 
The early pioneers, struggled with establishing means, methodology, 
and use of materials. As of the earliest Indian printmakers, Devayani 
Krishna prepared her own plates and worked at the press especially 
designed by her husband kanwal Krishna; and when metal surfaces were 
short she used what was available even carboard. Pilloo Pochkhanawala 
struggled to get the right kind of tensile aluminium alloy, which would 
express her aspiring forms. Meera Mukherjee lived and worked with tribal 
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communities, while charting out of veritable artistic and anthropological 
journey, in very trying conditions. As post-colonial artists & women their 
quest for a creativity was an emblem of change. The abstract my mystical 
symbolism of Devayani Krishna, the strong forms of labouring women 
depicted by Meera Mukherjee, embark on a discovery of the self the 
community, and nationhood. 
Women became a visible presence in art colleges in the 1950s. The 
establishment of institutions Delhi College of Fine Arts in 1942, the Fine 
Arts Faculty at the M.S. University, Baroda in 1950, and schools like the 
Sarada Ukil School and later Triveni Kala Sangam, in Delhi, provided 
avenues for training. That decad saw important artists - Meera Mukherjee 
trained in Calcutta and Germany, Nasreen Mohamedi trained in St 
Martinis, London, Veena Bahrgava in Calcutta, Anjolie Ela Menon ffrom 
J.J. School of Arts in Bombay and the Ecole des Beaux Arts Paris, and 
Arpita Singh in Delhi, to name a few. 
In the 1960s, Kishori Kaul, Latika Katt, Anupam Sud, and Nalini 
Malani, who were almost contemporaneous with Ira Roy, Nilima Sheikh 
Mrinalini Mukherjee, Gogi Saroj Pal, and Arnavaz Vasudev emerged as 
famous artists. In the 1970s and 1980s the floodgates of participation by 
women artists had opened. 
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Arpana Caur and Gogi Saroj Pal used artistic and literary convention 
of the nayika, bhed and its sendition in Pahari miniatures. While Pal and 
Caur draw from the wellspring of Hindu mythology, Madhvi Parekh & 
Arpita Singh devise their own fables. 
Navjot and Latika Katt interrogate contemporary Indian society: the 
city & the subject, particularly when pitted against convention. Again, 
Nalini Malani has in some of her earlier paintings such as "Of Monsters 
Angels a Fable" remodeled history to place figures from the miniature 
tradition in modern times. In every care here, there is the evolution of a 
methodology which in fact comprises one of the more interesting aspects of 
present day Indian art. Nilima Sheikli assimilates Persian, Japanese, and 
Chineses pointing techniques to paint her subjects with a warm, even 
protective, empathy. 
Despite the socially reactive work of Arpana Caur and other female 
artists, it would not be wrong to define a "female space" in art which is the 
space of reverie, warmth, and resistance. 
ARPANA Caur was born on 4* Sep. '1954 into a traditional Sikh 
family of medical practitioners who left Lahore during partition and settled 
in Delhi in 1947. She was brought up in a family of strong women, as her 
mother^left stifling middle-class marriage to earn her living as a creative 
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writer with all the hardships it involved. And finally she faced the trauma 
of the Delhi riots in 1984. When Sikhs who regarded themselves as the 
sword-arm of India, and played a major role in its struggle for 
independence, were slaughtered by politically motivated rabble after the 
assassination of Indira Gandhi. All these events affected her life and art 
profoundly. 
She was attracted to the artistic world since her childhood. At the age 
of 3, she had started to paint pictures on wall. Her mother Ajeet Caur, 
author of the novel 'Homeless', (khanabadosh), realized her daughter's 
interest in art and encouraged her to go ahead in this field. With the help 
and efforts of her mother, Arpana Caur developed a new form in her art. 
Speaking of her mother she say "My mother has been my inspiration 
and support throughout not only as a single parent but also in many 
other ways, trying to this date, to shelter me from the bruises of the 
world". That explains why even the humblest woman in Arpana's 
figurative works manages to carry such authority and weight. 
Infact Arpana can not discuss her art without mentioning and being 
grateful to her mother for what she is today "It is she who encouraged 
me to paint when I was young, who persuaded me to give up my 
teaching job to become a fulltime artist. Infact so great is my emotional 
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dependence on her that I do not like to go anywhere without her," she 
says. 
Being a writer herself, Ajeet Caur was able to make Arpana feel the 
angst an artist miust feel before transmitting it into a work of art. Little 
wonder then that Ajeet Caur" became the subject of number of her 
daughter's paintings be it the series called "Mother" where she explores 
the maternal relationship or canvases depicting such mundane activities as 
her mother tweezing her eyebrows. 
It is almost with child-like enthusiasm that Arpana takes you around 
the impressive newly build, four storied Academy of Fine Arts and 
Literature that her mother has set up after decades of struggle and toil. 
The academy which started functioning in its new premises in the 
posh Sirifort Institutional area, has a huge art gallery and has a hall for 
literary gatherings, music concerts, symposiums, films, a vocational 
training centre for women and economically backward youngsters besides 
facilities for pottery, sculpture classes, an amphitheatre for staging plays 
and cafeteria. 
Given her shy, sensitive persona, it is not difficult to look for the 
emotional props that are as crucial to the artist as her sensitivity, one is her 
husband Harinder, as a sitar player, designer and now a cartoonist, who 
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prefers to keep a low profile. She got married in 1988; her father-in-law 
Jaswant Singh was a painter. 
The other is her mother who introduced her to various creative media 
so that she could decide what she wanted to take up, so dance, sitar and 
painting classes went on simultaneously for Young Arpana, whose father 
Dr. Rajendra Singh died when she was barely a teenager. And ofcourse, 
there were stocks and stocks of books from her mother's collection which 
she read alongside. The only extraneous agent in all this was radio she got 
to listen whenever her grandfather turned it on. A television set came in 
much later. 
Arpana Caur^was educated in Delhi and brought up with great love 
and affection. She completed M.A. (literature) from the Lady Shri Ram 
College. In 1979 she had a scholarship for advanced course in painting in 
St. Martins College of Art, London, but chose to return after a month as she 
missed her home and India. Between 1974-75, she began to participate in 
group shows. In early 70's, only two private galleries were in Delhi. 
Dhoomimal and Kumar, and only three galleries were on here, Shridharnis, 
AIFACS and Rabindra Bhawan. During that time art was not in range in 
Delhi and just two buyers were in the city, so most of the artists moved to 
Mumbai to work, because Mumbai was the Mecca for the artists and there 
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were great lovers and patrons of art like Parsi, Jahangir and Godrej were 
chiefly interested in art. In early 70 s, only two newspapers were in Delhi, 
in which no artistic news or articles were released. When one of these 
newspapers released two three lines about Arpana Caur's art by rotary then 
other artists and critics were excited to know about this new emerging lady 
artist Arpana Caur. They thought that she is really a good artist. 
Arpana's introduction to via sculpture came after her tutelage under 
B.K Gure. In the main, however she is a self taught artist. Her earliest 
exhibited paintings of 1974, of heavy muscular androgynous women, are in 
a sombre palette. From the outset, she located her figure in the Punjabi 
milieu adopted by Amrita Sher- Gil of women with their veils and thick 
Khaadi - salwar - Kameez textures on which the phulkaries of Punjab 
could be embroidered. However Sher- Gel's melancholic figures of the 
other Indian are appropriated by Arpana as the tragic self The relative 
isolation of the small urban family and the complexity of Arpana's own 
situation of a fraught childhood with separated parents is seen in early 
paintings of her mother her grandfather and herself of the family 
selectively severed and then rejoined. This biographical, even cathartic, 
strain proffered with little self consciousness was to recur with engaging 
directness during the first decade Women in Interiors^of the mid 1970's 
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was an early series of painting of women hemmed in by advancing, 
claustrophobic city walls and the crowded city skyline. The body like the 
city was treated as susceptible to encroachment and physical pollution with 
the eventual threat of effacement. These paintings also plotted a personal 
graph. 
On a superficial level one might be tempted to dub the exercise post 
modernist, but the reality is that her themes and their treatment are 
eminently modem. The post modernist illusion, infact, is just a reflection of 
the necessity a third world artist has of negating the cultural fracture 
colonialism imposed on us by linking up with our pre-colonial past once 
more to evolve a proper expression for an independent post- colonial 
present and future. Such art, then qualifies as uncompromisingly modern. 
This assessment is further strengthened by the fact that over the 
period from 1975 to 1995, her work has evolved from a fairly close 
approximation to the structure of Pahari Miniatures, with its use of flat 
colours and pictorial element to a definite restructuring of her canvases that 
are diptyches and by triptychesf where, for example, the water, earth and 
sky division are no longer placed in a vertical sequence but a horizontal 
one. Where figurative gives way to the abstract, or even as on road and 
river in which parts of the dyptich come together where the two meet 
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outside the canvas in our minds. The colouts, too are worked on the basis 
of techniques of preparing layered pigments that are temporary hke the 
water in "So what" series. Even the repetitive and decorative element 
rather like the folk ornamentation derived from the sculptural friezes in our 
temples play the role of the metronome in western music or the tanpoora'm 
ours, placing the work in a temporal or tonal context. All this is not a 
nostalgic return to the part but its reconstruction to build a present that can 
pierce through the dark age of colonialism and top its real cultural roots 
once more in a modern content. 
This process of reconstruction has evolved its lawn lows of motion. 
One of the most powerful ploys Arpana uses is that of graffiti in one phase 
of her work, where writing figures, all superimposed one on the other, 
create a canvas where discontinuities are physically wished away by a mere 
putting together of different elements, transferring the tension they create 
to association and connections being made in the mind of the viewer. She is 
an artist who thinks and is not afraid to take the consequences of her 
thought. 
Basically a self-taught artist, the young Caur was taken by surprise 
when three of her paintings were selected by M. F. Hussain in a group 
show of young artists in 1974 in Delhi. From then on matters progressed 
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rapidly. She held the first solo exhibition in 1975 at Shridharni Gallery, 
Triveni, New Delhi. A London art gallery owner Maria Souza (Souza's 
first wife) saw her work there and invited her for a show, which she went, 
for four years later. Although the initial exhibitions did not even cover the 
cost of the shows, they helped young Arpana gain confidence after this 
exhibitions nationally and internationally. An attained fame in the field of 
art, she then never looked back and march forward to the heights of artistic 
world. According to Arpana Caur, visual art is not mais bared art but elitist 
in nature. Even now, 25-30 people come a day on an average to see the 
individual exhibition and if the show goes on for a month, only 1000 
people come roughly. She used to get bothered by the issue of promotion of 
visual art when she was young but now, her energy has got dissipated and 
her whole concentration centres around her work. She feels it is the work of 
galleries, museums and media to spread art and her work is to paint and 
create good work. 
Her first 'Successful' exhibition came in 1980 at Jahangir Art 
Gallery Mumbai where all her works were sold out. Today her works be 
they oil on canvas, small works on paper with pencil, gouche, pastel or 
prints from part of the collections of such museums as the National Gallery 
of Modern Art, the Indian council for cultural Relations, the Victoria 
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Albert Museum, London, Singapore Museum of Modern art, Hiroshima 
Museum, besides numerous private collections, including that of Hussain 
himself. 
Unlike her contemporaries, Caur has never sought inspiration from 
European tradition. Instead oriental art from miniatures to Madhubani have 
found reflections is various phases of her work. 
According to Gayatri Sinhaf "The work of Arpana Caur gave a 
view of her mind, her marks depicted the present situation of India. 
She choose to work on the critical problems of India and gave an 
artistic touch to it". 
Arpana is basically a featuring artist, her work mostly depicts 
women lost in thoughts. She held the low grade women to be powerful. Her 
works always show low working class women in their loose Kurta and 
Salwar, toiling day and night with a distance dream as composed to the 
high class working women leading fabulous and sexy life. Arpana in her 
paintings of Vrindavan showed old women whose head and brows were 
shaved off. 
Her paintings of 1970 depicted women sewing, which are the pride 
of art galleries. Paintings of 1970 to 1980 were on the present society. 
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The 1979 Maya Tyagi Rape case was depicted in her canvas 
showing the partiality and carelessness of the police on the title "Custodies 
of Law". She then showed the pitiable conditions of the widows in 
Chasnala. She showed the army atrocities met to the Sikhs as a result of 
death of Indira Gandhi in 1984. 
Arpana created a personal life under the series world Goes On. In 
1986 she was awarded "Triennale Award" for this series. 
In 1989, an exhibition organised by Sahmat, a cultural activist group 
in Mangolpuri, an outlying Delhi slum, proved her to draw in elements of 
the city's free wheeling mechanichal and human detritus, cycles and 
autorickshaws, workers and the tools. They become a greygraffity scrawl 
that busily works itself into a corner of her canvas, even as they are too 
insignificant to attract close attention. 
Indeed the city starts to mark its invasive presence. There is a 
progression from closed interiors to vertiginous landscapes, to approximate 
the crowded city of anonymous hard pressed labour. 
Arpana invariably paints serially, the earliest paintings in the series 
have an abrupt, cathartic quality. The symbolism is heavy while, as the 
emotional tempo wears itself out, the tone becomes more and wore 
contemplative. The sight one day, of an old Sikh tailor stitching women's 
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sari-blouse in a ramshackle tin shed shop promted her to paint him. 
Repeatedly, she returned to this image of an old man spinning out sexy 
garments for nameless warm bodies. "The body is just like a garment" 
1990-1993). 
As a child, there were many things that the silent, sensitive Arpana 
Caur had felt passionately about. And prominent among them was the 
atomic bomb-blast that destroyed two cities and brought Japan to its knees 
in world war II. 
Even today, the nuclear destruction that the atom bomb wrought 
evokes the same fear, the same anguish, and the same compassion in the 
artist. So when the Hiroshima Museum wrote to her last year, asking if she 
would do a painting on theme Hiroshima to mark the 50"^  year of the tragic 
event, Caur went to work a vengeance. 
Now back from Japan, where her work triptych titled "where are all 
the flowers gone" formally installed at the sprawling Hiroshima Museum-
along with the works of four other Asian artists, who had also been 
commissioned to work on the theme, Arpana Caur is both modest and full 
of child-like enthusiasm about her achievement. 
"It was a nice feeling to see the work of not me as an 'I' but as an 
Indian artist living in the museum. What was heartening was that it 
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stood out, because of its typical Indian colours, blue and yellow, as 
against the blacks and browns of the other worlds," she says. 
But what touched Caur most during her trip to Japan, which she 
describes a land of beauty and peace, was the gesture of a waiter in a 
restaurant she ate in. As she sat there having a meal with three of the young 
curators of the museum, a waiter, identifying her Nationally from her 
Salwar-Kameez, came and placed two tiny Japanese and Indian flags, stuck 
on a piece of thermacol, on her table to convey his welcome. "I was so 
overwhelmed by the gesture that I just started crying sitting there". 
says Arpana. 
The three frames of the 12 x 6 feet triptych displayed at Hiroshima 
depict lotuses (symbolising life) blossoming under the blue sky and on 
deep blue water, guns and soldiers (signifying death) and a forlorn woman 
(the ultimate victim of all violence) draped in a black veil sitting 
despondently in the rain under black clouds of destruction. The images are 
a subtle yet evocative depiction of the twin themes of violence and peace. 
And for once, Arpana is more than satisfied with her work. Not all 
works of art are successful, irrespective of whether or not they sell." 
She explains, "I myself do about 12 works a year and am satisfied with 
less then half of them. But this triptych has given me immense 
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satisfaction. What is more gratifying," she adds "is that Indian art has 
been represented, for the first time, in the museum's permanent 
collection that houses some of the greatest works of art such as Henry 
Moore's'^ Atom Peace". 
Hiroshima Museum chose Arpana for the 7 lakh commission after 
having borrowed one of her works, titled "Resilient Green" from the 
3,000 strong private collection of Masanori Fukuoka, a Japanese patron of 
Indian art, for its Asian Games. The work which also formed the 
centrespread of Fukuoka's catalogue on Indian art, was covered in several 
Japanese papers. The museum officials liked the work immensely and 
decided to commission Arpana for the project. 
The prestigious commissioning could not have come at a better time 
for the artist, who by her own confession, feels that she is going through 
the peak of her career. "I have been on a high each day for the past two-
three years. Every day is a surprise. In the morning, when I sit down to 
work and then take a look at in the evening, I wonder whether I really 
created these new images and explored the new territories". 
The number of canvases that she produces may have increased. But 
its not quantity that matters to Caur, what she is most pleased about is that 
the quality of her works is improving and that her paintings are now 
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imbursed with a sense of adventure, in which new boundaries are 
constantly being explored. 
At present, for instance, Arpana's art is going through a period of 
transition. She has begun incorporating elements of Madhubani works in 
her paintings primarily because it helps create a witty juxtaposition of two 
worlds of woman's art from the village in the traditional patterns of trees 
and animals, set off against the offshoots of today's worlds. 
In one such canvas for an upcoming exhibition, Arpana has pitted the 
Madhubani back ground against the modern deities of television sets, cars 
and other consumer durables and aptly titled it "Brand New God". 
For an artist who is forever unsure of her paintings and can not but 
look surprised when you praise her work is an unusual one. For the most 
part, Caur still remains a little hesitant about the quality of her paintings. 
Recently, for instance, she was due to send two canvases for the 
CIMA exhibition of contemporary modern Indian art in London, recalls 
Caur, "I had sent three works for the show, but developed doubts about 
the third work. So I did another painting and sent it to the organizers 
so that they could chose whichever they liked more." 
For an artist whose bigger works sell for anything from Rs. 50,000 to 
over a lakh, Arpana comes across as a surprisingly simple, down to earth 
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person delights in the joys she gets from doing such mundane chores as 
speaking track of the daily ration needs buying vegetables and cooking 
simple meals for the family-her husband, mother and herself. 
Basically a morning artist who has put her palette by the forenoon, 
Arpana makes no bones about the fact that she is a reclusive person who 
hates having guests over, or going out for function and gatherings, even it 
is an exhibition where her own works are showing "Even our relatives 
and friends seldom come over." She says. 
The only outing that the entire family enjoy is to their 'Guru 
Sahibji's Ashram' in Ghaziabad, twice a week. "It provides me with a 
very good escape" confesses Arpana. Besides meditation and recitation 
from the holy tracts, going to the ashram involves doing Sewa right from 
cooking meals for all, washing the utensils and sweeping the floors. "It is a 
place where every body is a nobody and the only purpose is to find 
spiritual peace," she explains. 
Today looking back at her career, which she embarked on more than 
25 years ago, Arpana makes a candid confident appraisal of her work, 
"when I started, I was a young girl, in search of an identity and in 
search of a path that would help me escape from falling into the 
assigned roles," she says, "Today that search is long over now it is 
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direct confrontation between me and my work and the important thing 
is to make it evolve into a better work." 
Caur had somewhat modest intitation into art. She has never been 
inside college, but to day her works are the subject of Ph.D thesis in many 
art colleges and universities. She has been adorned with awards from the 
Lalit Kala Academy, The VI Triennale India and All India fine Art Society. 
Her paintings are sought for shows in London, Bombay, Ottawa, 
Stockholm, Calcutta, Tokyo, Athens, Japan and even Baghdad during the 
Iran-Iraq war. 
Using colours with the same informality with which graffitti took 
over the images in her works for the last 5 years, producing a multiplicity 
of meaning no longer centered on the central images that had been her 
Hallmark for so long. 
This new imaginary which draws deeply from the oriental tradition 
of multicentred composition and at the same time partakes of the 
informality, and sensitivity of the art of Kandinsky and the Bauhaus school 
gives us an originality we do not easily find in art today that only an artist 
whose art has evolved in the background of an ancient cultural and the 
colonial part confronted with radical national movement can achieve. 
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BEGINNING OF HER CAREER AS AN ARTIST 
The identification of Arpana Caur botli as a woman and as an artist 
developed especially in 1974 and when she had just begun to explore the 
world of canvases. Five or six years later, she began to feel that she was 
"restricting herself to just themes rather than aesthetic preoccupation 
such as composition and the visual tension within the painting." So, she 
started looking at the architecture in Pahari miniatures and this gained an 
entry in her work to create strange, linear tensions vis-a-vis the roundness 
of the figure in tune with the Indian sculptural tradition. The Pahari 
miniatures drew her attention for their. "Unusual composition and 
vibrant colour". And vibrant colours, as is evident from her works, are her 
weakness. The artist is laiown for the use of bold colours that have a 
dynamic dimension, in keeping with the pulsating rhythm of life. "I love to 
use bold colours with an element of surprise everyone thinks women 
artists, paint only women. But I have done Buddhaas, Sohni Mahiwal, 
too" is her candid admission. 
The artistic expression of Arpana Caur is the distillate of a long 
period of struggle. It is not only the struggle of a determined and talented 
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literary mother and her two daughters, one of whom met with a tragic end 
in Paris, but of the Indian people to free themselves from colonial rule. 
This history of dingdong battles, beginning as peasant and tribal revolt 
almost as soon as the East India Company spread its tentacles over the 
country in the late eighteenth country, carried on relentlessly till India 
became independent in 1947. And naturally, it left an indelible stamp on 
our cultural and expression. 
The history of peasant revolts made the folk artist the natural ally of 
the national movement and of the post-colonial artist, reestablishing 
contacts with a continuity of culturel which even copnial brutality could 
not suppress, nor post-modernism obscure. But while it seemed a natural 
enough alliance in hindsight, it was not an easy one to forge at the time. 
The British and the Indian colonial elite encouraged both an imitative 
Victorian imagery married to Indian epic literature as well as the revival of 
imperial miniatures, and stylized Ajantd^figuration after failing to attract 
the Indian aesthetic elite to follow the colonial programme. 
Even after Independence, Nehru tried to revive Gupta art, which has 
had a lasting influence on a number of our leading contemporary artists. 
Recently, the revival of Ravi Varma's art bazaar kistsch by the neo-
colonial elite in globalising India give us evidence of new threats. That 
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contemporary artists, including Arpana, have been able to avoid these 
diversions is to their credit. 
Arpana Caur went through this entire journey herself, unlike other 
artists who were given readymade solution at art school. Having made a 
practical survey as it were, she chose definite options in her work from 
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1974 onwards. Her early figures remained one of the stocky, rounded 
treatment of Gupta aesthetics, which she later blended with influences from 
chola bronzes and provincial Mughal styles of the Deccan and the 
Himalayan foot-hills. She then shethen went the whole hog into 
collaborative with folk artists and ended up evolving a visual expression 
that draws on folk motifs but expresses concrete present-day concerns as a 
sort of 'magical reality'. 
At every stage, she had to make her own choice of visual language in 
relation to her own experiences. The unconventional nature of the life she 
has led has helped Arpana keep away from the conventional nature in art 
and strike out on the path of her own. That is why she remained firmly 
figurative while most of Delhi artists steeped in abstraction to one degree 
or another. 
The incorporation of abstract and textured spaces in her composition 
was a much later development in keeping with her slow perception and 
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experience. This is the basis of the authenticity of her art and its continuity. 
Her earliest works are those of an outsider looking at the colourful 
world of galleries behind plate glass, but then there are works of the mid 
70^ that envisage the breaking up of that window to 'let the outsider in'. 
Infact, the inside-outside theme predominates in her work of this period. 
She contrasts the drabness of one sphere with brightness of the other. What 
is interesting is that the duality does not hold her down. Sometimes the 
inside is drab, sometimes the outside. She is her own master. 
This comes out much more forcefully in the first of her original 
images. "The Child Goddess". Here she portrays a nude gore lecturing to 
several nude figures who are immersed in their own concerns and not 
listening to her. They could well be statues. There images appear to contain 
the germ of a future series in them; the one of a performer without an 
audience. The recure again and again in different conteand sensitivity over 
the years. 
The blatantly disinterested crowd the Child-goddess is addressing 
becomes the audience whose absence is indicated in 'The Missing 
Audience' series of 198l', through empty chairs: and finally people are 
pictured as visibly immersed in petty day to day concerns, ignoring riot 
victims floating past or dead bodies lying on ground, in her series 'World 
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Goes On')" This series painted from 1984 onwards, reflects a growing 
sensitivity in her portrayal of reality. 
The audience in the child goddess series is stone deaf, but present. In 
the performance series, it is absent. Both these, however, do not capture 
indifference in all its complexity as do the images of people living their 
daily lives doing mundane things, while riot victims float past them 
unobserved. This demands considerable artistic depiction and reflects the 
real flowering of this image. The fact that we are able to trace this image of 
the mid 70s, involving indifferent conditions and emerging as a hard reality 
in 80 ,^ not only of present day India, but of a world being continually 
desensitised by a flood of information and making a spectacle of 
everything, including appalling human tragedies, reflects how her art is 
genuinely a product of the progress of her life and times and not borrowed 
stuff. She is very modest when asked to rate herself as an artist, she 
elaborates "The artist is his or her own best critic. All the work that comes 
out is not of the same caliber. For every work that is of a quality there is 
bound to be one that is of B or C quality also. When I was younger and 
some gallery wanted my work, I used to think the opportunity had now 
come to off-lead my Bs and Cs and keep the As for a one person show, 
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"I find that some of my 'Bs' and 'Cs' have found their way to pubhc 
or an auction. One such work was picked up by a Britisher, who gave it to 
Sotherby's. Forom there it found its way to the Victoria Albert Museum. It 
is only once in a lifetime a museum can normally afford an artist's work. 
So you should always ensure that the lesser work. When one is selling one 
should lesson one's pace to keep up the quality. One should not give into 
the temptation of quickening the pace to make a fast buck. In Berlin, for 
my show, they wanted 10 camvases, I am sending only the five best. As a 
creative, persorif I am striving to reach my best, but I am still striving" 
Working in her spacious studio that look across New Delhi's skyline, 
Caur steers herself to her own island of calm. One senses a cerebral artist 
who is directed by a lightness of being-because Caur is quite essentially the 
observer of human life-the great narrator of tales the artist who wants to 
constantly break the fame to things differently and came out with an 
unpredictable phase. As she unravels her works she ponders on the magic 
of happenings, of what they do to people, of identities, of tragedies, 
triumphs, and most of all the unassailable human spirit. 
This phase them churns out like a glittering and hunting epic-it 
reflects great love, loss and the music by which our lives play out the coda. 
But her work is also about cities and people whose extraordinariness is 
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contextualized by the familiar frame works that we instantly recognize. The 
female figure then become the narrator-her voice is her expressionism. It is 
once expansive, intimate, soulful and sensuous. Whether she be at 
crossroads or at a stilted point in her life, she marks the course of divergent 
phase. Caur plays with images that go back in time to generations of 
bygone eras. She also weaves into that plot an image of the urban 
consumerist culture. What results is a consecration of the unique and the 
alien. Her harmony too reflects that singularity the image in question, 
whether it to a traffic lightf the folk idiom of Warli or Godna or even the 
rustic old village belle-the image becomes the autonomous self sufficient 
symbol of struggle and strength. 
The Neon Diety appears both in the canvas and the collaborative 
works-there are notions of an indelible nature which range from the earthly 
to the ethereal-while we distance ourselves from it, we are forced to strike 
parallels with Buddhist ideologies and actually traverse that orbit. 
What occurs is a quaint emotion of a tireless tenor, which celebrates 
the abstracting quality of form. The material quality of viscosity is worked 
into giving an emotive assimilation. The discerning eye notes that this artist 
works on the abacus of a legacy, one that pays tribute to traditional art 
forms as well as folk idioms. Even if the female figure dominates and 
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determines the essence of her sensibility, this artist has rare understanding 
of early 16 - 18 century miniatures. The Pahari tradition specifically 
serves a comparison in terms of construct. However, she subverses the 
spatial distribution so that the resultant turmoil and strength both exude out 
naturally. 
For instance, 'The Embroiderer' personifies the image of her own 
mother sitting absorbed in the process of her sewing while the ruined 
ramparts form the historical background of the portrayal. The terracotta 
tinge harks back to the Mughal ages, and the small numerous vehicles that 
became part of the cloth indicate the modern automated age of pollution. 
That centralized image recurs again in 'Letters to the Past' where the 
modem is reflected by the typewriter-while the black core reappears on top 
to be contrasted against the white letters that twirl up. 
Around the 1980s, Arpana's work showed a significant shift from 
subject to aesthetic concern. In 1984 came the communal riots, the Sildi 
massacre in Delhi and she felt the need to paint the gory face of death. This 
series titled 'The world Gaes On' highlights violence per se. Arpana's 
first exposure to death at such close quarters while she worked with the riot 
victims in the relief camp. In this series water became a symbol of death 
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for her. In one such painting, she used three areas-water, earth and sky-to 
show how life went on unaffected by death and destruction. 
A painting from this series won for her the Triennale award in 
1986. Arpana followed up this series with the paintings. "Windows of 
Vrindavan" a moving comment on the forgotten white-clad, head shaven 
widows who are destined to wait fro an ever elusive Krishna, Deprived of 
their marks of feminine identification, they are compelled to play out a life 
in attitudes of prayer and waiting. 
In the late Eighties, provoked by the changing face of Delhi, she 
began to paint "Environment" scries. In one painting of this series titled 
"Prakriti," she painted nature as the creator and destroyer simultaneously, 
and individuals are her temporary harvest. She says, "I am interested in 
representing the forces of nature and spirituality: both seein threatened in 
our present times". The harvest motifs are from Worli paintings, with 
multiple images again and again emphasizing the cyclical flow of the 
process of creation and destruction. And the other painting from this series 
shows the Green Embroiderer is Nature, also carrying within herself the 
seeds of destruction in order to recreate or re-embroider again. She 
embroiders here the whole universe of birds and animals and flowers taken 
from the Godna (tattoo) folk art, Bihar. A pair of scissors represents time 
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cutting the thread of life, so the wori<c can be read on a dual level. When a 
pebble is thrown into a pond, it sets off ever-expanding, hence the multiple 
images in the painting represent ongoingncss. 
'The Body is just a Garment' an important series, which has her 
way of coming to terms with life and death and wherein she used the 
triptych 10 from-a painting split into three canvases or sections in a 
progression of a chronological sequence. The motif was the saying of the 
weaver mystic poet Kabir and Lord Krishna in the 'Geeta' that the body is 
a mere garment which one changes from birth to birth. 
She also painted 'Kabir' series in which Kabir is weaving water, she 
began to paint water since 1984. She depicted 'Buddha' in her paintings 
for the past 15 years. In one of her painting. The Great Departure' 
Buddha leaves his sleeping wife and child at night in search of truth. The 
abstract white sheets are a bold visual device against the black, their stark 
linearity creating surprising visual tension with rounded mountains and 
human forms. The use of white as a colour has been inspired from 
miniatures. 
Arpana Caur was very much impressed by 'Sufism'. She produced 
different paintings on that issue in 2001 'Nanak' series is an another 
important part of her work, she says, "I have been painting Nanaii since 
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1980 as he did not belong to a particular religion. Though a Hindu by birth, 
he never believed in the external manifestations of faith. He refused to 
wear Janeou. I have come across people in Ladaldi who call him Lama 
Nanak while in Baghdad he's called Peer Nanak. The painting 'the 
Immersion', in which she painted Guru Nanak going under water for 
contemplation, when he emerged, he was seer. One of his teachings 
referred to the quality of all beings. The net symbolises worldly desires, the 
fishes trapped in it-human beings. The two works are parts of a diptych. 
'Love series came in 2001. In this series, she painted different 
paintings from the legend of Shoni-Mahiwal, a well known love story. The 
woman swims on a pot to meet her love and drowns as she has been given 
an unbaked earthern pot by scheming relatives. The landscape is inspired 
from miniatures, the abstract geometrical space separating her from her 
lover is linear to offset the rounded forms of hills and people. In sufi and 
Bhakti thought, earthly love becomes a passage to the divine, connecting 
with the above, hence, the plug which also lends contemporaneity to the 
old myth. 
Pocket Art Series-the art of Arpana Caur by Suneet Chopra An 
offering in the pocket art series, this volume with an elaborate life sketch of 
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the painte and a short text on her work carries a selection 24 colour 
reproduction of her painting. 
MURAL 
There is art beyond the galleries. And if you want to savour i t , it is 
on a wall of Lady Irwin school just past Andhra Bhawan on Canning Road. 
It is a large mural that is part of the Indo-German project that likes the 
cities of Hamburg and New Delhi, figuring a young girl and boy sitting 
together near a global jigsaw puzzle. 
It is collaborative work by two very sensitive artists-India's Arpana 
Caur and Germany's Sonke Nissen Knaack. The mural form, of course is 
very much at home in India, where we have murals like those of Ajanta, 
Bagh, Chamba, Mattancherri with riveting paintings that vie with ease with 
the best in the world. So, one fmds that school children going by on the 
street take it in their stride. 
The message is that the world is one lost to them. The Indians have 
always had a fascination for roaming, perhaps that was why crossing ocean 
was forbidden at the coast of losing caste. It was hard to stop Indians from 
wandering. Indeed gypsies all over the world claim to be of Indian descent. 
So this collaborative work makes eminent sense to us. 
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Perhaps its real place should be in Hamburg. It is the people of the 
west with their criminal immigration laws, in human conditions of life for 
foreign workers and racist imperial histories that should be educated about 
the brotherhood of man. But imagine the second phase of the project that 
will involve. Arpana and Sonke in creating a similar wall somewhere in the 
middle of Hamburg. 
The message of Arpana and Sonke is that the world is a global 
village and no man is an island into himself But John Done told us that in 
the 17 century, so why was he not listened to? 
The message needs to addressed to those who cry out loudest to 
globalise, the world's bankers. They want a free flow of capital, but savage 
restrictions on people. And with globalisation, the restrictions continue to 
increase like the recent British to put a hefty 10,000 on entry visas for 
Indians. This art addressed to them would be much more useful than to us. 
But as with most things in the world today, the best lessons are preached 
where they are least needed. 
Still, when such multi-national collaborations happen on the people 
level, they are welcome. For there who have paved the way for the 
globalisation of capital will soon really feel working along the avenues 
they created for commerce alone. 
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The first Indo-German mural was painted in Hamburg by Arpana 
Caur and Sonke Nissen Knaack. Tlie Hamburg mural is about the Eastern 
view of time, which is linear. It is offsets a goddess on a lotus, a pot of 
water and spinning wheel against a scale, compass, and individual wheels. 
Overlaying those motifs is the spiral dance of life from Warli folk art, 40 x 
40, mural on a five-story high wall, 2000. 
This monumentality, both of her themes and their visual 
representations, gives her work the historicity of classical artists, like the 
muralists of Ajanta. This is why a number of museums, like the Victoria 
and Albert and the Bradford Museums in Britain, the Kunst Museum in 
Dusseldorf, Germany, the Hiroshima museum of modern art and the 
Glenbarra Museum in Japan, the Ethnographic Museum in stockblm 
(Sweden), the Singapore Museum, the National gallery of Modern Art 
(NGMA) and other museums in India, have chosen to acquire her works. 
However this history is personalised with the artist as the centre of her 
world which has the stamp of contemporaneity on it. 
Arpana was on a brief visit here to meet with a team of young artists 
who will collaborate with her for putting up five murals in the city. 
"Bangalore will probably be the first city in the country to have five 
public murals," says a visibly excited Arpana. "I am particularly enthused 
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at the opportunity afforded by the large dimension and scale." Expectedly, 
she has done her homework and as she opens the sketch pad, one gets a 
glimpse of a tall, stately Bahubali rendered in gold with spiralling creepers, 
a meditating Buddha with flowers floating all a round and a re-invented 
Roerich landscape. "I am interested in representing the forces of nature and 
spirituality; both seem threatened in our present times." 
Her works have been featured in newspapers like 'The Guardian, 
The New York Times. Berlin Morning post and The Times of India. While 
documentaries on her have been made by the B.B.C., Star T.V. 
Doordarshan, Stockholm TV and CNN. 
Minutes before leaving with the team on a location-hunting trip for 
the murals, Arpana spoke to Metro Plus. "I did murals even in the early 
'80s. I remember doing two murals for the Himachal Pradesh and Goa 
pavilions at the India International Trade Fair. The work was elaborate and 
got me Rs. 35,000, a princely sum those days. With that, I was able to help 
my mother pay an installment on the flat she was purchasing... I have been 
doing mural since then. About five years ago, I did a huge mural 35 ft. by 
15ft. for Lady Erwin School in Delhi, without taking a single rupee. That 
was to show my appreciation for the school, which to this day charges a fee 
of only Re. 1 per student, but provides quality education. Another easy 
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recall is a collaborative 50 ft. by 50 ft. mural with a German artist in 
Hamburg (2001) where we incorporated both the western concept of time 
(linear) with the Eastern notion of time being eternal. With meticulous 
planning, the entire project was executed in just six days. 
HER ART AFFECTED BY FAKING 
The art frat is justifiably celebrating there days, what with the 
industry growing like never before and going international. But mixed with 
this elation is apprehension. The issue that is causing all the heart burn are 
the allegations of fakes that have resurfaced. 
The Indian art market is approximately pegged at Rs. 600 crore 
today, and conservative estimates say about 35 percent of it are fakes. This, 
when people are looking at art as an investment. Say Sunaina Anand, a 
gallery owner in the city, "As the art market is expanding, the issue of 
fakes is also getting more serious in a Rs. 600-700 crore market, they 
occupy a huge share. As the business is based completely on trust, this can 
prove to be suicidal. 
The experts point out that establishing the provenance of an art work 
is a must. "Now a d says, artists sell to a particular gallery which gives a 
certificate saying that the painting is authentic. Buying from such a gallery 
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ensures everything is aboveboard. That is the reason why the galleries take 
almost one third of the painting's worth," reveals Anand. 
Holograms and signatures are also being put by certain artist at the 
back of their paintings to make sure that fakes don't abound in the market. 
In case such a certificate is not available, the buyer can also apply to the 
artist, in case it is a contemporary artist, "Artists themselves can not stop 
this menace it's too widespread. Buyers, gallery-owners and 
auctioneers need to be more careful and check the provenance of the 
painting," says artist Sanjay Bhattacharya. Say a gallery owner," finally it 
is up to either the auctioneers and gallery owners to check and double 
check the provenance of the painting. With experts working at such places, 
this should not prove to be a big problem. Ultimately, the watch word in 
our business remains trust". 
Arpana Caur is one of those artists whose paintings have been 
rampantly forged. She says that the high prices art is fetching these days 
has a lot to do with imitations. "My first work of 6 x 8 feet sold for Rs. 
800 in 1975. In 1980 it was re-sold for Rs. 3,000, two years later at Rs. 
16000. and in 1985 the price tag was Rs. 16,000. Today it commands a 
price of around Rs. 200,000". 
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"When I first detected a fake of my painting I thought it was an 
isolated case till I discovered that illegal copies of my original work 
were being sold-of all the places in New York. Now I have came to 
know that there is this person who reproduced my works on a large 
scale and exports it to New York where he has arrangements with 
dealers". 
With prices of paintings going through the roof, forgery has become 
a natural-and negative-progression of art. Some attribute the phenomenon 
to the increase in the number of galleries in major metres. Arpana Caur 
says that in 1975 when she held her first solo exhibitiori''\;here were only 
two galleries in Delhi, Dhoomimal and Kumar Gallery. Today there are 
over 200. 
Add Arpana Caur all set for a London exhibition, "The police must 
be serious about arresting culprits. But there attitude is callous. When 
I approached the crime branch I was told to arrange a decoy customer. 
How can an artist be a detective and conduct a raid? The ministry of 
culture must take some stringent laws." 
For all her achievements, the self-taught artist strikes with her 
absolute gentleness, simplicity, honesty and humility. Speak of the delicate 
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balance she achieve in her works, she says., "That is the magic of painting, 
ins't it? You could call me a colourist, I thinks and dream of colours". 
Her eyes twinkle when you tell her that viewers in Bangalore are 
quite familiar with her works in group shows. But the city is yet to see a 
solo show of hers, "you se, I just do one painting a month. Even in Delhi, I 
my soles are held one is five years,. But, yes. I should exhibit more often in 
Bangalore." 
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ELEMENTS AND STYLES OF HER PAINTINGS 
Image grow out of the imagination, being transformed through part 
associations and personal experience. The subhminal, the nature of human 
existence is metamorphosed through this wondrous gift of the artist's 
creative impulse. 
Arpana Caur concerns as an artist peaic at two ends of a spectrum. 
On the one hand, there is the philosophic yearning of the individual to 
locate the self within a larger. Karmic logic, and on the other, a 
passionately felt response to the rapidly changing exigencies of a violent 
political reality. Punjabi literature was a natural influence, writers Hke Shiv 
Batalvi, Amrita Pritam and Krishna Sobti were visitors to their home. In 
her readings. Sufi mysticism and Nanak's teaching of a "grihasta Udaasi" 
located within the Sikh philosophy of Udaari or melancholy, are especially 
relevant: of committed action even as the self or soul is uninvolved, even 
disillusioned. Notably, writings in Punjab flourished during the ravage-
inflicting raids of Ahmad Shah Abdali from 1757 to 1767. Waris Shah's 
Kissa Heer was written during those war-ravaged years, and it was such 
times that nourished composers like Bulle Shah and Ali Haider. Through 
her mother, Arpana was exposed to the Punjabi writing tradition with its 
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dominant strains of passion philosophical mysticism and udaasi which go 
back to one of the roots of early writing in Punjab. In the spirit of early 
Sikhism, her art is informed by both a reaction to violent repression, as 
well as the Bhakti Bhawa, the feeling of religious devotion. 
Arpana Caur's art is that of the threshold, an art that straddles the 
inner world and outer, the figurative and the abstract, swathes of colour and 
graffiti, the ploys of the pre-colonial miniatures of the hill states around 
Jammu and post-cubist expressionism with calm of a little girl with big 
eyes who often meets our gaze in so many of her canvases. It is an art that 
is electric only superficially, while in actual fact reflecting the visual 
tensions unleashed in the process of trying to harmonize what infact can 
not be harmonized. That is why it is thought provoking. 
Here is the art of our time, and art that fits in with our modern life 
style in which boundaries and contexts are being changed to meet new 
realities constantly. Nothing, excepts perhaps the human being is 
sacrosanct in her art, for the whole of her imagery revolves around the 
crumbling layers of protection we wear around us. If her exteriors come 
floating through the walls of her "Women in Interiors," dead bodies float 
non-chalantly across other canvases as undisturbed figures in the 
background of flying kites in her "So What?" series, or tower over a 
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crouched nude figure in the Custodians of the Law," now hanging in M. F. 
Hussain Museum in Bangalore. We are constantly assailed with images 
that have broken their boundaries, like the daughter as large as the mother, 
perches on the letter's shoulders, a work of her is recently included in 
Geeta Kapur's Hundred years of Indian Contemporary Art as reflected in 
the years of National Gallery of Modern Art Collection. 
TECHNIQUE OF HER PAINTINGS 
Arpana draws consistently on both literary and painterly sources of 
seventeenth and eighteenth century art forms. 
In constructing her own forms, Arpana used Pahari nniniature 
architectural forms in a prominent way with the series "Women In 
interiors" (1975). The painting "The change of Babes" Guler (1960) 
(Bharat Kala Bhawan, Varanasi) on the birth of Krishna was especially 
influential in her construction of an expressionistic architectural space. The 
high architectural walls that define the social space of the well-born 
'nayika' in miniature convention are redrawn by Arpana to bespeak the 
contemporary woman's stifling physical space. The series gains greater 
poignancy in contrast to Arpana's own later work of a women's 
monumental presence in an unlimited landscape. 
Morever, unlike many successful artists, she has refused to stagnate 
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and reproduce old motifs that sell Gone is the nostalgia of the musician 
playing to empty chairs, the young girl watching houses and books, the 
mother and daughter, the bald headed musician, the bearded tailor; they 
have all given way to newer images, neuwer ploys. In her latest work on 
Mumbai, she has made another break from the flat colouring of miniature 
painting by using elements of the chairoscuro effect in framework that is 
based on colour and not on tone, reflecting on originality of approach to 
colour that we find in Indian mural painting. Recently she has worked with 
welded metal, magnifying glass, wood, steel roads and plastic toys, 
incorporating the most mundane thinks into the ongoing stream we call 
culture. And the more such elements an artist can bring into the 
mainstream, the more successful her or she is at innovating and being 
originality, despite being in the mainstream that ensure that are lovers will 
construct spaces to live in around such work rather than blending them into 
already existing environments. This is the essence of the success of Arpana 
Ca r as an artist. 
For decades, Arpana Caur has been a leading name in contemporary 
Indian art. Her paintings, with bright colours and multiple themes, have 
been hailed by critics in India and abroad. Writing in the catalogue for her 
upcoming show in Germany, Ernst W. Koelnsperger explains: "Arpana's 
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visual narration for several decades formed a block: the concrete versus the 
abstract. She has always insisted in telling aboiil thoughts and actions in 
her paintings... only few artist of the present Indian art scene have such an 
eminent influence and are present in all important art-centres of the 
world... her positive, always active and social oriented oeuvre obtains 
energy from an immense pleasure in pictures and narrations bonded to time 
and space. Secular and spiritual aspects blend." 
SYMBOLIC CREATIVITY IN HER PAINTINGS 
She thrives on metaphors that find an apt use on striking, vibrant 
canvases, be it a pair of scissors, a metaphor that she has been using for 13 
years now, the electric plug, shoes versus bare feet, the extended hand or 
the pot, self-taught artist Arpana Caur has a way with metaphorical images. 
In an interview with a national daily, she had once explained the use of 
scissors in several of her works. "I needed a metaphor for time" she has 
said continuing, "The Greek believes that scissors have the power to cut 
man's fate (his thread of life) which is in a state of perpetual 
suspension. So, I thought to myself: 'let me use the scissors' and began 
using it. Now if anyone sees a pair of scissors, they refer to it as 
Arpana's scissors, it has become such a hallmark and, each time, I try 
to use it differently." 
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Well-known painter Satish Gujral nicknamed her 'scissors'. That's 
because I use scissors and plugs in my paintings. I believe scissors have the 
power to cut Man's fate." As she wakes up early morning, she paints to the 
sound of gurbani and Abida Praveen's music. "I don't make art. It makes 
me. Everyday." 
In her earliest work, it is a protective device starting out as a 
distinguishing feature in images of women, who are protected and those 
who are not. In "The Sheltered Women" series, it takes the form of a 
human being, in her mother and daughter images of a banana leaf in her 
Time Image series and in some of the images in her "Resilient Green" 
series, or even a Guru Granth Sahiba protecting her grandfather carrying 
his belongings in sack from Pakistan in her Partition series. There is a 
universality of discourse in the images she uses but the context is personal. 
It is drawn from many different sources. There are images from 
ritual, like the umbrella from legends, like the woman with scissors, 
reminiscent of the classical Greek myth of the Fates, the upturned 
Kalpavriksha of Hindi mythology, or from the poetry of Nanak and Kabir, 
as in "The Body is just a Garment" series. Then there are physical 
images of the tirthankaras, the Buddha, Ghalib, Bhagat Singh, Udham 
Singh and even the popular images of Rajkapoor and Nargis under an 
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umbrella from the film Shri 420. There is also the global images of a 
bombed out public building of Hiroshima that the nuclear threat passed by 
imperialism has given world wide significance to, in a work commissioned 
by the Hiroshima Museum from 50th anniversary of the holocaust, Lately, 
she has added images from the folk art of the Warlis and of tattoo artists of 
the Godna tradition to her repertoire. But then she shifts the focus of there 
to her personal contemporary view of things. There is nothing reverential 
about it, as we can see from the figures of saints plugging into the "Tree of 
Enlightment." or of Khushwant Singh's Train to Pakistan cutting across 
the dialogue of Bhagat Singh and Gnadhi on violence and non-violence. 
These are personal statements, like her "Letter to Ghalib," that we fine 
tune into, after the initial contact with existing and known images is made, 
giving them universal relevance beyond mere authenticity. 
What really makes them stand out, however, is her unselfconscious 
way of expressing there realities as she does in her goddesses of the part 
and present, contrasting the devi figure with that of a female building-al-
bourer carrying bricks. Her art is remarkable in the simplicity with which 
she present a radical view of the realities of our lives, using images that we 
are used to, in a new context. She confronts us with image of policemen 
firing at angels in the sky, of trees as providing both shade and but for a 
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gun, of neatly-lined kitchen knives, of houses burning, of widows with 
shaved heads drowning in the Gangas' of forms that remained us of 
Renaissance art with cherubs in the sky, of miniatures of satis, of popular 
ritual images of good and goddesses, so we are repelled, but not so much 
that we refuse to think of there things. 
Structurally she achieves this by confronting us with dualities: 
figurative and abstract, monochromatic and polychromatic, the single 
image and its multiple reproductions, men and women, day and night, land 
and water. She is always alive to the fact that everything has two sides to it. 
She could have left it at that. But she does not want to sit on the fence 
safely. She takes sides, and with a very clear perspective of a future where 
humanity confronts oppression-peace confronts war, and the environment, 
pollution. Here is an art of hope and of a sense of liberation on a grand 
scale. And a world becoming smaller everyday takes to it naturally. 
The lady, at present, has her plate full. She elaborates, "I am 
working on several things. I am using the warli motifs of spiral and 
harvesting for my scries on time. I am also working on a Sohni series 
with pots, using it as a metaphor for the body and a third series using 
the plug image which denotes the connection between life and death, 
awareness and non-awareness." 
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MEDIUMS OF HER PAINTINGS 
Arpana used mostly oil based and water colours in her paintings. She 
also used pastel and showed interest in terracotta. Her simple looking but 
deep meaning paintings left such a deep impression in beholder's mind. 
Whether she works on binary positions or on singular images, there 
occurs metamorphosis of the sheer physicality of the human body which is 
rarely attired in grab other than the intrinsic colour. The colour she 
juxtaposed onto the collaborative works which she began in the 1970's -
with a folk artist Sat Narayan Pande. The act of co-singing became a major 
bridge that brought together the artist and the crafts person. Here too, in the 
few works you can immediately pickout her elements that stand out against 
the mute palette of the Godna. Interestingly, Godna was a tattoo art that 
was practiced on the bodies of tribal women to enhance their beauty. It was 
only a decade ago that this art was transferred on to paper. The skin 
colouration was brought in by dipping the sheets in cow-dung wash. While 
there are a number of such works here there is also the canvas in which 
Caur paints the Godna motif herself. The rippled tenor and the heady feel 
of multiple illusions is a resonating imagery that she creates. 
The idea for this collaborative work on paper came from the 
incongruity of everyday visuals-a bullock-cart on a Delhi street carrying 
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the upper body of a truck, the thermal plant near her house on whose walls 
women dry hundreds of dung cakes, two sources of energy co-existing. She 
set upon the idea of juxtaposing two kinds of images, folk and urban by 
actually working with a folk artist about 10 years ago, when paper went to 
this region, both men-and women took to coating paper with diluted 
cowdung, to approximate skin colour Godna motif-birds animals, trees-are 
usually black and white, repetitive and subtle compared to the more 
flamboyant Madhubani tree forms came out of the folk artist that he said he 
hard never done earlier, against it, 'I juxtaposed Delhi s streets in 
fluorescent yellow, its traffic lights. Suspended between the two 
changing worlds in the Budha or Tirthankara.' 
For nearly six years, Arpana worked with Sat Narayan Pande%nd 
some other tribal artists. She says, "That was the first time ever that a 
folk and contemporary painter co-signed side by side .The idea was to 
show how, we in present day India co-exist in two times and two 
cultures simultaneously." Needless to say, it imparted a mew dimension 
to the world of brushstrokes. 
HER VIEWS ABOUT DELHI 
This is not the Delhi I grow up in. That Delhi was quiet and 
innocent, with very few ears, no television, many trees and a routine 
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rhythm of school or work, and leisurely walks on wide car- less streets. 
When I began to exhibit in 1974., there were two galleries, two 
collectors and two lines for the happenings in the art world in a couple of 
newspapers. One was considered lucky if even one person walked into a 
gallery. Friends would tease me; so, when are you having one -person 
show; which meant one evidence a day. So in 1981 I did my sad and funny 
"Missing Audience" series with empty chairs but the singer singing alone 
in ecstasy, eyes closed. You somehow had to keep the flame burning. 
It has become the past so soon like black and white films. 
Today's Delhi is multicoloured, it's the cultural capital of country-a tag 
once attached to Bombay - with over a hundred galleries and an opening 
everyday. As I write, for instance, there are openings of two senior non -
Delhi artists, a discussion on woman artists in a gallery in Defense Colony 
I have never been to, and a sculptor's performance at our own academy of 
Fine Arts and Literature - all in one evening! 
After a long day of painting, it needs courage to attend all these. One 
is usually selective but on a day like this, it is impossible to remain in one's 
shell much as one many love to. 
This is Delhi. It will never allow you yours cosy shell anymore! 
Once upon a time contemporary artists from Delhi, Calcutta and 
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south India simply had to go to Bombay to earn their bread, not butter, 
where the Sabavalas, Godrcj, Dtibashs, Pundoles and Gcndhys would 
welcome them with open arms. Long grueling journey, carting large 
painting and their frames under train berth, staying at hard-to-get YWCAs, 
stretching canvases overnight at the never - available Jahangir gallery ! 
Mumbai was the open cosmopolitan culture, welcoming new forms of art. 
And Delhi, the staid babu city that went to sleep at seven, earning the label 
of dull, boring and most of all uncultured, an extension of the agricultured' 
North. 
Today, the butter is all in Deli. Galleries are always calling and 
cajoling artists, rather then the other way around. Not a day goes by 
without an 'interested visitor' and the phone has to be on the recording 
machine in order to paint. 
This is new face of Delhi, where people come flocking each winter, 
not only from the US but also from Singapore, Hongkong, Japan and 
Kamataka. Even artists from neighboring Sri Lanka now considered Delhi 
India's new cultural capital. 
What's new in this cultural capital? The page three phenomenon, 
where some long to be seen and others are too shy, is here to stay. One 
fearfully watches for a familiar face behind the camera every time one 
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steps into an artist's opening, or even a Reshma or Wadali 'brothers' 
recital. Diplomatic cards pour into artists studios, committees beckon you, 
school and colleges hope you will 'chief guest' their functions. 
You do need a 48 -hours day if you are to do your primary thing-
painting, you are lucky if you can. 
This ride on the magic carpet that is Delhi can be heady but 
exhausting, but the city itself brings you reprieve. Every unbearable 
summer, it pushes you to mountains, or back into your shell where you can 
paint to your heart's content. Come to think of it, one lifetime. So much 
does this city offer. 
There is the National Museum with its fabulous miniature and 
sculpture collection, and every visit can trigger off fresh images in the 
mind. There is the craft Museum where folk art flourishes. These folk 
artists, who carry on generations of community traditions have few takers 
for their work in their own states. Delhi is their Mecca, but they have to 
pay several visits before they get a chance to exhibit their work in their two 
dream pleaces-Delhi Haat and the Craft Museum. While both have done a 
lot to popularize folk art, it is obviously not enough for the innumerable 
folk artists in India's villages. 
Then Delhi has to country's oldest, and perhaps, the only 
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contemporary museum in the country, the National Gallery of Modem Art. 
Confined to Jaipur House, which refuses to expand, nearly 97% of the 
collection is in storage, but one still makes repeated visits to see the 
remaining 3%, so lovingly displayed by its new director. Though plans for 
a new building were approved a decade ago, funds, we have been told, are 
lacking. The sprawling Indira Gandhi National centre for Arts seems to be 
lying vacant these days, but at the India Habitate centre, there is a buzz of 
activity under its new art director, who has come from Chandigarh. Near 
by, Stein's spirit still presides quietly over the old charm of the India 
International Centre. 
And of course, there are my favourite monuments, which I have 
visited thousands of times, and never tire of The Bangla Sahib Gurdwara, 
the quiet uninhabited air of the Damdama Sahib Gurdwara, the Dargah of 
Nizamuddin Auliya where Amir Khusro also lies, Jamali-Kamali beyond 
the magnificent Qutub Minar, the feeling of space at the Old Fort and 
Humayun's Tomb. I could go on I especially like the little known Khirki 
Masjid, with its myriad arches, and nine clusters of nine domes on the roof, 
almost intact after five centuries. Tucked away behind cluster of tenements 
and choked streets in Chirag Dilli, where peacocks strut around tombs 
camouflaged with plastic waste. History struggle to breath and be 
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acknowledged in the fashionable and chin Hauz Khas Village, while 
hoardings scream garish messages from the defenceless walls of Masjid 
Moth. 
Will the coming generations know our quiet childhood in Chandni 
Chowk and the tears that rise to our eyes in Ferozshah Kotla, Khooni 
Darwaza and the spirits of martyrs whisper in despair at an increasingly 
violent and divided nation? A nation torn by contradictions, a nation that is 
fast forgetting the sacrifices made by martyrs as they dreamt of a tree flag, 
fluttering on the ramparts of Red Ford. On every crowded street, there is 
one such relic from the past, struggling to breathe amid the tangle of ugly 
new constructions, T.V. antennae and cables. 
Behind my house, the women of Shahpur Jat dry hundreds of dungs 
cakes everyday on the steel walls of a thermal power station skirting the 
oldest wall in Delhi, the remnants of Siri Fort. This strange, surreal mix of 
old and new triggered off a whole series of paintings for me, "Between 
Dualities," where I collaborated and cosigned with a fork artist (earst-
while tattoo artist) who appropriates skin colQur.,}ay'' ^ftfad.l^ '^xoating 
cowdung diluted with water on paper. (\ • ^ y \ * 'f.^  
1 ; '^c. N - • n 
In this series, his trees (that Delhi onixe h^d in abundapeeV/are 
strangulated and embraced by neon trees. "'-•^ -^ ;-:==s=**'^  
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Siri Fort Wall, the oldest 13th century wall from where the Mongols 
were first defeated, never to come back, having conquered large parts of 
China, Europe and Asia, has been ruthlessly usurped by voracious builders 
and a banquet hall, in connivance with civic agents and government 
builders who treat Delhi's monuments as their personal fiefdom. 
Laws that prevent encroachment within 100 meters of any 
monument are routinely flouted. All pleas and letters to the authorities fall 
on deaf ears; perhaps in the mad race for money, money and more money, 
people have become too callous to care anymore. 
What is history then? We have no reverence for it in Delhi. And we 
have no reverence for the innumerable court injunctions against noise 
pollution through loudspeakers, amplifiers, construction activity, vehicular 
horns and crackers after 10 pm, For baraats, Jagraats and Punjabi Pop, 
midnight is the magic hour. The noise may shalter you nerves, but any 
mention is taboo. Wealth must be on garish display at weddings, to the 
accompaniment of loud Punjabi Pop, the same tunes which so easily adapt 
into praise of the almighty. 
Delhi's citizens pray for sleep while others pray on their nerves. And 
no number of midnight calls to the police help. But did these help in 1984, 
when thousands were burnt alive in or outside their homes? 
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Delhi has a bloody history. You can smell it in post' 84 Trilokpuri as 
you can in Tughlaqbad. But Delhi forgets and forgives, and carries on. It's 
the place of power, of all the manipulative class games of grabbing more 
power, with the empty canopy of India Gates as one of the many reminders 
of its capacity for forgiveness, its irony, its nostalgia. 
"Sikhs legacy of the Punjab" Exhibition 
Arpana Caur attended the first ever permanent, international Sikh 
exhibition called "Sikhs: Legacy of the Punjab" at National Museum of 
Natural History, Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC on 24 July. 
2004. Other prominent international guests included Tarlochan Singh, 
Chairman of the Minorities Commission of India, veteran marathon runner 
Farja Singh; Singh artists, the Sikh sisters from UK; the Pakistani 
Ambassadar of USA and the Indian charge D'Affairs besides other 
prominent Sikhs and patrons of the exhibition from all over USA. 
Paul Taylor, director of the museum's Asian Cultural History 
program, explained that on doing an inventory after 9/11 not a single stem 
relating to Sikhs or Sikhism was found. This was the challenge prompting 
this exhibition. "Now materials are being acquired and borrowed to present 
the exhibit on one of the world's largest religious groups". 
In the program, Arpana talked of the influences and inspiration of 
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her art work. She talked especially of Nanak, the founder of the Sikh faith, 
Kabir, and Indian Sufi saint of the 14th century and legendary Sikh artist 
Sobha Singh, especially his masterpiece 'Sohnu Mahiwal' and the trauma 
and the genocide of the Sikhs of 1984. 
The exhibition itself holds over 100 items including Sikh artwork, 
arms and other Sikh artwork, arms and other Sikh artifacts. This 
exhibition, at this point will last two years in its present location near the 
museum's popular 'Baseball as America' display and then move to the 
second floor for a further three years. 
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The main theme in Indian art is woman. Perhaps that is why Indian 
art is sometimes called "female art". Woman is not just divine beauty or a 
fantasy, a spirit, an idea but also creator of new life. Motherhood, the 
ultimate desire of any woman was most effectively used by ancient artists. 
A full breasted, broad hipped woman symbolized fertility and was depicted 
thus in Mauryan art, Sunga art and Buddhist art. In whatever was she is 
represented the fertility aspect is always integrated with the Indian art 
knows no Aphrodite or Diana but the majesty and mystery of divine 
motherhood, expressed with wonderful sincerity of feeling and splendid 
craftsmanship." 
Indian art based primarily on the lines of Indian thinking gives equal 
importance to woman as to man. The Trimurti (Trinity - Brahma the 
Creator, Shiva the Destroyer, Vishnu the Preserver) cannot perform their 
duties without their Shaktis (goddesses). The wife of Brahma is Saraswati, 
the goddess of learning and wisdom; Parvati, the goddess of purity is 
Shiva's consort; Lakshmi, the counterpart of 'Vishnu is the goddess of 
prosperity and good fortune. All these mother goddesses have an equally 
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important place in Indian art. 
Besides these divine goddesses there are yakshis (semi divine 
beings) who are equally important. They represent the ideal beauty 
comprising sensuousness and fertility. The perfect example is the famous 
yakshi of Didarganj (now in Patna museum) of Mauryan art. This massive, 
shapely figure is a perfect example of a classic beauty. 
The sensuous woman is fully exploited in the temples of khajuraho 
(10-12th century). Here woman is shown in various moods and her 
consciousness of her beauty and power are in abundance. 
But the best presentation and attribute to woman is by Ajanta artists 
in the caves of Ajata. The paintings capture the attention of every art lover. 
According to art scholars the Ajanta woman is not just a such perfect 
understanding and homage. 'The mystical, symbolic, sensual, idealistic are 
all aspects of the Ajanta woman. Even in other Buddhist centres of art like 
Mathura, Sanchi and Barhut women are portrayed elegantly drapped in 
sheer fabrics. Artists felt no inhibitions in their portrayal. 
Women in Mughal Rajasthani and Pahari miniature paintings are 
more decorative. The medieval period was the court era. Art was under the 
patronage of rulers. The "Bharat Natyam' Shastra calssified women in 3 
categories: goddess, heroine heroine and courtesan (devinyika, ganika). 
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The Nayak-nayika theme was popular with artists of the 16th - 17th 
century. Heroes and heroines were usually taken from popular Sanskrit 
poems mainly of Krishna and Radha. These paintings depict the whole 
scene, her eyes, attention - everything - is focused on her lover. 
In Mughal art women were presented simply as beauties - bathing 
women with their attendants were repeatedly painted by this era of artists. 
In these paintings the status of women is shown in different ways like the 
r yal ladies were normally shown hidden behind a veil (pardha) or within 
four walls surrounded by attendants. On the whole Mughal paintings 
portrayed women trying to please the lover and ignored the true sentiments 
of women which are an integral part of Hindu philosophy. 
With changing times presentation of ideas changed and is reflected 
in the portrayal of women. In modern times the new, realistic and 
individualistic woman knows her mind, her actual place in society. Amrita 
Shergil in her realistic portrayal of women became an inspiration for young 
future artists. She may have been inspired by the Ajanta'^ fjaintings but she 
knew the plight of Indian women so she applied her own interpretations.. 
her "A Group of Three Girls" with their deeply thoughtful sad faces seem 
to carry fear of the unknown future. In another painting "Women on 
Charpoy" is the common woman, not the heroine of Mughal or Rajasthani 
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miniatures. She is in rustic Surroundings, not waiting for anybody, but 
deeply in her own thoughts. 
It is not that modern artists do not paint the ideal woman. Raja Ravi 
Varma is famous for his paintings of aristocratic bejeweled women. The 
perfect woman in the parameters of Indian society is a loving mother, 
dutiful wife and obedient daughter. Raja Ravi Varma has perfectly blended 
tradition with modernity. On one hand he takes his these from India's 
famous epics like the Mahabharata and Ramayana or from Sanskrit 
literature in which he reflects the perfect Indian woman and on the other 
he takes his inspiration from French neo-classical paintings with 
sensuously rounded women draped in traditional finery. Who can forget his 
"Malabar Lady" or the portrait of other modern painters are Nandlal Bose 
and N.S. Bendre. During their thime Raja Ram Mohan Roy's crusade 
aginst social evils, especially the practice of sati (burning of a widow on 
the funeral pyre) made an impression on 19th century artists. Nandlal 
Bose's famous painting 'Sati is the product of that movement. The artist 
shows the plight of an Indian widow forced towards self-immolation. 
Some modern artists have sketched women being exploited, sensitive 
artists like Krishna Hebbar, Saroj Gogi Pal, Arpana Caur, Anjolie Ela 
Menon express their sentiments on Cavas. 
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When the painting of 'everyday life' by a woman assumes 'man-
sized' proportions, and a wilful dismantling of aesthetics, then painting 
becomes a mission of redressal. Arpana Caur's position in contemporary 
Indian art is unambivalent, her trajectory unbroken. Perhaps among all her 
contemporaries she assumes the feminine view point to buttress her chosen 
position as social commentator. Yet, this point of view continually changes 
and defies Arpana's placement within a prevailing feminist credo. Most 
often here is the assumed virginal standpoint, an unmarked tabula rosa, a 
blank state, compelled to confront an environment of uncertainty. Her 
female protagonist freely mutates, to appear as a girl, as a young woman on 
the threshold of life, a widow, a woman past middle age-even Prithvi or 
Prakriti, Mother Earth herself In this sense, Arpana uses many of the 
categories of the nayika bhed poetic and painting convention from the 
innocent taruni to the middle-aged prauda and completely divests them of 
romantic nations. This is especially marked since her art has been enriched 
through a free-wheeling exploration of Indian miniature paintings 
convention. 
Arpana Caur's identification with the political voice that espouses 
feminist causes is perhaps one limited interpretation of her work. Arguably, 
like Kathe KoUwitz, she is a pointed commentator and like Kollwitz uses a 
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restricted palette, large forms, and strongly expressive faces to comment on 
social events. Again, like kollwitz, who was obsessed with "the themes of 
war, hatred, poverty, love, grief, death and struggle", Arpana develops on 
the disjunction between maternity and motherhood: the one is likely to 
breed violence, rather than satisfaction. Arpana as a socially reactive artist 
paints apparently representational works, juggles those categories: the 
social crises becomes a vent for personal anxiety. In her work she needs to 
abstract the real, even as she needs to blend the personal in the generalized. 
The question of the autobiographical content is never fully acknowledged, 
yet the emotional links with her woman figures are strong. This is the 
statement of art as selfhood and painting as a means of resolution. In that 
sense, the artist speaks with both a private and a public voice, in the 
effacement of the first ties the fulfilling cathexis of the second. 
Arpana's means of protecting the woman/feminine force (and she 
assumes a protective role) is to desex her. Large and strong, she looms like 
an and rogynous Bahubali, earthlike, her contours are akin to those of the 
undulating land. There is no hint of an expressive sexuality, woman and 
nature are both symbiotically tied in a circle of perceived thread and 
uncertain renewal, Arpana recalls herein an analysis on the poetry of Emily 
Dickinson'. "She uses feminity to drive femaleness out of nature . 
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Dickinson endorses feminity's artificial or rather unnatural character; it is 
both of and against nature, since spring always loses to decay". 
Significantly, doubt and uncertainty on the personal plane are 
outwardly cathected as a generalized concern. The individual and the world 
become interchangeable. The rape of Maya Tyagi in 1979 provoked 
Arpana to paint this widely reported but ill-addressed incident. The widow 
of the Chasnala mining disaster as victims and figures of social neglect 
confirmed her identification of subject, as the political situation of the 
1970s become volatile, guns, policemen, and violence as in the series 
Custodians of the Law made their presence. These combine at this stage 
with her reading of the aesthetics of Basohli painting, a seventeenth and 
eighteenth century hill school. Arpana's identification of Basohli for its 
strong colours and spatial division was especially apt, for among all the 
miniature painting styles Basohli has a recognizably strong feminine type. 
Whether devi or nayika, the woman in this hill school is painted with a 
strength that belies the demure, delicate nayika more usually seen, and 
Caur adopts the passionate tone, if not the sensual evocativeness of figures 
in Basohli painting. 
The grouping of figures of the miniature format is also adopted by 
Arpana for an interrogation of social hierarchies. Most often women in 
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replica, initiated with the Vrindavan series are used to drive home the 
social and individual dimension. The Hayanari device of seventeenth-
eighteenth century Rajput painting, also seen in Orissa art-in which women 
are compressed into the body of a horse, or an elephant as in the Gajanari 
style, usually to bear a male patron on his sojourn-is subverted deliberately 
as an image of oppression. Still later, the woman figure appears with serial 
regularity. However, whereas in the miniature foremat the intent is 
decorative, in Arpana's hand the half a dozen women who appear single 
file, heading out of the picture's frame to nowhere in particular bespeak a 
faceless drudgery and monotony. Then again, she turns them out of profile 
to confront the viewer full face with a sightless, tragic gaze. In evoking the 
direct confrontational gaze, Arpana introduces a Brechtian note in her 
work. The references to myth, to the disappearing Krishna, distraught 
yoginis, and ecstatic Sufis is fractured by the confrontational gaze and its 
silent interrogation. 
Here, in contrast the treatment of the male figure especially invites 
comparison. Just as the feminine grows and expands to assume archetypal 
proportions in her painting, the male has correspondingly shrunk and 
diminished. In the early stages, man appears as the Juggler, in subversion 
of the Chola period Shiva-Natraja icon (who holds the deer and other life-
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forms on his finger tips) nonchalantly tossing about ball-like figures. In 
later years, the man is transfigured into a singing Baul, an indifferent 
Krishna, a guntoting faceless policeman, and finally a nameless 
construction worker or tailor, some times, as in her small gouche works, 
armed men crowd into a woman's body like busy spermatozoa, invasive 
within, and already potentially violent. Even within the chosen form of 
expressive distortion, the figures are sufficiently naturalistic to create a 
strong emotional resonance. Notably the release of the confined woman 
finds a parallel in the gradual marginalization of the male figure, as the 
becomes the unbroken "other" and from aggressor slips into the state of the 
victim of aggression in the paintings of 1984 and the nameless worker in 
the Prakriti series. 
Punjabi literature influenced Caur's artistic perspective, and writers 
such as Shiv Batalvi, Amrita Pritam and Krishan Sobti were visitors to her 
home. The literature and philosophy of Punjab contributed to the strains of 
melancholy, mysticism and devotion that may be felt in Caur's 
manipulation of pictorial space. Despite her diverse influences, however, 
Caur's subjects remain firmly rooted in the quotidian world of the woman, 
showing woman engaged in commonplace act such as daydreaming or 
typing. She is also actively involved in the running of the Academy of 
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Fine Arts and literature. Then there is Dialogue, ASSARC recognised 
writer's forum. 
The repeated motif of clothing in Cour's work both confirms and 
subverts the traditional picture of woman. Sinha writes that "The images 
of women sewing quietly, within the acceptable parameters of feminity 
is in a way liberated by Arpana, as the woman is placed outdoors, 
embroidering larger destines. Instead of feminine, income-producing 
function, it becomes a political comment on women's productivity." 
On a perfectly ordinary day in 1987, a group of young Delhi artists 
traveled a couple of hours westwards to seen the dazzling collection of 
sculptures in the Mathura Museum. The town itself rather uncared, counts 
its numerous, cash-rich temples as a more important tourist attention than 
the museum. May be that's why the unusual Delhi tourists found it hard to 
ascertain when the museum world remain open. As it happened, when they 
reach Mathura, it was closed. The day was just starting and nowhere to go, 
impulsively, the group decided to travel to nearby vrindavan to see a 
cluster of temples none of them had seen before. 
Artist Arpana Caurj-^then in her early 30s, remembers this 
spontaneous tour vividly. "When we got off, we were hit by the sight-
dozens of malnourished, bareheaded, expressionless figures, draped in 
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white, bottled the landscape. Many of them stretches out bony arms 
and begged. They seemed to live on periphery of humanness. I shrank 
within, felt instinctively repulsed," recalls the artist, "Most of the 
woman declared they had been thrown out of their homes after they 
lost their husbands. Often, 50 paise and a small 'Katori' of rice for 
singing 'bhajans' was all they got through the day." 
From this and a subsequent study visit later that year, emergerd one 
of Arpana's most politically powerful and moving series. 'The widows of 
Virindavan, Arpana painted half a dozen of these 'direct-work'-as she 
termed them in retrospect. Later, the images reappeared in Time series, 
when the passage from youth to old age became a pre-occupation. The 
paintings, treasured in collections across the world, are now more 
commonly seen as reproductions on bookjackets. 
Clothes appeared to partake of the life force they skimmed across 
space, fully suggestive of absent bodies (a device familiar in the work of 
the French artist Sophie Calle) Even as small drawings of garments 
continued to float across her canvases, the original concept mutated. 
Women embroidering, cutting a large leaf, like a garment symbolic of 
Prakriti herself, appeared in paintings like Prakriti and Resilient Green. 
From the socio-psychic image of the harried tailor, the artist's concerns 
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now embraced ecology, a yearning for the elusive green and blue of a 
resting peace. Characteristically, the woman in Arpana is both prakriti and 
faceless survivor - a mother pregnant with violent sons, and conservor-who 
patiently dams and embroiders. There is resistance in there ordinary 
stances. Arpana's use of the stitched blouses recalls Zarina Bhimji's 
installations of charred children's Lucknowi Kurtas as a racial memory of 
the violent Partition. However, the image of women sewing quietly, within 
the acceptable parameters of feminity - an image challenged by women 
artist as one of moralizing domesticity -is in a way liberated by Arpana as 
the woman is placed outdoors, embroidering larger destinies. Instead of a 
feminine, incomproducing function, it becomes a political comment on 
women's productivity. Arpana repeatedly uses the symbol of the 
embroidered cloth to suggest several interrelated issues-the process of 
socialization of the young girl and the 'veiling' of her body, the cloth as 
garment and winding sheet, and finally, as a symbol of the transience of 
life itself. The constant sense of the transience of time registers in her 
work, "Painting has given me a sense of relative completeness." says 
Arpana. Everything else is in a state of flux. 
The female figure sits against a torrid landscape of colour, yet 
another emerges as a symbol of resistance against individualization and 
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exploitation. Arpana Caur's images comes through more hke a testimony 
that eulogizezs the triumph of time over modernism. Like any passage that 
exults and exists through its own ambience as well as its philosophical 
tradition here is is an artist who places her legitimate concerns and conflicts 
in an inspiring manner of a visual aesthetics. She says that "I have never 
liked the representation of women by Raja Ravi Verma. It is too 
calendar-like. Women in his works are much like the ornaments they 
wear. They are either idealized or turned into objects of desire with 
their clinging wet saries. These are not down to-earth women who 
work like you and me. His women are decorated like Christmas trees." 
One of India's foremost contemporary artists, Caur's work is as 
well-known abroad as it is celebrated at home in India. Her vibrantly 
coloured canvases, with their instantly recognizable style that makes 
references to earlier Indian miniature and folk traditions, employ repeated 
sets of motifs in their allegorical treatment of a wide range of themes: 
embroidery and spinning becoming, for example, metaphors of life and 
creativity, while the scissors that frequently appear also, image the forces 
that curtail them. In many of the pieces on display, woman is portrayed as 
the central actor on the human stage, the one who bears life, nurtures and 
supports it through its long development and ultimately defends it against 
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the inimical forces concentrated by tragedy, greed corruption, 
environmental destruction and the thousand other shocks to which humans 
are subjected. Arpana Caur's first show in the October Gallery, in 1982, 
Waldemar Januszezak describes her work as "Sophisticated and intense 
a rare cross cultural success". Twenty years on, it has deepened to 
become yet more powerful still, the contrasts stronger, the whole 
expression more refmed. 
The Self and The World: An Exhibition of Indian Women Artists, 
held in Delhi in April 1997, was meant to be visual expansion of the 
published Marketing And Research Group Publication, Expressions and 
Evocations: Contemporary Women Artists of India, edited by Gayatri 
Sinha, Curated by her for National Gallery of Modern art and Gallery 
Espace, it six decades and the work of 15 women artists, painters and 
graphic artists and Arpana Caur was one of them. 
Arpana Caur felt that the concept was criticised only because "It is 
fashionable to say you are different, that you are a feminist. In fact, the 
issue of whether not a particular show should be gender-based trivialises 
the entire effort both of the curator and of the artists. By harping one aspect 
alone, one tends to overlook that a particular growth and development has 
been showcased for the first time. Nowhere else did we have a platform 
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where one could be see last two decades of any artist's works under one 
roof." 
Also on display were the artist's personal sketchbooks, letters and 
which lent a rare insight into events that gave direction to their works, like 
the letter painter Amrita Sher-Gil wrote to her sister, Indira. Or the one she 
wrote she said: "I think all art, not religious art, has come into being 
because of sensuality: so great that it overflows the boundaries of the 
mere physical." Or Parelch's which hark break to a rural childhood now 
lost in the urban choose represented her works. 
The paintings and sculptures exhibited did not always. Tally with, 
the book since the works were not available. Besides, as Sinha said, the 
choice was not easy, considering the many artists the country has thrown 
up in the last 50 years or so. "It would have been impossible for me to 
represent ail that talent, I had to make a selection from available 
resources, I did according to my understanding of the artist and their 
art scene in the country," But, exhibited as they were in 10 rooms at the 
NGMA; each artist had enough individual space to exhibit works that had 
evolved over the years. On view, therefore, were voyages of self-discovery 
for the artist themselves. 
Ostensibly, though there was no link between the artists: from 
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Menon, Sher-Gil Arpita Singh and Malini, the work of Devayani Krishna, 
Piloo Pochkhanawala, Meera Mukherjee, Nasreen Mohamedi, Madhavi 
Parekh, Anupam Sud, Milima Sheikh, Gogi Saroj Pal, Lalita Katt, Navjot 
and Arpana Caur were also displayed. The show was a visual delight 
towards gaining an insight into a world viewed from a woman's eyes. 
Since every artist was represented by both her early and recent 
works, every room becomes a mini-retrospective that allowed art lovers to 
follow the artist's creative growth and development. 
Cour's recent series on Bihar's Godna Work was studied in contrast 
to the materialistic, commercial world; creation and destruction, reality and 
aspirations co-existed to show the woman both as nurturer and destroyer, 
Criticism apart, this exhibition was undoubtedly a milestone; it 
succeeded in bringing the feminine sensibilities in art and the world as 
viewed by women. This was a remarkable effort in showcasing women 
artists who has struggled to achieve their identity in the fierce, male-
dominated world of art. It projected a refreshingly different view, far 
removed from the conservative and, often misunderstood, viewpoint of 
mythology that viewed women as goddess or male artists who see the 
female form without its sensibilities and emotions. 
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ARPANA ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS AND LITE RATURE 
To facilitate its manifold activities in literature and five arts, the 
Academy runs Arpana Fine Arts Gallery (named after Arpana Caur, a 
nationally renowned artist and daughter of Ajeet Cau/within its premises. 
The gallery has two large spacious galleries in which the paintings of 
eminent artists are exhibited, when required, the two galleries can be joined 
to create a larger space and ambience for displaying the art works of a 
group of artists which needs more space to display its works. 
While there many galleries in Delhi which later to the needs of the 
well-healed. Arpana Art Gallery provides space to the young and upcoming 
artists besides the well-established one. It also provides space, from time to 
time, to the works of the socially marginalized sections of society (Dalits, 
tribals workers, etc.) as also the physically challenged. Thus alongside 
exhibition of well-established artists like Hussain, Souza and Raza, we can 
see the exhibition held by young and upcoming artist, socially 
disadvantaged or physically challenged groups and socially and politically 
committed organisation in Arpana Fine Arts Gallery. The academy charges 
only nominal rent from these groups. It also provides moral and social 
support to help them sustain their personal and social struggles. With 
Arpana Fine Arts Gallery as its nucleus, the Academy also provides 
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support to craftsmen engaged in traditional crafts like zardozi and phulkari 
embroidery, tribal Godna paintings of Bihar and tribal sculptures Bastar. In 
this way too, art is, taken out fi-om the cocoons of the elite and linked with 
the traditional folk and tribal arts which continue to be vibrant living 
tradition in India. 
DESCRIPTION OF HER WORK BASED ON WOMEN 
1. WOMEN IN INTERIORS 
Around the 1980s, she felt the need to introduce some linear 
elements to offset the round organic effect of her figures. That is when 
Arpana brought in the miniature architecture with its impossible angels and 
the missing fourth wall of the structure in her series titled Women in 
Interiors where women lay passively within the walls of their homes. 
This series of paintings also plotted a personal graph: Arpana and her 
mother lived in Delhi's crowded Patel Nagar, where draping the body was 
necessary shroud of protection against the constant frottage of bodies on 
the dense streets. They then shifted to a working women's hostel where the 
lingering memory is of a frustrated, inchoate sense of homelessness which 
inspired her mother Ajeet Caur, to write her Sahitya Academy award 
winning work Khanabadosh (Homeless). 
2. MAY TYAGI RAPE CASE 
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Significantly, doubt and uncertainly on the personal plane are 
outwardly cathected as generalized concern. The individual and the world 
become inter changeable. The rape of Maya Tyagi in 1979 provoked 
Arpana to paint this widely reported but ill-addressed incident. The widows 
of the Chasnala mining disaster as victims and figures of social neglect 
confirmed her identification of subject. As the political situation of the 
1970s became volatile; guns, policemen, and violence as the series 
custodious of the Law shows; made their presence. 
3. MOTHER SERIES 
Arpana loves her mother very much. In her 'Mother' series she 
expresses love for her mother. And also shows that the,piotheris,t'he ladder 
/ . » • • " • - ' • • 
for the daughter. / ' f ^ ^ / O 3 
4. SOLDIER'S MOTHER VjA..^ ^ { - ^ 
This is one of the finest paintings of Arpana Gaus. Jadthftspainting 
she depicted that the woman sits supreme. Within her body, soldiers forms 
mutate and move like busy supermatozoa. Caur uses this miniature painting 
technique not with the erotic intent of the original, but to single potential 
destruction. Shakti here is muted, exhausted, invaded. The eternal womb 
carries within herself the needs of calamity 'Eight sons are there of Aditi, 
who were born of the body' (Rig Veda) But these are also sentinels to 
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violence. Their presence here is arequiem for the body (Mother) as well as 
the hand (Mother Earth). 
5. PRAKRITI SERIES 
Arpana Caur believes that woman and nature are both symbiotically 
tied in a circle. Women represent the latent force, which has not been 
explored properly even today. They can counter the challenges of 
industralisation and extreme urbanization. Inherently, they have a power to 
renew and regenerate. 
6. BETWEEN DUALITIES 
Caur's "Between Dualities" is the physical act of directly 
interweaving or in compassing Arpana's own visual vocabulary with the 
ancient vocabulary of the women artists of Mithila. The direct nature of the 
interveiition is a risky endeavour, but one that Arpana pulls off with cool 
assurance. Sometimes the intervention is shadowy and flickering, as in 
Kalpavriksha - 1 and 2 and Prakriti - where her own images are 
insubstantial and cloud like, trailing a nebulous passage across an ancient 
canvas. 
7. EARTH AND SKY 
Arpana Caur is the only artist who painted 'Earth and Sky' on the 
demand of United Nations on its 50th Anniversary. 2000 prints were 
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displayed in India. In the painting, she painted the dream of the labourer for 
a better world or the dream of a woman for a piece of sky, the stark blue 
and yellow juxtaposed against each other, and the break for the 
conventional continuity of colour and image is bold and innovative. 
8. SOHNI SERIES 
Sohni series on the immortal lovers, Sohni ^and Mahiwal, whose 
story is now a part of collective myth that is celebrated beyond the 
boundaries of Pubjab. For Arpana the story is essentially of Punjab. For 
Arpana the story is essentially about a women's courage in love and the 
legend's contemporary relevance that's important, Arpana says that "Sohni 
is mearly a take ~ off point ~ backbone of my series ~ but reflective of 
indomitable human sprit of courage, of decision - making power,". 
Elements like water, pats and scissors, featuring regularly on her canvases, 
turn up here again. "I am obsessed with water", she confesses. I first used 
water in my 1984 riots series, as a metaphore for death. But I have also 
used it to show time and regeneration. I had a collection of paintings on 
Shoni-Mahiwal on exhibit at the Lalit Kala Academi, where I had shown 
their love in the Sufi mould. 
Arpana Caur has depicted Indian woman as a brave woman in this 
serious. She has gives a modern look to the painting by using candle light 
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and traffic light. This series is a perfect example of the blending of 
modernism and feminism. 
AMRITA SHERGIL - HER IDEAL 
In 1991 Bradford Art Galleries and Museum were presented by a 
well wisher with two paintings from two Indian Women artists. A small oil 
by, arguably one of India's first great moderns. Amrita Sher-Gil who died 
tragically young at the age of 28 in 1942, and oil by Arpana Caur, a large 
glowing canvas entitled Time Image -2 
Sher-Gil's painting was a portrait of a woman, obviously based on 
an Ajanta cave painting - moody, mysterious, and curiously implosive. 
Arpana Caur's work was much more gestural. Against an infinity of 
stormy, indigo sky and a white speckled red foreground the figure of an 
aged woman, ghostly in her white shroud-like, faces a saucer - eyed child. 
Old age and youth mirror each other, the viewer was confronted by an 
allegory on the theme of immutability and mortality that was quite 
terrifying. 
The gift of the two paintings coincided with the opening of an 
exhibition on Sikh culture, curated by Bradford Art Galleries and Museum 
, called Warm and Rich and Fearless. Since both Sher-Gil and Arpana are 
of Sikh descent it seemed appropriate to incorporate their works in the 
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exhibition. The display also included miniature paintings of the Sikh 
school, woodcuts, rich damascene and gem-studded armour and 
weaponary, jewellery and phulkaries and baghs, embroidered textiles from 
the Punjab, in which Sikh women, in particular, excel. 
All these objects were intricately worked, the gold Koftgiri inlay on 
the steel armour, the bejeweled draggers, the laboriously embroidered 
Phulkaries the hierarchical troubled world presented within the miniatures 
and even Sher-Gil's somber earth-coloured palettes showing a dreaming 
girl. In this exhibition, one was surrounded by minute details. But 
dominating all this were the spacious, horizons of Arpana's painting, a 
perfect contrapuntal device. Although allegorical, it was also modern and it 
was confident. And in its modernism and confidence, it seemed to breathe a 
different glowing life into the surrounding works. It is not only brought 
their richness even more to the fore, but it also further particularised them. 
And strangely enough there were all manners of echoes, hints and 
allusions between this extraordinary painting and the other exhibits. The 
horizon seemed a nonformulaic reworking of the horizons contained in the 
miniatures, the flower-speckled foreground reminded the audience of 
embroidered phulkaries. 
And this is how the whole body of Arpana's work has, rightly or 
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wrongly, become fixed in many minds. They are not only lucid articulation 
of our contemporary state through figures that resonate with quite strength 
and anguish, they also act as mechanisms of release of earlier traditions. 
The works become agents of empowerment for the widows of Vrindavan, 
and the other dispossessed. But in the process Arpana compels one to look 
at her own sources differently. She takes the landscape and female figures 
of the 17th and 18th century Bosholi Hill School, and by setting them in a 
seemingly boundless universe, she frees them. 
Caur expands and personalises Sher-Gil's reductive 'otherness' 
editing out any hint of romance or onlooker status in the process. One of 
my favourite theories is Arpana's conscious or unconscious witty homage 
to compositional device of the Pahari and Sildi miniatures. William Archer 
has pointed out that Pahari artists of the Himalayan foothills found the 
surfing rhythms of the hookah an extremely useful device in painting, 
creating as it did its own spatial divides. But Sikhs frowned upon smoking 
and the Pahari artists who had transferred to the Sikh courts nimbly 
responded to this by replacing the hookah with the Chatri or ceremonial 
umbrella. With its slanted shafts and curving brims it too became an 
important compositional device. In a number of Caur's paintings it is the 
woman's exaggeratedly extended hand, whether she is lifting, carrying or 
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particularly embroidering, that immediately strikes the onlooker. The 
compositional device of the hookah and the Chhatri have been humanized 
and given life. The extended hand symbolises the strength and the power of 
the women who appear in Arpana's paintings. As Gayatri Sinha Comments 
"An image challenged as one of moralising domesticity, is in a way 
liberated by Arpana as the woman is placed outdoors. Instead of a 
feminine, income-producing functions, it becomes a political comment 
on woman's productivity." 
Perhaps because Sher-Gil ^ ^ and Arpana arrived together, 
metaphorically speaking, to Bradford's collection, they have become 
symbiotically linked. Sher-Gil is now a legend in India. A major road is 
named after her in New Delhi. There is a loan on the export of her works 
out of India. Her glamour and her beauty have created its own mystique. 
In a very different way (think God), one can sense the bare bones of 
legend already forming around Arpana. Most people in India seem to be 
familiar with various flash points that were defining moments in Arpana's 
life. Her parents separation, the move from a suffocating congested area to 
the grimness of a working woman's hostel and the fact that Arpana is self 
taught artist - all these are well known facts. Arpana however, is a very 
modern protagonist. Her own experience of displacement has given her a 
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kind of reckless subversive daring. 
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FEMALE FORMS, MODERNITY AND 
CREATIVITY IN HER PAINTINGS 
The man lived is the Parisian world, but he was detached from it. He 
invites us with his pictures into his own awareness, his own realm of 
feeling and inner seeing. As his imagination, or fancy as some world call it, 
is limited, we can not go very far, very deep. The word modern art 
comprises a remarkable diversity of styles, movements, and techniques. 
The wide range of styles encompasses the sharply realistic painting of a 
Mid western farm couple by Grant Wood. 
Arpana Caur is an artist who has tried to bring a feeling of freshness 
in her paintings and this trait distinguishes her from other artists. Creativity 
is well evident in her paintings. Since the time she started painting, this 
freshness became a unique trait of her paintings. Apart from creativity, 
modernity is also well-represented in her paintings. She has used traffic 
light in collaborative works and plugs in Buddha paintings. She has used 
them so beautifully that there gadgets looks a part of her paintings. She 
started her career in 1975.'^ At that time people were not so enthusiastic 
about art and it was quite difficult for an artist to make her mark. But she 
undertook this challenge and proved her worth. She showed that she is 
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going to be one of the successful artists in future and result are for all to 
see. 
In spite of being modern and creative, her paintings showcase Indian 
values. She has w^orked on Gouche, water, oil and collaborative medium. 
When asked to comment on the lack of understanding about modem art 
among most people, she elaborates "Contemporary visual art is 
individualistic, unlike Calender art which has popular images. 
Further, it uses subtle lay. In its narrative unlike journalism and 
photography. Art comes closest to poetry. It is the sum total of the 
artist's experiences sensibility and thinking. The creative process can 
not be fully understood even by the artists. He knows the origin. He 
images in his mind but a part of it remains a mystery. Figurative work 
is not difficult to understand". 
Use of modern techniques make her paintings fresh and unique. She 
has used many symbols which have their own meanings. She has used 
scissors as a metaphor and says "The Greeks believe that scissors have 
the power to cut Man's fate that is in a state of perpetual suspension. 
So I thought let me use the scissors". 
She has many creations to her credit which are never shown in the 
paintings by other artists like weaving of water and use of plug as a 
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connection. Now, at the age of 51, Arpana has become a well known and 
much celebrated artist around the world. For the last three decades her 
exhibitions have been shown in Delhi, Mumbai, Calcutta, London, Cardiff, 
Amsterdam. 
She has painted a series gouche medium in which she has shown the 
importance of time. She has given a message through this painting that 
time waits for none. If we don't understand the importance of time in our 
life. We are bound to suffer in future. 
Every series by Arpana Caur is self-created. She has got a lot of new 
ideas which she presents through her paintings. According to her "In my 
paintings my ideas, dreams and fantasies all emerge. I like to paint the 
dualities of India. A thermal power station with cow-dung cakes 
drying on its walls-the two sources of energy. We exist in several times, 
different ages in India take a bullock cart carrying the upper body of a 
truck". 
She is Sikhpoint. Com's featured Artist for the 2006 Calender. 
Arpana grew up in an environment that was rich in art and music. Arpana's 
mother^-is an award winning novelist (Sahitya Academy and padashree 
Winner) whose influence resonates in Arpana's very essence. Arpana 
attended Delhi University and graduated in 1961 with M.A. in literature. 
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As a self taught painter, Arpana's influence came from her mother's 
writings, Punjabi folk literature, and the pahari miniature tradition and 
Indian folk-art motifs. Her art is a direct reflection of her personal 
experiences, inspired by local and world events. Over the years, her mair 
focus has centered on Indian women, and capturing the essence of their day 
to day activities inspired by social, cultural and spiritual theme. 
B.B.C. and Star T.V. have made documentary Films on her in the 
1980's apart from a documentary by Sidharth Tagore. 
For the past 5 years, three of her works including 'Nanak' and 
'1984' have been on display at the Sildi Art Gallery in the Smithsonian, 
Washington D.C. she done murals form 1981 to 2005 in India and one in 
Hamburg. 
Arpana Caur's work symbolises the emerging tred of a growing 
consciousness among women-intellectuals and artists not only for the 
search of the selfhood and the need to forge new linkage with society, but 
also for developing new sensibilities in art that are distinctly felt in the 
figuration, content and the use visual symbols. 
Arpana's art deals with our time, our life in which boundaries and 
contexts are being changed to meet the constantly growing new realities. 
Nothing, excepts, perhaps, the human being is sacrosanct in art, for, the 
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whole of art imagery revolves around the crumbling layers of protection we 
wear around us, according to an eminent critic. 
In her various series of painting, Arpana has candidly expressed 
situations of life, dealing particularly with women's predicament and the 
increasing violence in our society, such as in her series of paintings entitled 
'Women'. She has made concerned statements on socio-political events. 
Since she is passionately aware of man and this predicament, her paintings 
are images of the pungent truth of life. Her more recent themes like 'Body 
is just a Garment' however, are more philosophical. 
She structures her composition using some typical characteristics of 
Pahari miniatures, the rounded figures, the curved horizone the division of 
the background into sky, earth and water, and the creation of many centres 
of activity in the pictorial formate for expressing, a multiplicity of ideas. 
Her works provide a scope for discovering the aesthetic as well as the 
philosophical the discerning. 
Many years later, after migrating to Punjab, she was given another 
opportunity to broaden her knowledge about the Guru. This time not by her 
Sikh-in-Laws, but through a children's book 'Nanak: The Guru'. Written 
by Mola Dayal and illustrated by Arpana Caur, the book gives interesting 
insight into Guru Nanak's life, from his birth in 1469 to his death in 1539. 
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through Mala's simple words and Arpana's symbolic illustrations, Guru 
Nanak comes across as a great social reformer and a poet, more than a 
religious Guru. 
Arpana has done a good job poilraying him as a common man, a 
refreashing change from artist Sohba Singh's protraoyal of the Guru with 
the halo and titled head-the one representation we are so accustomed to. 
For Arpana, "Guru Nanak is a poet who sings and dances and is a 
common man's man." She has been painting Guru Nanak for the past two 
years. It was during one of her exhibitions, she met Mala and the idea for 
this book, germinated. It was published by Ruba & Co., earlier this year 
and proved to be one of the most sought after books in the recently held 
Roopa Book Fair in Chandigarh. 
Nanak-the Guru, 48 pages (2005) book for children, the life and 
teaching of Guru Nanak are related simply and lucidly and accompanied by 
outstanding illustration. From his early days, Nanak marveled at the beauty 
of nature and answers to the many questions that trouble him: who made 
the sun and moon? Who made the earth and all the creatures in it? Where 
do we go when we die? Why are some considered high-born and others 
low- bora? Why con't Hindus and Muslim live like brothers. 
Nanak's teaching of love and brotherhood led to the founding of a 
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new faith where Hindus and Muslims, men and women, the rich and the 
poor, hight-boni and low-born are treated as equals. 
In the painting 'The Immersion' from her series 'Nanak' she 
depicted that the Guru Nanak went under water for contemplation, when he 
emerged, he was a seer. One of his teachings referred to the equality of all 
beings. The net symbolises wordly desires, the fishes trapped in it - human 
beings. The two works are parts of diptych. 
It was her grandmother who has initiated her into the teachings of 
Guru Nanak when she was still a child and lived with her in a small town 
Dibrugarh in Upper Assam. She often used to recite 'Guru Nanak Shah 
Fakir', Hindu Ka Guru, 'Musalman ka Pir' she says "I was to young to 
understand the significance of these lines". 
Since 1986 Arpana Caur had covered a variety of issues related to 
gender for nirvana and the predicament of the contemporary woman. Some 
of her recent work feature political indepicts the Banyan Buddha incident 
in Afghanistan in 2000. But however deep and philosophical the theme, wit 
is never ruled out, which makes her so enjoyable, she says, "I sealc place 
in Buddha. It's everyone's journey. Moving on looking back, I must 
confers the going has been tough". 
Her art remarkable in the simplicity with which she present a radical 
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view of the realities of our lives, using images that we are used to in a new 
context. Over recent years her works have become more symbolic and 
certain symbols keep appearing, colour still dominates her work, but she 
has started to we more black in her works, which beautifully offsets the 
blues, browns and gold the links to use. 
Caur's strength his in her ability to deftly juxtaposed the modern 
with the traditional, both in her themes as well as her medium. Duality is 
seen through all her works, as Caur combines figurative and abstract art, 
monochromatic and polychromatic, the single image and its multiple 
reproductions, men and women, day and nights, land and water. She also 
uses ancient and modern techniques as she has been influenced by a wide 
range of traditional art forms like for example Godna paintings. Gupta 
works of arts Chola bronzes and provincial Mughal styles of the Deccan 
and the Himalayan foothills. She has collaboratively worked with folk 
artists, and ended up evolving a visual expression that draws on folk motifs 
but express concrete present day concerns as a sort of 'magical reality' of 
Folk art is essential, to re-establish contacts with a continuity of culture 
even colonial times could not suppress, not past-modernism obscure. 
Shilja Vohora of India with art, who has organised the show says 
about Arpana: "She is one of the most important contemporary Indian 
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artists, what I like about iier is that she is an artist with her own 
agenda. She is neither influenced early nor does she change her 
expression with what is fashionable on just to please the market forces. 
The monumentality of her theme and their visual representation, gives 
her the historicity of classical artist. Caur's ability to always present as 
with a powerful humanism makes her an acute explorer of the 
paradoxes and passions of life. The entire exhibition will make you 
aware of the strength of her persona and how she sees her world". 
FEMALE FORMS IN HER PAINTINGS 
Arpana Caur has employed woman in the category of nayika as 
classified by Bharata, as well as demonstrating an artistic and literary 
connections from Indian miniatures. Caur metaphorically releases woman 
from the clutches of her environs and is set free against a backdrop of 
congested concrete jungle. Ramananada postulates his Bengali tradition 
particularly the strength of his lyrical line. 
Of the famed love-legends of Punjab, the story of Heer-Ranjha is the 
most celebrated but perhaps most poignant and picturesque is the Saga of 
Sohni-Mahiwal. This love legend has the Chenab river as the central motif 
and the water of the river plays the role of bringing together the lovers and 
then parting them forever. 
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Nusrat Fateh All Khan in his famous 'qawwali' sung of Sohni as the 
one who lost her all for love. As the tale goes, Sohni, a potter's daughter in 
Gujarat and an artist in her own right, baked the most beautiful pots ever. 
Mahiwal, the prince of Buldiaro, came to Gujarat and saw the pots made by 
Sohni and led from the pots to Sohni, he fell in love with her Sohni too 
gave her heart away to the prince charming. The social order would not 
accept this love for a man from a far and so to be near her, he became a 
buffalo herd, thus the name, Mahiwal. 
However, Sohni was married off to someone else but the lovers 
continued to meet. Sohni would swim post midnight with an earthen 
pitcher for support to meet her Mahiwal on the other side of the Chenab. 
He would await her arrival with a fire lit out-side his hut. However, her 
sister-in-law discovered this secret rendezvous and one ill-fated night 
replaced the earthen pitcher with a half-baked one. Sohni was drowned in 
the Chenab and her corpse reached her lover. 
The saga of Sohni has attracted to painters of Punjab through the 
centuries. The first known painting on Sohni is that by an with century 
Pahari painter, Sen Nainsulch. In fifties, the painting of Sohni-Mahiwal was 
painted by Andretta-based painter Sobha Singh, slowing the two lovers in 
ecstasy in the waters of the Chenab. 
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Recently other Punjab painters lil<:e Satish Gujaral, Manjit Bawa and 
now Arpana Caur have re-painted the romance. In the late 19th century we 
have the painting by Pakistani painter Ustad Allah Bux. This painting 
shows an aghast Mahiwal receiving the corpse of the drowned Sohni. The 
painting enjoys a place of pride in the Lahore Museum. 
The real blossing of this theme as far as the Indian canvas goes 
comes in the opening years of the 21 century with a woman artist wielding 
the brush. Arpana Caur in a series of paintings on the theme has re-painted 
the love legend as seen through a woman's eyes. 
Her paintings of Sohni are earthy, vigorous and there is an empathy 
with the subject. Arpana says, "Sohni was a very brave and strong 
woman and her story indeed inspiring, she defied social norms an 
swam across the river to be with the one she loved. She swam while 
others slept". 
Thus the connection between two lovers in her works is seen through 
a series of pitchers of which one is broken. Her Sohni has the plain looks of 
the girl next door but her spirit is spectacular as she battles against the 
waves barebodied. In one painting the image of the traffic lights intervenes 
and Shoni has no care be the light at red or green, she has to reach her love 
and then return before the sun series. In another she danced on the waves 
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and in yet another she sings the song of the water with the fish. 
Arpana Caur has presented a creative interpretation of women's 
empowerment through her painting "Women Hold up Half the Sky". This 
painting formed the theme for the special cultural function held on the UN 
Lawns in New Delhi on October 23, 2000 to celebrate the UNITED 
NATIONS DAY. This was an occasion for several UN agencies in India to 
get together, share and showcase their work and achievements. This 
cultural programme related to one of the crosscutting theme of the United 
Nations in India-promoting gender equality. The special performance was 
conceived as a fusion of three art forms-painting poetry and dance-on the 
theme 'Women Hold Up Half The Sky'. Apart from Arpana Caur, Mr. 
Ashok Vajpeyi, the poet, critic and essayist, and Bharatnatyam dancer, Ms. 
Geeta Chandran, also participitated in it. 
Arpana Caur's painting titled 'Women Hold Up Half the Sky' was 
unveiled by Mrs. Usha Narayanan wife of the then-president Mr. K.R. 
Narayanan. Mrs. Narayanan and UNDP Distinguished Human 
Development Ambassador and the then-Chairperson of Inter-
Parliamentary. 
Council of IPU. Dr. Najma heptuUah, also released a poster of the 
painting on the occasion. 
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She is frequently paints in response to events in her life and in the 
world around her. Caur's subject of choice is women, whom she depicts 
engaged in Delhi activities such as day dreaming, typing or sewing. 
The artist has said "The women in my paintings are steady, 
women you see in your homes or your neighbourhood. There is no hint 
of sexuality. Women and nature are both symbiotically tied in a circle. 
I believe women represent the talent force, which has not been 
explored property even today. They can counter the challenges of 
industrialization and extreme urbanization. Inherently, they have a 
power to renew and regenerate". 
HER CONTEMPORATIES 
NILIMA SHEIKH 
Nilima Sheikh was born in 1945 in New Delhi. She studied history at 
the Delhi University (1962-65) and painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts, 
Baroda (MA fine, 1971). She has taught painting at the Faculty between 
1977 and 1981. Nilima Sheikh held her first solo exhibition in New Delhi 
in 1983, and has shown her work widely. Since then, her practice has 
embraced various kinds of painting, from the hand-held miniature to the 
construct at an architectural scale, and from conventionally hung paintings 
to scrolls and screens for the theatre stage. Prominent exhibitions include 
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solo shows at Mumbai, Delhi and Ahmedabad (1983, 84, 85, 93 and 95). 
Group exhibition, New Delhi (1974), Pictorial Space, New Delhi (1977) 
New Contemporaries, Bombay (1978), touring exhibition in west Gertnany 
(1982) Though the looking Glass, Bhopal, New Delhi, Bangalore, Mumbai 
(1987-89), Dispossession, Africa's. First Johannesburg Bisnnale, South 
Africa (1995) and the second Asia Pacific Triemnnaleof contemporary Art, 
Brisbane (1966). 
The work of Nilima Sheikh stands before us at a time when varying 
theories relating to modernism in Indian art being closely argued. Her 
working of an aesthetic that relates art to the artisanal has enriched our 
reading of the modern, and owes as much to her teacher at the Faculty of 
Fine Arts, Baroda, Professor K.G. Subramanyan, as to the artists of the 
Bengal School. Subramanyan, himself tutored by the master Binode Behari 
Mukherjee in Shantiniketan, has encouraged the alignment of art and craft 
with great conviction, just as he has the study of western and Eastern art 
without prejudice or condescension, while expecting to see the imprint of 
personal comprehension and style in the final result. 
It was the first modern miniaturists, therefore, who dealt with the 
problem of new form frontally, in the face of a threat to their very 
livelihoods, and without any intellectual or material defences, in contrast to 
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the ideology-based nationalism of the Bengal school. In effect, the modern 
experience in Indian art so closely connected with changing identity in 
changed circumstances that individuation became its most important factor, 
in direct contrast to the internationalism of European modernism. It is the 
work of the eighteenth-century artist that must form the groundwork of any 
appraisal of Indian modernism, most certainly its mutations in 
contemporary Indian art. We may therefore, with profit put aside the 
methodological red herrings of European modernism and post-modernism 
offered as having direct parallels in the Indian experience in the fme arts. 
Nilima has contributed to the healing with assured ease. There is a 
coordinative sympathy between her style and her subjects, which refer to 
nature and incidents from everyday life, the drama of the home, the 
ambiguities of human relationships, animals, and children at play; Indian 
painting offers a rich bank of similar experiences contemporary to their 
own time, as popular legends and ballads, which have currency till today. 
Nilima refers, among other subjects, so this vital source, locating a timeless 
human theatre in the present and basing her creativity on experience. 
Her special love for Far Eastern painting includes the Ukio-ye, or 
Pictures of the Floating World, Showing people in commonplace activities 
and locations with warmth and condour. One of the figures often repeated 
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in her work is that of a woman crouching, washing clothes, or scrubbing a 
metal dish, and other subjects include a child at a sweet shop, an old 
fashioned pharmacy, a courtyard where a small theatre of domestic human 
activity unfolds. Some of the quality of Japanese drawing is also seen in 
her rendering of figures as in the illustration showing the two women from 
the 1984 series, When Champa Grew up. 
Nilima also uses the multi-planal perspective of the Indian painter as 
in 'Wakeful Night, where views of several rooftops alternate with a deep 
into a neat softly lit kitchen, the mother feeding her infant before two 
sleeping figures in the centre, the night with its prowler and tree brushing 
against the doorway. She has also fairly controlled the practice of dividing 
a single frame into panels which allow simultaneity in the description of 
events, transgressing singular space and scale relations. 
Other stylistic features recognizable as her own are her treatment of 
foHage and fauna which she sources from Indian and Persian painting, but 
transforms compositionally as in 'Samira in Dalhousic' where the 
landscape, treated like a painted textile, forms a lush background to the 
vulnerable face of the child before. Abstract notations such as dotted areas, 
or cues such as dash of colour, or an ambiguously conceptualized form 
which could be read as wings, a leaf, or a piece of paper are judiciously 
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placed in quite the same way as a word in a poem, which may often have 
more than one meaning and is necessary to the pattern of the verse. 'About 
Seasons, a work that stands midway between a painting and a drawing, 
shows there small aerial shapes between the open window and the chair 
before the table; the effect is one of a poem. 
This style speaks effectively across the technical devices of the 
various media Nilima has chosen to work in, as oil on canvas, tempra both 
on paper and cloth, as well as drawings for a children's is book, theatre 
design for proscenium and the outdoors including painting on banners and 
screens. This same style has come to be specially identified, however, with 
the tempra she has chosen to work with for more than decade now, 
specially as certain compositional and textural effects in particular are 
possible only on the medieval Indian miniaturist's traditional 'wasli' or 
hand prepared paste-board she has perfected the use of. The method is 
laborious and involves careful laminating of several sheets of handmade 
paper which are coated and covered with whiting in several layers before 
being painted on with soft and brilliant cake colour with the use of a fixer; 
Nilima is particular to paint out such crafts manly details as the use of 
white as an integral part of the composition. Colours are rendered opaque 
with the use of whiting or marked lightly across a coloured area to suggest 
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partial visibility, as skin under fine fabric, or the detail of distant mountain 
as in Hillside Flock. As the Indian white (Khari) takes time to dry to its 
correct dense value, its use requires special control and keen foresight. 
It is interesting to remember that the Progressive Artists' Group 
(Bombay, 1984) which allotted exclusive credit to itself as the champion of 
international modernism, haughtily dismissed in the process the Bengal 
school and, later, several Baroda artists as "illustrators" who did not loiow 
how "to paint". Amrita Sher-Gil had used exactly the same terminology for 
the Bengal school Nilima's response to Sher-Gil's historicit reading of the 
modem has been to include Sher-Gil's work along with. Abanindranth's as 
per of her laegacy, and this is done in a spirit of detached admiration 
without the political albatress of the progressive as a virtue. Sher-Gil did 
not extend the status of legacy to the Bengal artist. For her it was combat; 
for Nilima it is an aesthetic cornucopia. 
Again, Nilima use of the tempra^'usually associated with the jewel-
like finish of the miniature, to speak both on social issues and 
poetic/personal subjects, is an audacious achievement which-certainly in 
the visual arts-proves the fallibility of conventional coordinations of 
"form" and "content" . of this attitude the dramatic series when Champa 
Grew Up is a most unforgettable example, with its subject of the death of a 
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young girl for dowry (or groom price) and the range of emotions shown in 
expressions ranging from innocence to evil. The artist uses restraint in the 
telling. In one of the paintings illustrated, the graceful figure of the bride 
seated in her meticulous kitchen is shown lit up gently, the outlines of her 
figure and dishes in a light ochre, while on both sides the darkened panels 
reveal the ghoulish figures that are her death 
The same vulnerability of human experience is seen in the series of 
large panels, 'Song, Water, Air. The series depicts combinations on 
several levels, as in the references in certain sections to the reasons, along 
with history, anecdote, and experience. All the panels together exemplify 
this range, from references to the legend of Sohni-Mahiwa and the story of 
the Ramayana to historical figures and to the non-heroic and anonymous 
human factor, whose voices rise and subside in song. Both the loveliness 
and terror of nature are seen as transient as the relationship of the human 
factor to this overwhelming landscape. In Edge of Wind, land and water 
collide in a series of Jagged chunks of colour wherein patches of fields, 
trees and house tops are seen in the haze. This painting is treated more 
conceptually than all others in the series and provokes a participant feeling 
of world breaking up, receiving the edge of the wind. In the lower right 
comer a small swept female figure raises her hands to her head, facing a 
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world dissembling. 
The view that equates art and craft is neither recent nor fashionable, 
as proved by Nilima's artistic antecedents. However, it is substantial 
enough to question the same internationalism that on the one hand espouses 
the causes of freedom of expression and on the other turns form into a 
fetish that is the ideological opposite of aberration. This fetishism can not 
logically exceed even the farthest limits of aesthetic hedonism and is as 
close to artistic annihilation as perfection can make it possible to be. In this 
context the rejuvenation of the human principle must remain paramount 
despite the most cynical readings of progress. If, therefore, ritualistic 
happenings and constructs address and display the symbols of ethnicity, 
radical power, and the purest formal excess that symbolize this progress, 
Nilima's attitude to her work, by no means an isolated experience is India, 
may well answer many questions raised by these excesses. 
GOGISAROJ PAL 
Born in 1945, much of her childhood was spent gaining impression 
that were to become the mainstay of her artistic vocabulary. In 1961, she 
graduated form the college of art in Vanasthali, Rahasthan, after which she 
went on to a diploma in painting at the College of Art, Lucknow (1962-67). 
Her first foray into the art world was as a graphic artist in 1955, when she 
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exhibited thirty odds works at the Lucknow Information Centre. During 
this period Gogi worked on woodcuts, linos, lithographs, and monoprints. 
Due to the scarcity of zinc after the Chinese war and the unavailability of 
zinc plate she concentrated on woodcut intaglio printing. The process of the 
deep embossed impressions fascinated her, for the intense effect that was 
produced. Along with its three-dimensional effect Gogi instroduced colour 
on to the wooden plates-the engraving was almost relief-like and it was 
here that engraving was almost relief-like and it was here that she learnt the 
nuances of colour pigment. 
At this point of time Gogi was greatly influenced by the muralist 
Giotto's work St. Francies of Assisi. The simplicity of form, concept of 
nature, and panoramic view of an almost Indian pastoral scene was what 
she related to. Other than that, Ben Shahn's series of five lectures to 
students at Brooklyn University from the book The Shape of the Content 
went a long way in shaping the artist's methodology. She did, however, go 
back in time to her own home and library where she would read the works 
of Tolstoy, Tagore, Steinbeck, and Hemingway, which fuelled her search 
for a personal philosophical purpose. 
The years from 1965 to 1968 saw a series of exhibition at the Lalit 
Kala Academy in which Gogi made her debut with oil paints. As she 
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worked on figurative forms on canvas the composition value of the figures 
became more important. It was in 1988 at the Delhi Shilpi Chakra 
exhibition that her figuration verged on a more solid and lucid frame work. 
but she was still undecided: "I was closer to Dadaism", say she, "I filled 
my senses with Camus, Sarte, and Dante but realized that in that mode 
I was unable to find a form that could justice to my vision of India. 
Here too I could see in the post independence era a very different India 
from the India I had known in my childhood". 
Of her own evolution in terms of images and colours some can be 
marked as major milestones. In 1970 she did a series called Reminiscents 
based on a set of experiences she had gathered in a slum in old Delhi. 
Living among the wretched and the needy, she developed her own 
sensibilities; understanding the need for independence and its value in a 
patriarchal society. 
Within the somber shelter of her room in the Jama Masjid area she 
would paint into the small hours of the morning. Her immense patience to 
sit for hours on end in the ibaadat or praying posture, working vertically 
over her paintings, prepared Gogi for a novel kind of approach. Her 
perception too seemed to vary and unify within the images of recognition. 
Two memorable sojourns at this stage were her representations at the third 
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World Print Biennale in London and Baghdad in 1980 and fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Print Biennale in Lubjiyana and Yugoslavia in 1981-83. having 
attended there, it was in 1983 that she went back to her concern for the 
woman and began making a distinctive statement in her creative oeuvre. 
A strong contender against history, Gogi recognized that it lacks the 
vitality of memory. It is from this focus that she picked up a metaphoric 
language that wiped away the burdens of the past and invented images-her 
works were crowned with wistful female faces which were quintessential 
portraits of sensitive people seen in introspective moments. The artist 
reconciled two ways of looking at women. A woman was both the subject 
and object of introspection and absorption, painted with an engaing 
directness. 
In 1983, she painted a series entitled Being a Woman. There were 
dramatic social changes compelling her to look at the anonymous widows 
of Benares, the insecurity of women who face the responsibility or the 
denial of motherhood, and the lie of choice and self determination. The 
woman sometimes became. Kunti (1966), at other times she was the 
caring, ennobling Mother earth, and in 1986 woman assumed another 
aspect as Hailay's Comet. Gogi relentlessly explored and reviewed the 
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samskara (Hindu rites) of being a woman and in doing so was observer to 
the many paradoxes that exist in the social milieu. 
Once on a visit to Vishnupur, I came upon a medieval terracotta; 
it was the figure of Menka being steered by kartikya. The image of the 
half horse half-woman with all its visual and sexual implications 
remained with me", Gogi says, "Instead of portraying it as it was I 
decided to represent it is an image that spoke-so the eyes became 
suggestive, the mouth sensuous and expressive but the sum total 
revealed a half-conscious attitude." From this born her Naika series-it 
was 1989 and she decided to question the ethos of tradition and mythology. 
The Naika (heroine) has been an intrinsic part of drama, dance, and any 
storyline in classical Indian art. She was at most times submissive, 
diminutive, and servile to the male presence which dominated and 
controlled aspects of her existence. The nayika^was the obvious emblem of 
Indian womanhood, her moods always matching her lover's advances and 
retreats. From her study of the Vedas, the Puranas, and other ancient texts. 
Gogi picked up the image and stood it on its head, working at a 
contemporary synthesis of both history and reality as it exist today. The 
maidens were women who were symbols of their own situation but they 
were no more closed to the dialectic of remembering and forgetting, no 
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more unconscious of the defined calibrations in society, no more 
susceptible to being dormant, but observers who were aware and 
responsive, Home Coming was what she called her series of hybrid mythic 
images. She worked on large canvases, a riot of luch green Tropicana gave 
sanctuary to her Eternal Bird figures. Small and petite, these bird-women 
looked diminutive and forlorn as they hovered suspended in a darkening 
sky or alighted tentatively on the periphery of a verdant forget. The forest 
recalled the painter's home in the hills of Himachal Pradesh. 
Another bird-woman figure that she called kinnari personified 
womanhood's expansion in terms of vision and experience. She recalls her 
days at Shantiniketan in the year 1989. "I spent hours awaiting the 
migratory birds, hoping they would fly in soon, and when they did they 
would enjoy themselves on the surface of water, skinning its breath 
and sometimes dipping into feel its depth-to finally bring out a tiny 
fish. I felt they were the only creatures who were really free. Though 
they were light and delicate to the point of fragility their wings became 
a symbol of freedom-the forests were their philosophy", 
The proportions of her works too verged on the smaller format. No 
matter what the symbol, the women depicted in their moods and functions 
could be from any walk of life. What emerged was an attempt to transform 
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personal and universal experience into allegorical visual statements. 
Kamdhenu (1989), the mythic wish-fulfilling Cow, became a passive 
emblem of Indian womanhood who performed an internally supportive 
function. Gogi gave Kamdhenu a modernity grounded in the conservatism 
of her time. "I was overwhelmed when I thought of the service the cow 
renders to society - it's amazing how after it all, she is degraded and ill 
treated". The voice of dissent and dissatisfaction was apparent with the 
attendant strain of rebellion. To Kamdhenu, she added the burraq or 
dancing bourse as an equally obvious symbol of exploitation. Sometimes 
she would place on top of the horse-woman a 
The artist also does away with ambiguity and complexity. She 
concentrates on lucidity and luciousness swathed in a sea-bed of colour. In 
her presentation of mythic women as nudes, she sometimes drapes them in 
transparent saris. The images become not merely fascinating, but on 
account of their structural complexity reveal a sculptural sensuality. Gogi 
treats curvatures too in a complex organic manner, owing to the 
progressive decrease in weight as the curves descend the degree of 
curvature increases constantly towards the lower part of the bodies. Thus 
the breasts and the rump often have a simplified roundness that has been 
accentuated to give a tactile feel of density. 
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Gigi's forte lies in devising art forms and expression. In painting tlie 
Ayodhya incident in 1993 on the banks of the Saryu river, she played here 
with a philosophy of physical displacement, rendering her landscapes in 
bright blues, greens and a flaming the single eye at eye level. This eye was 
Sihanvlokan, the all-seeing eye (literary, the lion's retrospective look). She 
then moved from landscapes to tapertry; wove into the glorious red and 
gold threads, tassels and long hair as embellishments. The motif of the all 
seeing eye recurred in her installation Red Saryu has eyes for the Indian 
Triennale in 1994 red saryu has eyes was a strong statement about the 
social milieu of contemporary India. This is why even in her mythic images 
the viewer was always drawn to the eyes of her figures. Arresting and 
attractive enough to hold your glance, Gogi's eyes would look back 
endearingly, inquisitively, and sometimes with a desolate look of dejection. 
In the midst of this phase, Gogi had to face the death of her only son, 
a promising young man on the threshold of his won debut into the art, 
world. The little bird woman came to a tumultuous that-the wings ceased to 
open up for flight, the eyes sank to the depths of darkness. Amidst her grief 
she worked to complete Red Saryu has Eyes-"The concept of the 
installation has grown from my conventional format paintings and 
sculptures". 
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"The installation is not a one-time experiment and is not outside 
the parameters of my visual imagery or my creative concerns. The 
imagery for this installation started taking shape after the fulfillment 
of my installation project "Swayambram" in 1992 and a recent 
painting "Red Saryu has eyes". 
Gogi's recent work marks some noticeable changes. Gone are the 
rough, rustic textures and simplistic images that confronted the viewer. The 
impressionistic streak of imagery has been replaced by a polished, greatly 
smoothened textures that survives on appeal and beauty. 
Gogi's works do, after a point of time, become a notably militant 
statement against subtle forms of authority. As she exalts the abstract of her 
work with her colours, one realizes her pursuit of a creative life on her own 
terms has made her a feminist exemplar. Yet, she distances herself both 
from feminism and from politics. 
NALLINI MALANI 
Malani is an artist of deep convictions. Hers has been a some what 
radical left-learning political view ever since her student years in Paris, 
where in the early 1970s she rubbed shoulders and ideas with a stimulating 
cross-seaction of thinkers, writers and artists. 
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Born around the time of Indian's independence to parents who had to 
flee Karachi and their considerable assets during Partition, and who settled 
in Calcutta to carve out a new life from scratch, Malini studied at Loreto 
Convent and later at the Sir, J.J School of Art, Bombay. While still a 
student at J.J, she was given a studio at the Bhulabhai Desai Institute, a 
unique cultural institution that hummed with vibrant creative interaction-
music, dance, theatre, and art-where, among others, established painters 
like V.S. Gaitonde, Tyeb Mehta, and M.F. Hussain'^ also had studios. 
Malani, who is married to psycho analyst Shailesh Kopadia, and has 
two school going daughters, seems to straddle the two very separate and 
presumably hermetic worlds of home and studio with apparent ease. One 
would like to think she also enjoys living in the gap between-a reflective 
space, a place for reverie, where life works its own ways-even as the 
simultaneous dichotomies between her two worlds hold each other in 
perpetual balance. 
More and more, her works typify references that come from every 
type of urban reality-sociopolitical, psychological, and autobiological, 
where the other or the self becomes the subject. The former explores 
relationships and situations such as those of dependence and exploitation, 
the victims and the aggressor, or the colonized and the colonizer; the latter, 
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layered from direct experience as well as from dream and memory, are 
Journeys towards self discovery. 
In all these works by Malani, the luman figure continues as always to 
assert its claims. Her probing analysis of the human body in movement and 
response has however never been mimetic or merely to pictorial needs. As 
such she often breaks with realistic figuration in order to break with the 
limitations of representation. And whenever she resorts to the 
representational syntax, it brims over with semantic ambiguities. 
Malani's understanding of bodily rhythms and tension which has 
resulted in a recodified vocabulary of forms over the years, has been served 
by a visual memory (she never draws from life) that stores both the image 
and its effects. Likewise, the context in which she situates the figure is 
frequently abstracted. These staged settings, which also owe their origin to 
recall, are often shuffled to suit the ever-changing circumstances of 
whichever aspect of the specious present needs to be painted. As she 
enlarges her cast of characters, distributing the action all over, the effect is 
sometimes like unrelated frames from films that intercut each other, 
allowing the boundaries to blur so that the montage resembles large 
Renaissance paintings with their tumult of activities. 
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These works, often oil paints, may extend into space within which an 
overlay of forms, structures, and time are perceived, and where images 
appear and disappear like pale ghosts through luminous colour washes. 
Seldom a means of self-indulgence or more painterly gratification the 
fluctuations of sensuous colour and light in her work, and their 
confrontations with shadow and darkness, become a metaphor, as of some 
obsessive inner vision. 
Often, cross-currents between mediums and techniques eddy to and 
fro as oil paint effects become indistinguishable from those of water colour, 
or when monoprint, xerox replication, and water colour overlap in shared 
picture space. Much the same happens with imagery and style, where she 
has quoted and cross-matched shades of Goya, Delacroix, Ravi Varma 
Degas, Binode Behari Mukherjee, Amrita Sher-Gil, Farida Kahlo, Sia 
kalam paintings, and persian miniatures. 
Malani's early works in the 1970s, executed in a realistic manner, 
and depicting family situations and feminist issues, gave way to make room 
for a more urgent questioning in the 1980s. Here, problems of 
globalization, were examined in works like old Arguments about 
Indigenism, of Mosters and Angels, and Flux of Experience. In these, 
hunger, and homelessness became obsessive, much like in the crowded 
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Hieroglyph water colour series dominated by monochrome repelition and 
juxtaposition. Essentially, variations of the anguished human motif studded 
these latter composition like push pins of ricocheting pattern, a pulse that 
irrevocably punctuated both the paper and one's conscience. 
With Malani, the pendulum of possibilities swings free of 
predictability. She could be described, perhaps, as a balanced post-modern 
artist who smudges the boundaries between past and present and between 
traditional art practice and the avant-garde. 
An interesting case in point was the City of Desires project in 1992. 
Here she painted ceiling-high pictures of the walls of Gallery Chemould in 
Bombay, in protest against the neglect of the rapidly disintegrating 
nineteenth century frescos of Nathdvara in Rajasthan. A "sharing in the 
collective unconscious of the artists of the temples, palaces, and homes as 
in Bengal pat painting and the Jaipur frescos, encapsulated the viewer in a 
"wrap-around experience". Malani's site-specific paintings on the gallery 
walls were whitewashed two weeks later in an erasure that became a 
symbolic act of solidarity with the plight of the Nathdvara frescos. 
Malani admits that her earlier attempts at installation, among them a 
transparent walk through reconstruction in Mylar embodying the 
experience of Lobar Chawl, did not work too well. She has since begun to 
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seriously transform space. Objects are not simply hung or placed. They 
play off one another in terms of form, construction, and matter, as well as 
perception and imagination. 
Just as in her paintings, the web of allusions in her installations are 
embedded in their time and cognizant of it. Sometimes the artist relates 
them to other times as well, as in her Medeamaterial project at the Max 
Muller Bhavan, Bombay, in 1993 which was based on Heiner Mueller's 
version of the ancient Greek myth where sexual jealousy, domination, 
subservience, political power, gender issues, and environmental 
degradation cut across centuries. Consisting of an 11.4 x 2.4 metre 
composite of paintings, a theatrical performance (a collaboration by actress 
and director Alaknanda Samarth), installation, video projections and 
sculptures, Mediamaterial's multiple references established a realism 
where shifting focuses abet the freedom of disparate connections even as 
they underscore the terrible tragedy of the myth. 
In her most recent installation, the painted mylar robes of Medea-a 
late addition to Medeamaterial, which in 1995 was shown at the South 
African Biennale along with other Indian contributions under the collective 
title Dispossessed-three-metre-high robes hang ceremoniously from ceiling 
hooks roughly in the shape of a cross. Shored up by rocks clustered on the 
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floor which bear Mueller's haunting quote from the play. "I, no man or 
woman, live in the empty middle" in the scattered letters, the robes seem 
suspended in memory and time. 
Throughout, her sensuous chromatic insurgencies, fluency of paint 
handling and fascination, with visual staging and ordering, extended her 
enquiry to works which continued to hover between deeply felt emotional 
responses, ideological positions, and visual strategies. The blurred 
infusions allowed for interesting slippages between all three, the balance 
tipping some times in favour of one or another. 
With these, her most recent works, Malani combines some of the 
classical painterly sensibilities of, say, a tiepolo or a Titian with 
modernism's insistence on the importance of material and idea. The images 
and their implications seem to dwell between dissolution and integration-
their resolution, it is implicit, can only be apprehended in the contradictions 
of fragmented form. At the same time, the setting becomes a map of the 
world or a stage-set of the mind as deliquescence solidifies into object and 
light glows from beneath layers of transparent washes. It is a world that has 
few resting, points and often no gravity as the artist mediates between a 
free landscape and an impulse for order. 
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Increasingly, she also mediates between an expanding range of 
mediums and artistic practices, a metaphoric current connects them all. 
What came next-a complex dance/theatre/installation/video film project in 
collaboration with the actress and kathakali dance Maya Rao staged at the 
National centre for the Reforming Arts in Mumbai at the end of 1995-has 
proved that Malani is moving on, trying to extend her horizons. 
Meanwhile, she is once again back to making a accordion books, a 
welcome reversal in times when the accessible and pleasurable threaten to 
become an archaism. 
MADHVI PAREKH 
In an autobiographical piece entitled "How Green was My Valley", 
Madhavi has narrated the story of her birth (in 1942) in the village of San 
Jaya near Ahmedabad and her growing up as one of six brothers and sister 
& all children of a staunch Gandhian father wiio was a primary school 
teacher and a mother with no formal education who would not treat her 
male and female offspring differently. She remembered how as a quiet 
child she would give her boisterous playmates the slip and sit quietly in a 
field watching the cattle graze or stand by the village well, unobtrusively, 
gazing at the slow procession of village life. She has spoken of how fond 
she was of the spectacle of village festivities. A wedding or Holi or Diwali 
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celebration would make her joys. 
All there facts are undoubtedly important, for they have entered 
Madhvi's work as vital inputs. One is apt to find reverberations of the 
child's wide-eyed visual recordings surfacing in the mature painter's work. 
Parallels between the observed events and memory-images can be 
discovered. But as critic Mala Marwah, in her introduction to the catalogue 
of Madhvi's exhibition in 1978. In New Delhi perceptively observed, "the 
strength of artistic memory lies in its power to transform the subject of 
inspiration....with fresh significance." It is the manner in which she 
transforms her childhood memories, endowing significance to them in 
visual terms, that is of greater importance towards a general appreciation of 
her work as a painter. After all, the peaceful coexistence of diverse species 
of identifiable animals, birds, aquatic life, plants, and people of various 
ages, gender, and ethnic beliefs, so evident in Madhvi's paintings, can not 
be taken as observed facts. Wishflilfilling imagination must have played its 
part in such depicfions. More than that, an exclusive emphasis on the 
memory factor as causative of the imagery of her paintings is likely to 
desubstantiate the symbolic significance of the motifs, like small figures 
within larger enveloping figures, birds carrying the embryo of fish within 
their wombs, animals pregnant with birds and, of course, the 
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preponderance of pregnant homo sapiens. 
In continuation of the preceding discussion, a preliminary review of 
the notion that Parekh's paintings are lilce children's art should be made. 
Her lack of formal education at a modern urban institution for art education 
is cited as a reason for the resemblance of her paintings with those done by 
children; advocates of the unilinear development of art do find a parallel 
between the art of non-professional rural folk and children, whenever they 
are, albeit without much justification. No wonder, then, that some of them 
would find a concurrence of the falkish and "child art" elements in 
Madhvi's work. A preponderance of imaginary creatures, conglomeration 
of multiple points viewing a single event in a composition, resulting in a 
multiplicity of representation of the three dimensional worldly space on the 
two-dimensional picture surface, rendering of motifs as compounds of 
simple geometric shapes and elements, and an inclination towards 
assembling of primary and secondary colours in colour complementaries, 
are pointed out as elements of child art in her work. What, however, the 
critics overlook is the fact that she employs elements of this kind of art 
internationally. Her creative goal is construction of an adult surrogate of 
the child's world. The remembrance of things past-of her own childhood-in 
her painting can, therefore, be seen as strategy she actually adopts. 
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Madhvi herself has contributed to the notion that her entry into the 
field of art has been without a passport of formal education from an art 
institution. When as the secondary school educated bride of child marriage 
(she was married when she was fifteen and her husband Manu was 
eighteen) she came of age and started living with her struggling artist 
husband in Bombay, the only pastime the cash-short couple developed was 
visiting museums, galleries, and exhibitions. During these visits, Manu 
would make every efforts to interest his wife in the world of painting and 
sculpture. The interest that he kindled led to her desire to learn to draw and 
paint during her pregnancy related confinement in 1963. It should be noted 
that her preference at the point included none of the useful traditional crafts 
which pregnant women take up in preparing themselves for maternity and 
childcare. Instead, she decided to learn to draw and paint. 
Manu, then a down-and-out young painter and textile designer, 
enthusiastically started initiating his young wife into the intricacies of 
drawing and painting, following meticulously the programme of training 
drawn by Paul Klee '^^ in his Pedagogical Noteboolts. Manu would teach 
Madhvi the mode of composing pictures on a two-dimensional surface by 
conceiving motifs and images as compounds of simple geometric entities 
and shapes like lines, dots, dashes, crosses, circles, semi-circles, triangles, 
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squares and rectangles and realizing them in black and white or in primary 
colours. On each day of her confinement, Manu would provide her with a 
supply of paper and the wherewithal to do exercises along the lines chalked 
out by Klee. He would patiently explain things very simply and lucidly. A 
number of these exercises and drawings were exhibited by Navin Kishore 
in the retrospective exhibition of Madhvi's work held by the Seagull 
Foundation in Calcutta, New Delhi, and in Mumbai in 1992. 
What is noteworthy here is the fact that the art education Madhvi 
received from her painter husband was non-traditional and of a most 
advanced kind, being the one developed at the Bauhaus school. Her interest 
in the non-performing visual arts grew while in Mumbai and later through 
her association with a set of artist during the couple's stay in Calcutta from 
1965 to 1974. Thus, the myth of Madhvi's being an untrained amateur can 
not be cited as reason for the childlike look of her paintings. In fact, the 
technical mastery with which she has been handling various media for well 
over two decades and the manner in which she has been constructing earth, 
sky, and water imagery through rich textural weaves are enough to 
demolish that belief. Madhvi learnt whatever she wanted to from the direct 
informal education she had and then steered clear of influence for the sake 
of self-objectification. In a similar way she has been seeing and learning 
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indirectly from the work of her contemporaries, including her husband, 
without getting influenced. The painter is untrained only in the sense of 
remaining unspoilt by training. Her strength to remain an individual, 
transcending training and influence, comes from her wish to objectify her 
vision. And it is in her vision that we have to look for the apparent childlike 
appearance and ambience of the visual folklore of Gujarat. 
Madhvi's invocation of affinity to folk art and her refusal to carry the 
mantle of any particular tradition of folk art and craft, like her invocation of 
the logic of child art, seems to have been a creative strategy. To create the 
aura of recollection of a childhood happily spent in rural areas, she possibly 
conceives of some kind of convergence of the child's logic of visualization, 
the ambience of folk art, and the teachings of Paul Klee. However, an 
alchemy of this kind does not sufficiently account for the significance of 
her paintings. 
The manner in which Madhvi deals with the mythic and the iconic in 
her work clearly underscores the stand she takes against the conservative 
nation of tradition as something sacrosanct. A myth, like a fable, is a 
constructed narration with phenomenally disparate elements and make 
believe events, to posit certain values and norms. But the myth, unlike the 
fable, makes the values and norms sacred. In her painting Madhvi not only 
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depicts children, birds, reptiles, and animals at play, but creates an over all 
ambience of playfulness and adopts a playful mode of working out her 
visual fables. Even in those paintings where she has introduced Puranic and 
brahmanical divinities like Kali and Durga, she brings them down from 
their iconic pedestals and engages them in worldly play. It must, however, 
be added that she has never critiqued the divinities the way an iconoclast 
does, she has, however, refused to be subjected to the authority of the 
sacred. The fables the painter constructs with characters in absurd 
juxtapositions often tend towards fantasy. Happily, her fantasies are not of 
a macabre kind. 
Madhvi Parekh's refusal to let her conception and skill be subjected 
to the authority of particular techniques, forms, notions and ideas, 
irrespective of the stamp of tradition, modernity, and contemporary, and a 
supreme confidence in her own ability to perceive, conceptualize, and 
objectivity these even as she uses her own acquired skill, makes her an 
individualistic artist. Yet, she does not reject or negate any things 
confrontationally. We have seen that she appropriates, transforms, and 
integrates any element from any where that she finds appropriate for her 
self-expression. We see an aspect of her modernity in her rejection of the 
authority of tradition, in her playfulness with the mythical, and in the 
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desanctification of the iconic. Yet, she finds reference to all these important 
to objectify her experience and desires. The problem, however, is whether 
the doctrinaire kind of modernism would accept the forward and backward 
linkages of Madhvi's art with the phenomenal world, on the one hand, and 
the traditions of the land on the other. Post-modernist understandings seem 
to be more accommodative of such plurality. 
Identifying labels, however, are neither relevant nor sufficient for 
appreciating the significance of this artist's very individual art. She orders 
her signifiers in a such a playful manner as they appear under a seemingly 
decorative veil, only to reveal the different stratum of significance, at an 
extremely slow pace. The pace of revelations suits the almost time-defying 
nature of some of Madhvi's concerns. In this respect also, her mind beats in 
rhythm with that of rural India. Her intuitive oneness with this rhythm 
establishes her as an authentic modern artist who can transform the most 
vulnerable aspect of womanhood into a source of strength and power. 
REKHA RODWITTIYA 
Rekha Rodwittiya was born in Bangalore in 1958. She studied 
painting at the faculty of Fine Art, Baroda (BA Fine 1981), and at the 
Royal College of Art, London (MA 1984, on the Inlaks scholarship). She 
held her first solo show in 1982 in Baroda, and has subsequently held 
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nineteen solo shown in New Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai,. Stockholm, 
Bangalore and Kolkatta. Her works have been included in several group 
exhibitions in India and internationally, including the VI International 
Triennale, New Delhi (1986), India in Switzerland: Six young 
Contemporaries, Geneva (1987), Dialogue of Peace Geneva to celebrate 
the 50* armiversary of the United Nations, Geneva (1955), and inside out: 
Women Artists of India, touring exhibition in the U.K. (1995-96). 
She has travelled widely and lectured on contemporary Indian art of 
several fellowships and artist residencies in Sweden, France, the United 
State, and the U.K. She has also written on contemporary art and has 
curated two exhibition of young artist's works. 
Her early years at the Faculty of Fine Arts, Baroda laid the 
foundations of what now stands as a politically alert feminist practice of 
painting. Belonging to a generation which starts operating on the ground 
prepared by the narrative artist of the previous generation, Rodwittiya's 
generation sought to plough fresh fields across it. She found herself at odds 
with the male chauvinism of her contemporaries in the Indian Radical 
Painters and Sculptors Association, which did not allow for any gendered 
redefinition art practice. This was if anything, a confirmation for her of her 
resolve to seek a way of painting that functioned with early clearly 
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articulated feminist political intention. 
The representation of the female figure has been a paramount 
concern for her, even as it has been significant for several feminist artists. 
Rodwittiya has been consistently v/orking with the problem of representing 
the female form in a way that does not allow voyeuristic participation from 
the onlooker. Female figures in her works from the 1980s were often 
tortured and broken, strewn about in a hostiles space, sometimes that of the 
convoluted, cluastrophobic interior. Through the late 1980s and into the 
early 1990s, her paintings often had the appearance of the shadow play 
populated by their human and animal protagonist in compositions that 
aggressively pitched figured out of the picture plane, almost demanding 
participation from the audience. A narrative subtext with concealed 
references almost always underlies these works. 
Recent years have seen Rodwittiya exploring archetypal figuration of 
the female form in a celebratory mode. The disappearance of the male 
figure form her work is not so much a measure of exclusion as it is a 
positive assertion monumentalised figure of the female protagonist. Very 
often, this monumental figure is presented within a domestic, intimate 
situation surrounded by objects that the artist uses for their metaphoric 
potential. Bathed in radiant red, their recent works at other times present 
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the protagonist as historical witness, as an entity that participates is 
observes and thus comments on situations in the contemporary 
environment. 
Rekha Rodwittiya lives and works in Baroda. 
VASONDHARA TEWARI 
Bom in Kolkatta in 1955, Vasundhara Tewari is one of the 
experimenting figurative women artists of the young generation. She 
graduated in literature from the university of Delhi, and studied art at the 
Triveni Kala Sangam, New Delhi. During 1982-84, she worked on a 
Cultural Scholarship awarded by the department of culture. Government of 
India. 
Vasundhara first drew attention for her sensitive mixed media work 
in which she interpreted the female nude as an image of the Indian 
womanhood suffering, searching and aspiring for independent 
individuality. Her treatment and use of the female nude soon diffused, what 
she creates are abstraction and are often emblematic of the inner life of 
contemporary women. Her paintings are characterised by tension arising 
out of the naturalistically modelled figures and the flat pictorial space 
which is enriched with small focuses of tonal recessions. 
Between 1980 and 1994, Vasundhara has seven solo shows in New 
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Delhi, Chicago, Kolkatta and Mumbai. Between 1984 and 1993, she 
participated in 24 important national and international exhibitions which 
included contemporary Indian Art, Tokyo (1984), First Biennale of Havana 
Internationsl Exhibition of Contemporary Art (1986), sixth Triennale India, 
New Delhi (1989), and in the same year Indian Women Artists at the 
National Gallery of Modern Arts, Algiers (1987), Festival of Indian, Russia 
(1987), Women artists of India in Bulgaria and Poland (188), 'Tribute to 
Van Gogh', Vadhera Art Gallery, New Delhi (1990) 'The Girl Child', 
Maurya Sheraton, New Delhi (1991), 'Looking for tree of life': A Journey 
of Asian contemporary Art' at the Museum of Modern Art, Saitama (1992), 
and in the T.A.I.S. Tokyo (1992-93). In 1992, she co-directed with 
Rameshwar Broota the video film tittles 'Shabash Beta' which was 
screened at Oberhousen Short Film Festival, Germany (1992). Since 1979 
she has been regularly taking part in all the major exhibitions organized by 
the Lalit Kala Academy. All India Fine Arts and Craft Society and the 
Sahitya Kala Parishad, Delhi Vasundhara got awards for her drawing in the 
All India Drawing Exhibition at the Chandigarh Museum in 1981 and 85. 
She won award at the Annual Exhibition of Art, AIFCS (1981) and got the 
Delhi State Award from the Sahitya Kala Parishad (1982). Sanslo-iti 
Award, New Delhi (1987). Similar at the First International Biennale of 
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Plastic Arts, Algiers (1987) second and third time the Delhi state Award, 
Sahitya Kala Parishad (1987) (1992) and during 1988-90, Vasundhara 
worked on the Fellowship awarded by the department of Culture, 
Government of India. Between 1979 and 1993, she attended artist 
workshops held in different parts of India. Her works are in many public 
and private collections in India and abroad, including National Gallery of 
Modem Art, New Delhi, Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco Lalit Kala 
Akademy; New Delhi, Bharat Bhawan, Bhopal, Chandigarh Museum, 
Sahitya Kala Parishad, New Delhi, Chester and David Herwitz Collection, 
U.S.A., Masanori Fukuoka Collection, Tokyo and New York Art Scene, 
U.S.A. 
Vasundhara lives and works in New Delhi. 
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(With other lady artist's works with special reference to 
paintings related to Indian women) 
ANJOLIE ELA MENON 
Was bom in 1940 in India of mixed Bengal American parentage. Slie 
went to school in Lovedale in the Nilgiri Hills, Tamil Nadu and there after 
had a brief spell at the J. J, School of art in Bombay. Subsequently she 
earned a degree of English literature from Delhi University. After holding 
solo exhibitions in Bombay and Delhi in the late 1950s as a teenager, 
Menon worked and studied in Paris at the Ecole Des Beaux Arts in 1961-
62 on a French Government scholarship. Before returning home, she 
travelled extensively in Europe and west Asia studying Romanesque and 
Byzantine art. Since then she has lived and worked in India, in England, 
U.S.A., Germany and the erstwhile U.S.S.R. She had over thirty solo 
shows at Black heath Gallery - London, Gallery Radicke-Bonn, Winston 
Gallery Washington, Doma Khudozhinkov-USSR, Rabindra Bhavan and 
Shridhami Gallery-New Delhi, Academy of Fine Arts-Calcutta, the 
Gallery-Madras, Jahangir Gallery, Chemould Gallery, Taj Gallery -
Bombay and Maya Gallery at the Museum Annexe - Hongkong. A 
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retrospective exhibition was held in 1988 in Bombay. Menon has 
participated in several international shows in France, Japan, Russia and 
U.S.A. 
In addition to paintings in private and corporate collections, her 
works have been acquired by museums in India and abroad. She is also a 
well known muralists and has represented India at the Algeirs Biennale, the 
Sao Paulo Biennale, Brazil and three triennials in New Delhi. She has been 
invited by the British Council, the U.S. State Department and the French 
Ministry of Culture to confer with leading artists in those countries. Menon 
also served on the advisory committee and the art purchase committee of 
the National Gallery of Modern Art, New Delhi, where she was co-curator 
with Henri Claude Causseau for a major exhibition of French contemporary 
Art in 1996. Her work recently went under the hammer at the Christies and 
Sotheby's auctions of contemporary Indian art in London. A book titled 
"Anjalie Ela Menon' has been published on her life and work. 
THE ART OF ANJOLIE ELA MENON 
Anjolie Ela Menon began painting in the mid 1950s. Her alchemy is 
a complex blend of the pensive and passionate, its imagery excavated form 
the deepest recesses of her subconscious. An aesthetic consistency 
characterizes a large body of her work, which swims against the tide, given 
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the correct tendency to defy the ugly, the angry and the grotesque in a 
miheu where an indiscriminate iconoclasm attacks ahnost any genre that 
smacks of tradition. 
Anjolie's work reveals that many of the qualities and motifs that are 
now being ascribed to her have their genesis in the paintings of the early 
years-basically in the 1950s. In these years, Anjolie Ela Menon painted 
with strong intuitive conviction but little formal schooling which was to 
come later. An endearing energy and enthusiasm characterize & the oil she 
did as a teenager. Anjolie seems to have applied paint with a palette loiife, 
vigorous and bold strokes with some large unfinished areas. This technique 
is in sharp contrast to the highly finished quality and the immaculate 
glistening surface now associated with her signature. 
Two years in the U.S.S.R. reinforced the artist's interest in Byzanfine 
and Roamnesque art and gave rise to dark, brooding Christ-like male 
figures which also resemble her now bearded husband, Raja. As a kind of 
counterpoint, the benign mother and child compositions overlapped her 
own experience of motherhood. Anjolie insists that her role as mother and 
wife are integral to her growth as an artist. 
On her return to India after the Russian experience, successful 
exhibition followed at the Academy of Fine Arts at Calcutta. This was an 
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important show for her as Anjolie revealed a confident and vibrant 
eclecticism wherein the visit to New York, the year in England and the 
Russian stint-coalesced. A distinctive, recognizable individual style was 
emerging. Desmond Doig, a well known writer of the period observed. 
"There is promise oi another Amrita Shergil in the making." This debut in 
Calcutta was of special important to the Bengali in Anjolie and the show 
marked the successful return to her roots of a peripatetic artist. 
By the end of the 1970s and in the early 80s, the paintings began to 
acquire an allegorical, narrative quality, but the myths and ballads were of 
Anjolie's own making, a strange amalgam of East and West. What was 
once random symbolism coalesced around the nude with overtones of 
sexual specificity. The nude of the late 1970s exude an authenticity and 
spontaneity that was hesitant and tentative till then. The diaphanously clad 
women, the animals, birds and reptiles, the many persons who inhabit and 
impinge, this is a world of the artist's subterranean existence, a world that 
has been crafted painstakingly by Anjolie. These myths supported by a 
complex imagery, are distilled from a highly individual subconscious and 
do not relate to the collective myth of any specific grow in an acceptable or 
recognizable manner. 
In the paintings of the late 1970s there was often more than a hint of 
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death, which seemed a resurrection of the grief that remained suppressed 
after the death of her father in 1976. General Dev was an abiding presence 
in Anjolie's life, and she recollects that he assumed both paternal and 
maternal roles after the tragic loss of her mother in 1955. 
In 1980, Anjolie was invited by the cultural departments of France, 
Britain and the U.S.A. to visit museums and confer with artists in these 
countries, as also to see what was happening on the contemporary 
international art front. As a state guest her journeys were very different 
from the impoverished travels of her youth. In the autumn of 1980 her visit 
to the U.S.A. ended with exhibitions in New York and Washington. 
Towards the mid-1980s, Anjolie discovered a set of old glass 
negatives and several albums of 'royal' pictures from the 1930s, in her 
husband's ancestral home in Kerala. Over- adorned princesses sat on 
ornamental chairs all dressed up and laden with jewellery against fake 
Victorian backdrops. Anjolie was fascinated by the quality of these yearly 
photographs and specially the formal stillness of the protagonists frozen in 
a timeless moment. 
It was thus befitting that in 1988 Anjolie was chosen by 'The Time 
of India' to be part of their 150th anniversary celebration. A retrospective 
of thirty years spanning from 1950 to 1988 and presented as a part of the 
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sesquicentennial celebrations, was a rare honour for her considering that 
there was a wide and rich pool of senior and established artists for the 
Times to choose from. Bombay was an apt choice to hold Anjolie's first 
retrospective, for the city had provided her education, affection, education 
and aesthetic sustenance since her very first exhibition at the Bhulabhai 
institute in 1959. 
In the late 1980s, Anjolie showed her work in New York in 
successive years when visiting her son Aditya each summer. Painting in his 
home at Westchester, she renewed her association with the art galleries and 
museums of Manhattan. 
In early 1990s Anjolie introduced two new elements into her 
paintings. The serpent, which had appeared only insidiously in the past, 
enters in many works as a strong presence. She also began to embroider the 
bared bodies of sadhu-like figures with the fine stigmata of ritual tattoos, 
often using this essentially Hindu device to chant a compelling visual litany 
of both Ram and Rahim, no doubt reacting to the prevailing religious 
turbulence in India over emotive issues such as the Mandir and the Masjid. 
We also note that for the first time Anjolie reads to the symbolism of Hindu 
iconography. In the powerful triptych entitled Shakti, she interprets 
mythology in her own manner, depicting Ganesha in the form of a blue 
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body elephant sitting in the lap of Durga, the female principle. In like 
fashion Lakshmi is lotus headed and Saraswati is not just the goddess with 
the lute but the champion of modem science and the plastic arts as well. 
There are no doubt many rough edges that need to be smoothened, but her 
entry into this area augers well and may mark a new synthesis. Anjolie, 
with her western upbringing, deep Indian roots, a progressive Brahmo 
Samaj family ambience, Muslim and Christian cousins, marriage into the 
south and anempty with both the traditional and the modern has many 
strands to weave. It will be interesting to see what path she forges at a time 
when art, religion and politics have become intertwined in India and artists 
approach the twenty first century carrying the accumulated detritus of the 
past. 
In her latest paintings, such as Visarjan and Journey to Bangkok, 
subjective intervention is reduced to the bare minimum. From plumbing the 
depth of her subconscious in the early years, Anjolie's whole approach in 
the 1990s has shifted to a new plane. For the first time she assumes the role 
of observer and commentator, as in Wounds. However in her use of 
archetypal symbols, whether drawn from Christian retual or from an 
essentially Hindu world, she continues to imbue her paintings with 
luminous aura. In the ultimate analysis, her strength lies not in the 
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virtuosity for that she continues to transcend it. However, it remains a 
paradox that the very poignancy of Anjoiie's configuration lies in the fact 
that the final direction of her creative compulsion is held in abeyance and 
remains unresolved. 
ARPITA SINGH 
Arpita Singh is one of the few women artists in Delhi who do not 
make virtue of 'feminism' as the only criterion for artistic achievement. 
Bom in west Bengal in 1937, she had her art education at the School of Art 
Delhi, and the Delhi Polytechnic (1954-59). Since the beginning of her 
career. Arpita has been assiduously learning the craft of painting in rhythm 
with her absorption of modernist reductionism. Her native paintings are 
unlaboured particularly piquant in their comments on the 'space' of women 
and the girl child in the society, and on the atrophied sensibilities of 
modern man vis-a-vis the growing violence and social injustice. Arpita 
literally 'builds up' the painted surface, with the same patient facility both 
in oil and water colour. In 1991, the Sahitya Kala Parishad, New Delhi, 
honoured Arpita Singh with 'Parishad Samman'. Her work are in the 
collection of the National Gallery of Modern Art, New Delhi, Lalit Kala 
Academy, New Delhi, Punjab Museum, Chandigarh "Roopankar" Bharat 
Bhavan, Bhopal, Chester Herwitz family collection, USA, Victoria and 
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Albert Museum, London, and Times of India, New Delhi. 
THE ART OF ARPITA SINGH 
The arduous task of drawing language in paint has marked Arpita 
Singh's work from the early years. That could explain her shifts from 
figurative to abstract in the 1960. In the process, she has almost 
inadvertently highlighted the loneliness and forlornness of being a woman 
in India and the country itself with its seeping violence as it brings itself to 
a state of chaos. 
The throbbing multiplicity of life in its myriad hues is manifest in 
the large body of Singh's figurative work. At first it seems like an 
enchanted world where objects, humans, and vegetation are all imbued 
with a magical life. We have "Apples and Chair, white Boat," or figures 
and Flowers where there is a lucid flowing lyricism. Fruits, flowers, boats, 
and figures all achieve an equal significance in animated manifestations. 
They dissolve into one another, life metamorphosing into life, creating 
magical symbiosis. 
In the 1980s, Singh's work becomes even more lucid, bringing to the 
fore many contradictions of life in India with ducks invading her pictures, 
squatting on a chequered table cloth creating an uneasiness. There is a Car 
in Rosa Garden disturbing the peace and quiet, and in a somewhat somber 
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picture tilled The Evening Trees, the still sad twilight envelops the 
evening. The uneasiness and distance is created between humans by 
invading objects almost as if they have a life of their own. The stillness of 
her humans is contrasted by the highly animated space surrounding them 
consisting of ordinary day-to-day objects. In many ways her flying figures 
are reminiscent of Chagall with whom the aitist claims to have an affinity. 
"He (March Chagall) also draw heavily form Russian folklore, 
specifically Jewish myths, yet what he was celebrating was not a 
ritualistic approach to religion. It was an earthy, optimistic peasant's 
eye view of reality, which could accommodate fantasy as well as hard 
fact". 
It is this ability to incorporate ordinary day-to-day events with a 
magical life, letting imaginations soar, which levels that inexplicable 
meaning to Singh's works. As Ebrahim Alkazi puts it succinctly. "Are 
these a child's mutated recollection of past experiences, or are their 
representation of the immediate present? Aspects of time, post and 
present, of dream and reality, of here and there, of presence and 
absence-all partake of the same ambiguity as the characters 
themselves. The future is now even as we speak, yet in a trice this 
'now' has already receded into the post. The fascination of Arpita's 
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work lies in the fact that they, in their laughing way, evoke the riddle 
of human existence, its concrete reality and at the same time its 
intangibility: it clarity and its meaningless, its reality and its baffling 
precariousness." 
Images that are familiar to us are shown afresh in a content which 
gives them a new meaning. Her Child bride With Swan for instance, 
stands forlorn, a dazzling stark of yellow in crowded landscape of cards, 
people and aeroplanes, swirling around her in a sea of blue and red. Her 
Woman Sitting on Tin Trunk is a desolate study of a woman dressed in 
bright orange and holding a bouquet of flowers, her flamboyant appearance 
contrasting with her own vulnerability. A subterranean kind of wit surfaces 
in Girl Smoking a cigarette where a girl smokes innocuously while all 
kinds of ominous mythological figures hover around her, women watching 
a plane is poignant portrayal of a middle-aged woman watching planes 
flying where there is a strong suggestion of sexual gratification. In women 
in Floral Dress, there is a disturbing vulnerability in the woman who sits 
still and iconic, starting at the viewer while the flowers and stripes on her 
dress take on an ominous life, almost overwhelming the wearer. Some 
times the textures and pattern of the surrounding space take on a 
threatening quality isolating the figure as in A Man in the Room. 
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It seems pertinent to ask at this juncture whether Singh views herself 
as a woman painter. For her the term itself is one which makes no 
difference to her work. She says, "I am a painter. To call me a woman 
painter does not have a special meaning. Whatever I do is as a woman 
because I am a woman. My whole development has been as a woman in 
a specific society during a specific period. I do not know what it is like 
to paint as a man. Therefore, it seems strange to even say that I am a 
woman painter. I would just like to establish myself as painter." By 
implication the emphatic closeness she feels to woman makes her often 
draw upon them as the subject of her study. 
We are often reminded of folk forms while looking at Singh's work 
in the brilliance of her colour, in the simple, almost native configuration, 
and not the least because of the wit and homour. There are important 
differences, however, in that her forms do not have a ritualistic, repetitive, 
pattern where the role of the figure can be predicted in advance. In the 
narrative folk tradition of India no story never ends, for that would mean 
death. Each character unfolds its own tale and that in turn another tale, till 
the whole seems a complex web of events. And that is what happens to 
Singh's work when she unfolds the story of the Kidwai family. 
The family is organically united through a web of lines around the 
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death of Ayesha Kidwai's grandmother. The serrated Hnes unite and 
separate each member. At the looms the portrait of the patriarch, the 
missing member who is still present. If the death of the oldest member 
brings the family together, the youngest in the family, Ayesha is the subject 
at acute observation. Her persona with its shadow and reflections forms a 
whole community around her perhaps her internal family. According to 
Singh "I chose this family because I know all its member very well and 
can articulate whatever I want to express through them. In away this 
family is a microcosm of contemporary India for me," Ayesha a Muslim 
married out of the community introducing into her life the conflict between 
religion, between diverse cultures, generation and the sexes which is one 
way or the other is the life sage of most families in India. 
A gun-toting Durga made in October 1993 raised on unseemly 
controversy, all the more ironic because this was one of her less successful 
images. When asked by the Calcutta magazine Desh to make an image for 
their Durga Puja annual, Singh in the aftermath of communal riots which 
had swept the country, made a Durga holding a pistol in one hand. This 
created a whiplash of ftiry among a certain section of believers who felt 
that the iconic image had been vandalized. When called upon to make a 
statement by the editor of the weekly, Singh wondered what the fuss was 
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about as she had painted the way she usually did. The gun-tating Durga 
clad in a white sari in combat with a man in dark glasses was, if any 
things, lateral statement and one which strained her painterly strength. The 
multiple registers had been oversimplified and Singh seemed to be crossing 
that them wedge between making a statement and painterly linguistics. 
ANUPAM SUD 
Anupam Sud is one of the finest printmakers among the new 
generation in India. Although she has taken up paintings on large canvas, 
mostly in acrylic, her intaglio prints still hold their sway over her paintings. 
Anupam has been experimenting in different areas of the graphic medium, 
but what stand out is apparently her effortless infusion of different intaglio 
processes with screen-printing and lithography. 
There is little of the narrowly 'feminist' in her total oeuvre. Instead, 
her firmly drawn figuration of men and women draw our attention to the 
general human situation and to psychological tension between man and 
society. A large part of the charm of her intaglio and mixed-media prints 
lies in her treatment of chiaroscuro. 
Born in Hoshiarpur in Punjab in 1944, Anupam did her diploma in 
Fine Arts form the College of art. New Delhi in 1967. She specialized in 
printmaking. With a British Council scholarship she studied print-making 
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at the Slade school of Art, London (1971-72). Since the year Anupam left 
College of Art 1007, she has had 12 solo shows in India, Korea and USA. 
From 1968 to 1996, she participated in 34 national and international 
exhibitions which included the 'Women's international Exhibition; New 
York (1975); the Florence Triennale and the third Triennale, the Fourth 
and Fifth Bennale, Valparaiso, Chil (1979-81), International Print 
Biennale-India, and in Switzerland, the sixth Norwegian Print Biennale 
(1982) British Print Beinnale, Ljubliyama (1981, 83), Fifth Triennale nale-
India, and in Switzerland, the sixth Norwegian Print Biennale (1982) 
British Print Biennale, Bradford (1985), Printmaking in India since 1850, 
Lalit kala Akademil, New Delhi (1986), the Eight International Print 
Biennale, Berlin (1987) International Print Biennale, Bharat Bhavan. 
Bhopal (1995). She curated the 'Mini Print '96'show on behalf of Gallery 
Escape, New Delhi. 
Anupam Sud attended five print workshops, two of which were 
conducted under Paul Lingren and Carol Summers (1970-1974). In 1989 
she represented India at the Printmaking workshops of Asian countires at 
Fukoka Art Museum Japan and worked in professional workshops in New 
York and Berkeley (196). Anupam sud has won awards 19 times between 
1969 and 1995: In 1990, the Centre for International Contemporary Art 
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(CICA), New York, awarded her with a study and travelling followship in 
Printmaking in the USA, and she won the president of India's Gold Plaque 
at the Women's international Art Exhibition, New Delhi (1975), Special 
Award at the International Print Biennale, Bharat Bhavan, Bhopal (1995) 
and the President of India's silver Plaque at the 65th - 66th All India 
Annual Art Exhibition. 
THE ART OF ANUPAM SUD 
Anupam's concern is explicity with the figurative, but the figurative 
is more than a mean for exploring the narrative, the epic or the human 
predicament. For her the human figure becomes an end in itself. She 
brushes aside queries and distinction between the naked and the nude, with 
reference to John Berger, "I focus on the nude for the sheer beauty of 
the body-that's all. For me it is much more vulgar to highlight or 
expose certain areas of the body, I remove the long hair on the female 
torso because there should be no distraction." 
The human figure, stripped to its essence, is revealed, as much as the 
naked truth can be revealed. This process is the reverse of that ritual 
discarding of clothes by the cabaret artist, retaining of course, the hat, the 
shoes, the jewellery and perhaps a veil, becomes entertainment, to tantalise 
and mock the viewer, concealing as much as it reveals. In contrast the work 
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of Anupam Sud becomes a gradual but logical process of uncovering and 
unmaking the body and identity of the self. 
We might trace the birth of human forms through thirty years of 
work. Initially, the artist's obsession is with the idea of giving birth. In 
Earth Mother (1967) embryonic forms struggle to emerge from within 
the swollen primordial womb-cave. Often enough, these figures are all 
arms and legs, impregnated within the enclosure of a rock like formation, 
or they are found in subterranean passages in her Time Capsule (1969). 
They are filed away in cabinets in the dark interiors of the Museum (1972). 
They flounder, swimming through the waters of Whirlpool (1971) which 
could be taken to be the primordial water of destruction at the end of the 
world, Pralaya, the ruptured waterbag from the uterus. Faceless and 
anonymous as they are, these figures engage in bestial rituals like those by 
the hie onymus Bosch in his Garden of Delights, burrowing through 
anthills or eating thorugh sprouted beans in the Box (1971) where only 
shafts of sunlight penetrate into the gloom. 
In torsos that achieve such perfect balance, the absence of the face 
makes a statement, as in a work titled Composition (1972) which was 
exhibited at the British Biennial. This was the first occasion when she 
handled a 20 x 40 inch etching plate. Centrestage, a man reaches out to 
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play a game of marbles while the woman groups her way in the shadows of 
the picture frame. The importance of the hand as a tool had already been 
stressed by Anupam. Now she suggests that the hand forms the start of this 
composition, being used to press down memories on paper from the past. 
On her return form London, her figures are possessed of a singular 
quality of immobility, they are like studies of still life. The head, if and 
when it emerges, is entirely faceless or cast in shadow. The subject matter 
is enigmatic, raising doubts about the identity of the person who, might be 
prominently placed but who remains passive and often victimized. 
Consider her three etching titled You (1973), Biography of a Crime 
(1973), and Homepage to mankind (1977), Each of this is imbued with a 
sense of undisclosed mystery. The accusing finger You is placed in the 
immediate foreground of the picture, painting to the figure of a man, suited 
and seated behind a desk. The collar merges into the windowpanes beyond-
there is no head and no clear identity. Yet the situation and the person are 
real, a cigarette lies on the desk, unsmoked. 
A broken white line descends diagonally, vivisecting the man into 
two fragments. The dotted line is a device improvised by Anupam, she 
suggests, to balance the composition. Yet, it also introduces an element of 
doubt about the meaning of the picture and the fragmented (or double) 
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identity of the man, Etchings form the mid-1970s carry and 
autobiographical content. Scathing irony reinforces that sense of stark 
nakedness in her work of this phase. The most powerful is her Homepage 
to Mankind which casts the muted shadows of the Taj Mahal mto the 
background as the referent to that all-enduring symbol of love. In the 
foreground rises the human witness and victim of this love of today and 
yesterday. Standing upon a monitoring box, his powerful frame is strapped 
to blood transfusion-to ensure the continuity of life and render him captive. 
Ours is an age of reliance upon machines. The artist's mother, a woman of 
indomitable strength and wrongly diagnosed to have cancer, was reduced 
through medication to an invalid for the remaining fourteen years of her 
life. The artist offers one comment: The figure is all patched up-as good 
as new! Even the brain is being monitored... 
Three portraits from the 1970s exist in oil, of her father, her mother, 
and her mentor Jagmohan Chopra. These testify to Anupam's competence 
in rendering realistic studies. They also suggest that she deliberately chose 
to work in the graphic medium, allowing for a combination of the real and 
the unreal as construed by the artist. "It was a sort of challenge: to work 
in a medium for which there was little encouragement provided in 
India, or in fact, any professional equipment." In 1967, when Anupam 
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graduated from the College of Art, Group Eight, a professionals group of 
printmakers in Delhi, was founded at the initiative of Jagmohan Chopra. 
Almost thirly years later, she still works on the etching plate, while heading 
the department of graphics at the College of Art. 
The difference between oil paintings in colour and etching in black 
and white is relevant to Anupam's sensibility and to her choice of subject. 
Black and white pictures possess an element of the austere; by converting 
the image into shadow and light-thereby invoking, at times, the values of 
good and bad. The artist employs these effects to great advantage, by using 
chiaroscuro to heighten difference and summon up the psychic qualities in 
her figures. We begin to sense alienation, the "otherness" in images of 
men and women who, on the face of things, are portrayed in "real life" 
situations. The situations now are commonplace; but the titles to her work 
take on a double-edged, even haunting meaning. Thanks to Power (1976) 
may just refer to a fan purring noiselessly in a room where people languish 
on a hot day; but it may refer to a different kind of power, that controls and 
executes and the privilege of having electricity. The Ride introduces a man 
and a woman together on a bicycle along a road that seems to go nowhere, 
but which contains a road sign at the end announcing "No Limits". What 
does the "Ride" mean for this couple, apart from being an uneventful 
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journey-till they suddenly come upon this sign. The Ride compels us to 
reconsider the "normal situation" no matter how common-place it might 
appears, as the artist probes below the surface appearance of people and 
things. She comments: Marriage brings about a state of mind. 
Everything which was earlier declared wrong is now permissible. I 
have never seen myself as bride. My sister, on the other hand, 
fantasized about marriage.' This comment significantly establishes that 
she views her images at this stage of her work as an outsider. 
The focus in Sud's prints of the 1980s is on figure in the context of 
their urban environment. Streets, pavements of cement, broken walls, 
barbed wire, and battered lampposts-elements which define and 
circumscribe human existence-begin to form an essential part of her 
vocabulary. These elements bring about a play between light and shade, 
between life and death, as her commentary on people who live precariously 
at the edge of survival. Some figures assumes a heroism as they rise above 
their situations. Take her rickshaw puller in the etching Way to Utopia 
(1980) who is charged with superhuman energy. "The rickshaw puller 
becomes a symbol; he takes you from one destination to another".... 
At the same time in the 1980's Anupam embarks on a series titled 
Dialogue. In essence, these explore the subtleties, the nuances, the give-
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and-take in human relationships. Dialogue (1984) depicts a couple seated 
before a ramshackle house which is distanced form them by barbed wire. 
They share no sense of intimacy or belonging; their attitude is one of 
resignation. Another of the Dialogue series, on the other hand, is concerned 
with a different kind of relationship. In one of her few open landscapes, 
two men are seated on a bench, deeply engrossed in conversation. 
it must be noticed immediately that the artist's depiction in Persona 
does not subscribe to the ideals or aesthetic norms of the woman and mirror 
conventional image which is abundantly used in Rajput and Hill painting 
nor would this be characteristic of her body of work and her conviction. By 
contrast to that convention, we note that her woman stands, not viewing 
herself in the mirror, but defiantly with the mirror placed behind her. Her 
gaze is not to look into herself but to look out of the picture and confront 
the viewer. Again, this confrontation becomes more complex- the onlooker 
confronts her naked figure but not her face-for the face is masked. Or is it 
in the process of being unmasked? 
There are layers of meaning that confound in Anupam's Ceremony 
of Unmasking (1990). Here the woman is released form her self 
fascination for her own image. It would be relevant to mention here a series 
of four recent college sketches by the artist, which are autobiographical in 
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content and most revealing. There is no sense of timidity here in depicting 
herself. In one of them she projects herself in profile, naked to the waist, 
holding up a mask screen just face-to project herself, to "play a role" of the 
many roles that she has mentioned. 
DIFFERING SIMILARITIES WITH OTHER WOMEN ARTISTS 
The remarkable thing in Arpana's painting is that she presents 
realities of our life with the images which are simple and communicating. 
Her metaphorical imagery not only colours beauty but also gives it a 
meaning. In her painting, everything has a meaning. Every show she brings 
in a meaningful way, exhausting her emotions, passions, and innate 
energies. Arpana's style is a synthesis of modern and Indian miniature 
paintings. Synthesising two poles apart she has involved a new language, a 
new born reality more correctly in language of art a fictional reality 
whenever one had a chance to see her created fictional realities an inner 
voice says "Is't it an affirmation of another reality". Arpana's Between 
Duality series explains it well enough. In memory two paintings of that 
series Rites of Time and Great Departure were good example of above 
mentioned truth. 
The realities affirmed and reaffirmed are ours as much as hers. We 
are living in between dualities and will continue living till the great 
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departure. Through her work it seems that she is very much entangled in 
dualities, dualities of life and death. Subjects concerning social and 
personal issue has been painted a lot but as she matures she inoves more 
close to herself. Thus time, Enlightenment, Sohni, Nanak like subjects 
come out at forefront. Outer realities are disappearing paving the way for 
inner realities to appear. She is turning towards metaphysics of art to 
explore human dignity metaphysically. In the age of the donism and 
optimism this movement of Arpana's art is more rational than rationality in 
strict sense. Only on this ground art comes closer to nature. 
One can not say that these paintings have no social value, for now 
she is painting hidden irrationality of a seemingly rational world. She is 
now bringing to light most important things of life. 
Arpana's recent work brings the metaphysical aura with seemingly 
tranquil exterior but having explosive quality not in terms of emotions but 
in relation to the antagonistic forces behind those emotions. Look at the 
quality of only two painting Day and Night, and Creature and Destroyer 
the time appears in the work of art as its inner time. Here this inner time is 
more important for it is that abstract image which when get blown on 
canvas becoines a historical event. Revealing inner time of consciousness 
is not easy but Arpana seems to conceptualise it beautifully. Her paintings 
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philosophies time in a different way other than what other philosophers of 
religion said. 
Time for her is an absolute temporality, it is like dark space where 
entities are being born. Time is space itself, her paintings give a sense of 
time which is though in constant flux and has lordship over everything 
appears in relative terms. How can one overcome the relativity of time? 
She questions in her paintings that if time is universal than how Buddha 
could overcome time? She has painted Buddha under the scissors of time. 
Perhaps Arpana has experienced this truth that mediative consciousness 
often transcends the time experience but it doesn't mean that time ceases to 
be. May be he is not experiencing time as it often happens to those people 
who are engaged in any creative activity. Experience of timelessness is a 
kind of forgetfulness this she knows that's why she put Buddha under 
scissors of time. Arpana's recent paintings are important regarding spiritual 
art and spiritualization art. Spiritualization of art is for her never ending 
phenomenon. Spirituality in art is an event. 
In Arpana's work the happening/eventuality of this event. Her black 
background of the paintings provide the ground for the sacred event to take 
place. This taking place of event on the black background is very spiritual 
and metaphysical. Black is being used metaphorically for time, flat black 
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surface is time which reveal event, make it happen and sustain it. 
Regarding metaphysics of art, Arpana's use of blaclc is very relevant. 
Her use of black is not passive, it is more active than other colours is 
sustains colours and forms actively on this black surface which looks as 
though it is the infinite space, time itself! hnages take birth. This 
emergence, this rising from the very depth of time is an event, a 
manifestation of the essence which masters refer as pure point. But event 
never takes place consciously rather it comes out of Qualitative Leap of 
consciousness. This leap led her from consciousness of art to language of 
art in the reach of trace of truth. Now she no longer believes in the 
expression in traditional sense for her expression means opening of another 
reality. In this opening expression traverses all logic which are rooted in 
the hitherto metaphysical core. Imaginative quality of her work tries to 
overcome mediations of ideas. Her work tended to forswear spirit and idea 
to penetrate non-ideal layers of art. Arpana's recent move is important in 
the sense that she is becoming more spiritual but not in a negativist way. 
Her saying that "I vv^ anted to imbue black with positivity, because black 
has obsessed me as a colour, for the last few years, I don't know why", 
rightly explains her non-structural approach. The spiritualization of her 
work of art tends to cross sophistication of spiritualism in art in this very 
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sense. Beyond conformist spiritualism she has talcen altogether a different 
step. 
STYLE OF ANJOLIE ELA MENON 
The choice of objects and images in the paintings of Anjolie Ela 
Menon constitutes much of the humdrum and the prosaic that exists in 
everyday life. Their transformation into symbols of poignancy and 
evocation is through the manner in which they are wrapped up in mystery 
and an archaic beauty: the ordinary acquires a powerful visual vocabulary. 
While objects leap from the prosaic to the poetic, personal links to people, 
emotions, moods and locations also get transformed into the general, even 
while they retain some of the original quality. 
Themes and motifs that often appear in Menon's works are never 
the result of that ephemeral spontaneity that dies out once a certain state of 
mind or mood disappears. Her use of themes and matifs has sprung from 
their lasting attraction and their visual potential as seen through shape, 
significance and impact. These concepts require the capacity to be 
transferred from an emotional or subconscious reverence to a creative 
reality. Such a reality in Anjolie's care is spontaneously evoked - not the 
spontaneity which evaporates like a passing breeze but the inspiration 
which is based on certain basic truths important to her and therefore vital. 
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Both image and teclinique in Anjolie's care have undergone a long 
and purposeful Journey. During her student years prior to her departure for 
Paris in 1960, her paintings (mainly portraits) were dominated by ilat areas 
of thick bright colour with sharp outlines painted "with all the vigour and 
brashncss of extreme youth", showing divcrsly the inllucncc of Van 
Gogh, the expressionist, Modigliani, Amrita Sher-Gil, and Hussain. There 
was as yet no manifestation of the subtle gradation of tone and texture 
which personified her later paintings. While in Paris she met Francesco 
Toledo, a Mexican painter, who introduced her to the concept of five 
layered surfaces and the textures possible there in. It is exactly this method 
of application which was to gradually become responsible for the surface 
qulaity of her paintings. 
The sleek black crow entered Anjolie's paintings during the 1970s. It 
is not imbued with the conventional connotations of doom and death but 
with her own interpretation of its signification. Life in a small flat in 
Bombay during that period with its environment stripped off lower and 
foliage made the ubiquitous crow a symbol of nature, a friendly surrogate. 
The same benign quality is reflected in other creatures that domesticate 
themselves-lizards, dogs and goats. The lizard is visually effective because 
of its reptilian slimness and the cure of its long tail. In the painter's works it 
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acquires the male gender, the voyeur gazing from unseen corners. When 
placed in conjunction with high-breasted women that populate her 
canvases, the lizard's impact is never placid. Through this and other 
combinations Anjolie's references move from the display of innocence to 
unrequired desire or to the invasion of privacy and space. Dogs and 
puppies conjure up the frolic and play of childhood, an innocence not yet 
ruptured by life's realities. Empty chairs and charpoys speak of exactly 
these realities, of an adolescent's loss of her mother and of her father in 
later years. She continues to paint the unattainable or the intangible which 
is lost for ever, symbolized through skies or distant sails, balloons, and 
kites. 
Her superb technique and paint application brings much to the 
haunting quality of her canvases. This is a fact which most viewers take for 
granted since their interest lies more in the finished painting than in the 
process. But it is precisely those delicate layers of colour-transparent 
brown, olive green or Indian yellow, Prussian blue, indigo or terre-verte 
used in a specific manner, which land the mystery or brooding quality to 
her images. Levels of memory and the subconscious achieve their visual 
success because of the harmony brought to them through technique. 
Wrapped up as they are in mists of translucency (fine glazes of paints), 
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Anjolie's images and motifc establish themselves first through bright 
opaque paint which later gets altered through the ambivalence of 
transparent glazes which cover the painting and provide the surface effects. 
The clarity and assertion of bright opaque paint is very different from the 
dark transparency that engulfs them. For anjolie, an overall bright palette 
would signify the ordinariness of the present, stripped of mystery and the 
creative imagination and therefore of no interest to her. But the fresh green 
of Malabar, and other paintings of the 1980s, evoked a bright palette. She is 
above all, a colourist. 
Recently, Anjolie moved away from the deeply intense palette to 
experiment with lighter, brighter shades, even though the images have yet 
to make a transition. More recently, making a complete change of medium, 
she has created Mutations (1996), a series of computer-aided images which 
draw on the vast body of her paintings to create permutations of images 
that are known and yet new. 
STYLE OF ARPITA SINGH 
At fist glance, Arpita Singh's world seems timeless, unrushed and 
serene. But there is trouble in paradise, and the artist's unflinching eye 
refuses to ignore it. The tranquility created by earthy colours and balanced 
composition is invaded by daggers, guns, cars, arrows, aeroplanes, 
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uprooted palm trees and revered hands. The objects are often labeled with 
meticulous block letters both augmenting and questioning their power 
through naming. 
Singh's recurrent protagonist is a ftiU-bodied, mature Indian woman, 
not too unlike the artist herself in appearance. Sari-clad, naked or partially 
dressed, the woman often displays emblematic objects, drinks tea or 
converses with her male consort, but remains the centre of her universe. 
She is always surrounded by a thick tangle of diverse images from worldly 
and political life. 
Singh has developed a unique process in her works on paper: she 
paints with water-colour and gouache on heavy paper, abraids the surface 
with sandpaper, repaints, sand and then paints again. The slightly blurred 
images reveal her intentionally rough -hewn pentimenti and ultimately, 
created softened, classicized balance. She approaches oils with a similar 
responsiveness to the materials, vigorously painting wet into wet with a 
fully charged brush. Painting in oil, Singh can explore a larger scale and 
greater compositional complexity, but the resulting images are slightly 
harder and more chiseled, and she sacrifices the tropical languor and 
sensual live of the works on paper. 
In a series of works exhibited in 1994, Singh had recovered her 
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composure and juxtaposed her encounter with violence with beauty and 
humour which made it all the more poignant. In a large oil, woman 
plucking flowers, a woman bends to pluck llower in the far end of the lake 
-like garden. The shimmering blue metamorphoses into lotus shapes edged 
with a red glaze. The aquamarine surface is broken by brown triangles 
which intersperse the blue like sexual symbols. Slowly the realization 
dawns that at the far edge stands a man painting his pistol at the woman. 
The distilled flickering blue evenly matches the beauty of the movement 
with the brutality of life. 
If the preciousness of life is juxtaposed by its ugliness, the painter 
chooses the monumental scale of the canvas to bring this about. Her 
dexterous use of water colour when translated into oil has not always been 
successful and she confesses to not being able to use the medium with the 
same facility as her water colours. In oils, Singh negotiates the surface with 
colour rather than with signs and in this series the colour blue lands her the 
facility she is searching for the varied textures and tones in A Dead Man 
on the street: Is it you Krishna ? from an equal counterpoint between 
levels of reality paralleling her water colours. A man stretches dead across 
the surface, his body rippling with blue. Could it be that he is not dead but 
dreaming? An electric blue glides over the surface uniting the space 
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between dream and wakefulness. Four figures stand gazing over the body 
and also at themselves. Singh points out the blue God Krishna, for all his 
awesome feats, died an ordinary death. The dream or reality is a truism for 
everyone; for all the remarkable events in a man's life, when he dies the 
end is ordinary, even important. 
STYLE OF ANUPAM SUD 
Anupam Sud works essentially and only with the body naked. A 
bold statement for a woman who in every way, by word, demeanour, and 
lifestyle, is modest and unassuming; who shuns publicity, and held her first 
major exhibition in 1989 after considerable persuation and a gap of some 
eighteen years. 
Anupam's body of work possesses, its own intrinsic logic of 
development. This is a process in the search for identity, through a long 
journey over some thirty years; from anonymous embryonic forms, 
struggling to born through Earth Motor, to the superb mastery of torsos in 
her composition tilled windows, to the faceless, undisclosed mysteries of 
you and Homage to Mankind. Even when she turns to commenting on 
Indian society in those bold indelible images of Darling, Get me a baby 
Mack! and Pick up Girls, it is never the faces but the torsos and animated 
gestures which tells the story. The face remains immobile, passive, unused 
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to expressing sentiment - even in her Dialogue series wiiere tlie 
confrontation between man and woman requires expression. Finally it is 
only with her mask series that she turns to the face, and the face is now in 
the process of being unmasked. 
Anupam responds "My work is not about sexuality, people 
interpret my etching and ask me if they are about homosexuality or 
lesbianism, but I do not judge people on their sexual life. I like the 
human body when light falls upon it and modulates the from, the 
tonalities. It stimulate me and inspire me to work. It is not only the 
woman -it is also the man who. The male torso is the most perfect 
form." 
Her reference to the male body becomes the most substantial 
argument against those who would see the latent eroticism in her depiction 
of women. Equally, perhaps more so in the 1980s, her work pivots around 
the male nude. Four year after her print of Pickup Girls is her etching titled 
the Dice, a viscosity print made at a workshop at Bhopal. Three men, 
naked to about three - fourth of the body, grow together as out of some 
common density which blends them. Yet each represents a different person 
with a different outlook : one looks for opportunity, the second gambles 
away his chances with dice, and the third contemplates the open to him, 
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while the facial features are sharp and aquiline, the bodies are superbly 
built and beautiful. 
The second factor which argues against the deliciously erotic is the 
stark sense of austerity about her images. Her women are never projected 
against curtain drapes or potted plants or in the conventions of Indian art 
and poetics. The third factor is a more subtle device of technique, by which 
each of these torsos of men and women in The Dice or in Pickup Girls, is 
purposefully distanced from the spectator. Even in cases when the figures 
seem upfront and brutally close to the viewer as in The Grill (1988), he is 
summoned up behind bars. As the artist observes, "But who is behind the 
bars - you, or this man ? There are always two sides to viewing a 
picture!". 
This also become her viewpoint of watching, reflecting notating that 
absurd combination of the real and unreal, of the bizarre and the common 
place. The artist herself, the commentator, remains detached and 
uninvolved in the situation. Indeed, it would seem an integral part of her 
personality to maintain this discreet distance - even through the subject 
may be a naked torso. 
In her etching Persona (1988) Anupam resorts to a device where she 
purposefully returns to an age-old symbol of vanity. A woman naked stand 
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before a mirror holding up to tierself a mask with just a pair of sUts for the 
eyes to view the world. On the table before her lies a wig, to complete the 
disguise. It is not clear as to whether she is in the purpose of wearing the 
mask or of removing it. A face in the mirror reveals the shrunken older 
shroud of the woman. 
The mask series by Anupam is a break through, to a more complete 
realization of the figure. With each step, she has come closer to arriving 
that "the stark, truth" is the sense of truth being revelation of the human 
form. 
The common factor in all the four artists is, feminism. They paint on 
different issues of women. 
Arpana Caur's work speaks with an eloquent intensity of the current 
state of woman's off airs inlndia, resolutely refusing to look away from the 
many problems inherent in the present system, yet equally determined not 
to be defeated or overawed by them. If the experiences of Indian 
womanhood can be said to be the primary focus of her work, still her 
precisely formulated analysis of the rythms of everyday life are so surely 
focused as to have equal validity when extended even further a field. 
Arpana is among those who believe that "A woman has a edge over a 
man in terms of sensitivity". Gayatri Sinha states that, in her paintings, " 
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There is no hint of an expressive sexuality; woman and nature are both 
symbiotically tied in a circle of perceived threat and uncertain 
renewal". 
Arts seeks to perfect the imperfections of reality; Anjolie's painted 
women therefore continuously flaunt their desirability while seeking to be 
desired in term. The woman, like men, are normally presented frontally, 
large eyes averted, head turned at an angle like a lot of Romanesque 
sculpture. They are almost iconic in their stillness or perhaps the static 
quality of arms and legs is an indication of a certain weakness of the basic 
drawing in her paintings - a deficiency compensated by colour, 
composition and texture. The nude in her works has always vibrated with 
experiences that are intensely personal to woman who can also be 
"trapped in situations not often of their making". Her nude figures also 
incorporate the female principle on various levels of suggestion - the 
Madonna (purity), the maternal (familial, the mother and child theme 
explored differently), and the sexual (erotica explored in its many hues); 
there is almost something naturalistic in the off repeated ideals female form 
full - breasted, voluptuous, and innocent looking. 
Many of Arpita's images portray a woman - centered world, none 
perhaps more beautifully then the spare water colour Five women (1977). 
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Against an olive - green ground bordered in yellow, Singh arranges her 
figures in two rows. The first to women are red outlines only, seen within 
circular frames that place them at one remove, as if in memory. Between 
them Singh interposes an airplane with three men inside, suggesting not 
merely travel but loss and the intrusion of a specifically male world and its 
mobilities into this close circle. From here the woman gains greater 
solidity, culminating in the final figure, obscured by drapery and 
accompanied by a great owl. Although the artist seems to depict five 
different women here (perhaps a family)?, some sort of chronological 
progression is suggested, some journey from hurt and loss to strength and 
wisdom. 
Anupam's works carry an explicit and concerned search for identity 
in her projection of women. In the etching provocatively titled Pick up 
Girls (1980) two girls naked, arc engrossed in some game along a street 
pavement. This may be a game of marbles, or of dice, or possibly gambling 
for money. Electric lights from the windows above flood the street, 
silhouetting the figures of the woman so they appear more conspicuous as 
bold, intensely dark forms against poles of light. In the immediate 
foreground another female form emerges, to look at the street below. Her 
naked body is exquisitely modelled in chiaroscuro, but the face is obscured 
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with her fine black hair blowing across, caressing the shoulders. In 
Anupam's etchings, this is a woman's world, and complete in itself. 
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HER CONTRIBUTION TO CONTEMPORARY 
INDIAN PAINTINGS 
The development of contemporary and modern art in India has been 
intimately linked with the development of modern art movements in 
Europe although its evolution in India has been unlike that in the west. The 
visual arts before the twentieth century were, above other things, a means, 
of conveying a message which was religious, literary, historical, or 
narrative, that is to say extraneous itself In the present century, however, 
the arts have found their definition in their autonomous nature and 
particular aesthetic objectives. 
The period of modern art, characteristic of there factors has been a 
period of highly significant pictorial revolution - a period of experiment 
and adventure. India has hard its share of impact art, although belatedly. 
She wakes up to the strain of Abida Parveen and the gurbani. The 
leitmotif in her canvas is the Buddha. And she insists she doesn't make 
beautiful paintings. When Nona Walia has close brush with Arpana Caur. 
Last year, when the 'New York Times' raved about her mulfiple 
Buddhas on an invitation card, Arpana Caur smiled. The woman of many 
hues. The Buddha painter. The Sohini -Mahiwal narrator, madly in Jove 
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with Bulle Shah has painted a dancing Nanak. Her popular image of Raj 
Kapoor and Nargis under a umbrella from 'Shree 420' still resonates in the 
minds of many. In her studio, Buddha dominates. There's a painting of 
Buddha leaving his sleeping wife and child in the night. She's called it The 
Great Departure; another one shows Buddha's journey from suffering to 
enlightenment. 
But today, she's tad worried. Her Budhhas are being imitated and 
sold as original in New York. "I'm alive today and my paintings are 
being faked. What will happen tomorrow when I' m gone? I have a 
show in New York in 2005, these fakes are a big problem. They're so 
real, even I can't tell the difference". In her living room, the bronze 
Buddha has a multiple effect. He's almost everywhere. Just back from 
Ajanta and Ellora caves after a holiday, Arpana shows her photographs: 
And therein, lies her story. A story of struggle, pain and heartbreak. 
Finally, savouring success and enlightenment. A long journey. And a 
lonely one, too. 
After her sister ender her life in Paris, Arpana began her solo 
journey. "My painting were not beautiful, they had a deeper meaning".^ ' 
It's obvious. A walk around Arpana Art Gallery explains that explicitly. On 
display is an anti-war exhibition. "There's always a purpose in life. You 
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have to give it a deeper meaning", adds Arpana, who did a painting for 
Hiroshima Museum in 1995 to mark the 50th anniversary of the nuclear 
holocaust. 
She struggled for 10 years. "This is my golden period. I feel I'm on 
a flying carpet, I'm dreaming. When I began painting, there were two 
galleries and two collectors in Delhi and you got two lines in the 
newspaper trashing and praising you," says Arpana, whose work are 
now displayed at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, Bradford 
Museum, Dusseldorf and Singapore Museum of Modern Art. 
Arpana Caur in her own words is passing through "My golden 
period", she is rated as one of the top contemporary artists. Over a period 
of 28 years, her work has evolved. Structure and colour are the key to her 
art. She has appropriated the structure of Pahari miniatures - the rounded 
figures, the curved horizon, the division of the background into the sky, 
earth and water and the creation of many centres of activity in each work. 
In fact, she is carrying forward the tradition of art that has been the most 
successful in the modern India - the marriage of folk and contemporary 
schools. 
Her love for India is immense she is quite attached to the country of 
her routs. Her friends in U.S. used to tease her about her love for the 
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"Mother Country", she was offered a teaching job in an art institute m 
Chicago in 1990 - some thing many artists would have given their right 
arm for. But she could not bear being away from home and declined. She 
went to an art school in London on a scholarship but she was so homesick 
that she dropped out and came away. Simplicity reflects in her life. She 
doesn't go out for dinner. She arrives at her studio at 7 a.m. every day and 
feels ecstatic in her being there. 
She works up her colours on the basis of the techniques of preparing 
layered pigments. She has broken away from the flat colouring of miniature 
paintings by using elements of the chiaroscuro effect in a frame work that 
is based on colour and not on tone, reflecting on originality of approach to 
colour found in India murals. 
Arpana Caur's art has evolved along the path that emerged out of the 
nationalist movement : a blend of modern and folk art. We have, as 
examples, the Haripura panels of Nandlal Bose, the folk - inspired works 
of Jamini Roy, and work of M. F. Hussain that take up the strong narrative 
tradition of our folk - scrolls and compress it into a single image or in a 
series. And now, here is a collaboration between a folk artist, Laxmi 
Narayan Panday, and the modern painter, Arpana Caur, both of whose 
signatures appear on works they have jointly created. 
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She is quite inspired by Rammohan Gandhi. On January, 2000 he 
came to her and said "I have a millennium gift for you". He had a dream 
of flaming tree, representing our turbulent times and a woman dousing the 
flames with her love and compassion, which he wanted her to paint. He 
even gave it a title, the water weaver. Now, she has one water weaver in 
every solo exhibition. 
Arpana Caur's art has always had a radical content. Starting with 
images of the loneliness of the creation person in characteristically Camus 
- like images of a performer playing to empty chairs, she really came into 
her own with works portraying the indifference of a consumerist society to 
what goes on around it, with Kite flying figures watching others down. 
These were done after the Delhi riots of 1984. After that we get the 
'Threat' series, of trigger happy policeman aiming guns at innocent 
women. Women again are the subject of the series on the 'Widows of 
Vrindavan', in which we get serial images influenced by Pahari 
miniatures, These develop an optical character in later works of the 'Body 
is just a Garment' series often evolving into graffiti in works with 
industrial and street imagery. It is this evolution that has allowed Caur to 
collaborate with the repetitive and graffiti-like images of the traditional 
tattooists of Bihar, Godna Art, naturally. It is something that was emerging 
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in her expression anyway. So the collaboration between the folk artist and 
the modern is something that has been evolved by the modern that 
integrates the traditional. But the traditional is not just appropriated. 
Panday actually began to evolve images, like the tree - woman, from 
Caur's imagery. Also, the need to keep certain spaces empty allows the 
traditional artist to evolve an understanding of negative space as part of a 
whole composition, something folk art does not apply itself to today, when 
it is mostly design - oriented. In her words, "Indian contemporary art 
was largely marginalized, like everything else Indian. This was of 
course, 20 years ago. Now things have changed, and that's also due to 
the efforts of Indian art lovers who live abroad, I was really thrilled 
when the Victoria & Albert Museum, London acquired my painting 
from the series, 'In Vrindava'. I wouldn't say that was one of my best 
works, but it really made me happy". 
'Tears for Hiroshima' incorporating canvas, acrylic, charcoal 
drawing, pots of water. This installation is similar to one Arpana Caur 
exhibited at the alternative 'DOCUMENTA' show in Germany in 1997. 
Arpana Caur is quite disappointed with government she says that "In 
fact of if artists send their work abroad for an exhibition, they face a 
number of hassles. They have to get a RBI clearance. They are treated 
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on a par with exports and they have to fill the same GI form. They 
have to give it in writing that all the money will come back to the 
country in foreign exchange. The canvases which do not sell and came 
back to the country are held by the customs and duty is imposed on 
them." She adds "They have paid for their ticket, lived on one meal a 
day abroad for want of money. As representatives of the culture of this 
country we are treated so shabbily. Because of these hassles most 
galleries abroad like to take Indian art for non-commercial 
exhibition". 
After that she explains "In New York people wanted my work but it 
could not be sold because of the non-commercial tag imposed by 
government. We face a lot of harassment. The customs does not clear your 
papers until the RBI gives a nod. The RBI does not sign the GI form, until 
you give a bank guarantee worth your work. If 10 works of art are going 
and you price them at 50,000 each, they need to give a guarantee of Rs 5 
lakh. Where does an artist get this money? An exporter can get the 
guarantee money, but not us. When I had to send my Hiroshima painting, 
they held up my consignment in spite of the fact it was a honour for the 
country that an Indian painter had been commissioned. Officials in customs 
said, 'How do we know it is not an antique'. "I said, 'I am alive, it is my 
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work.' I had nightmares because there was a deadline to meet. Then I 
managed to find a photograph is a newspaper with me standing in 
front of the painting at the preview to show it was my work. We have 
approached to PM's minister and they assured as but nothing worked 
out". 
It also reintroduced into our traditional art a concept of narration 
which commercialization had completely divested it of. At the same time, 
like the Warli tribal people Godavari Parulekar writers of the folk artists in 
the exhibition are integrated not only with historical figures like Mahatma 
Gandhi and Bhagat Singh, but also with global events like the atomic bomb 
attack on Hiroshima by the United States. At the same time, they confront 
their own humanity as the subject of artistic expression, which was 
essentially reduced to reproducing motifs of Gods, plants and animals. 
For Arpana Caur, the collaboration represent reforming links with 
the traditional base of our artistic expression, the folk art of the peasantry, 
who formed the backbone of the resistance to colonial rule. This base has 
become increasingly tenuous with a consumerist society emerging in 
India's urban areas, looking increasingly towards Western Europe and the 
U.S. This would have created a serious break with the existing artistic 
tradition and would have resulted in totally isolating those benefiting from 
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economic and social progress from those who only pay for it. With even 
this tenuous link gone, India of the nationalist movement of the Five Years 
Plans, of concern for mass education and rural development would 
effectively be overtaken by two Indias unconcerned with each other. So, 
contemporary Indian art, particularly the art of the Arpana Caur, reminds 
us that "two Indias" are a dangerous mental construct in a situation where a 
small minority siphons off the wealth of the vast majority and squanders it 
on conspicuous consumption, something the "Two Indias" model hides 
effectively, 
There is only one India, where the industrial and the agrarian coexist, 
where both Bhagat Singh and Mahatma Gandhi have their relevance, where 
women are worshipped as devis but are put to the hardest labour in a male 
- dominated society, the artist brings these are part of one reality. And it is 
that reality that requires mending. 
ARTISTICALLY too, this process creates an environment with 
many possibilities. The narrative, motif and intelligibility enter our 
contemporary artistic expression, while the easy - to - carry scroll or fold -
up folio forms also became part of it. As for folk art, it relearns its capacity 
to narrate historical events and express an opinion on them, a capacity it 
has lost by becoming airport art. More than that with the emergence of 
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installation art with a folk element in it, its visual expression is expanded 
considerably, being freed of the ritual significance of shrine assemblages, 
like those at the foot of banyan trees. It has entered a new world in which 
art is art and gets aesthetic appreciation that is quite different from the 
reverence attached to ritual constructions. Art is to be felt, not revered. 
This is very important to note as various forms of post - modernism 
have pushed back the origins of deeper and deeper into our past. A 
similarity of forms does not indicate that their content and function are the 
same. Very often, their evolution is from diametrically opposed poles. If 
modem art appropriates a folk motif or elements of design from our rural 
artistic expression, it retains its significance as an original way of putting 
across an artist's view of life, the world and event. For folk art, on the other 
hand, the same process represents a radical break from a past of ritual 
standardization of imagery and its present relegation to the decorative. If 
modem art gains motifs, folk art gains much more in terms of breaking the 
traditional and commercial boundaries that have held it down too long. 
'The Great Divide' reflects contrary trends in the national 
movement, highlighted by the lion and peacock motifs of folk art.^ 
Arpana Caur, in her recent exhibition, Between Dualities which has 
been mounted at Delhi's Academy of Fine art and Literature and the 
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Cymroza Gallery in Mumbai, serves as a link between the growth figures 
and actual poverty process and backwardness, innovation and stagnation, 
that characterise two faces of the same reality. Her art highlights their inter-
connectedness and forces one to assess them as two sides of the same coin 
and to question them. That indeed is one function of art in the 
contemporary context that is bound to grow in importance in the next 
century. 
Arpana's visual narration for several decade form the block: the 
concrete versus abstract. Arpana has always insisted in telling about 
thoughts and actions in her paintings. She follows thus tradition of 
sequences of tales as they are presented in Tamil Nadu, Kerala, but also in 
the Punjab where she came from. The way she tells stories is kindered to 
modem Asian - English literature as conceived by Salman Rushdie and 
Vikram Chandra. However inside the Indian art circle and in the 
International world of painting, Arpana represents an autonomous quality. 
She mixed different layers of time, liking them to differing methods of 
painting, graphic elements are joined with illustrative and pictorial ones. 
Each of them aims at a different frame of presentation. Abstract and 
realistic merge without blending form and colour gain importance 
smoothness and styling of the bodies leads to a level of abstraction in the 
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concrete, which we experience in a similar way only in ancient Egypt art. 
No wonder she shares the prediction large eyes, ever mirror of the soul. 
Arpana Caur's Day and Night went for an impressive $ 19,250, 
Caur's ability to play the tenor of the liked life between dualities sets her 
apart from others. Using the inverted female form and the images of the 
scissors and the thread she too brings in her metaphor of the thread that 
laces the yesteryear to the present and perhaps brings back memories of the 
Greek goddesses from mythology. 
ARPANA CAUR PAINTS ON THE RIOTS OF 1984 
'Painting the pain of 1984' this article was published in 1984 in 
Times of India by Soumya Menon on series 'World Goes On' and is 
reproduced blow-
Greatest works of arts are inspired by sorrow. And the trauma of 
1984 and catharsis that followed set the canvas for Arpana Caur. 
Today one of the top names in Indian art, Caur had been caught in 
the crossfire of hatred that swept Delhi after Indira Gandhi assassination. 
But she is a survivor rather then a fighter. 
Her family nearly lost everything, but remains undaunted "My 
mother and I would pile blankets and medicines in our car and go to 
the riot affected colonies and refugee camps. It was chaos everywhere, 
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but we never thought of our safety". 
The trauma of 1984, however, gave greater depth and life to Caur's 
creativity. Her series on the riots, World Goes Onfcaptures the terrible 
self-absorption and imperviousness of the civil society to the horrors 
unleashed by mob violence. The series, perhaps the only one of the '84 
riots'won her the Triennale award in 1986.Caur has blended her 
passionate response to the violet political reality, with a philosophical 
approach. Simplicity is her mantra: an account of what happened carries a 
most effective message. 
The series which begins with images of tortured bodies, heaps of 
corpses and inconsolable widows exhaust themselves in a stark comment: 
man affected by the violence around him, the attitude of selfish self-
absorption becomes the recurring image in the series. 
"My paintings are an expression of my pain. It was so 
inexplicable, so barbaric" Caur says. 
Set on a backdrop of vibrant red and arranged on overwhelming 
canvases, the series does more than leaving you with an after thought. But 
the dark images have some shades in full bloom from the backdrop to 
many images. "Nature always runs its course, finishing a cycle, Gods 
don't participate in human tragedy, they just watch". Caur explains. 
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This is not her first series on the riots. The Missing Audience 
captured the emotions running high admist growing violence, immediately 
after the riots. The brutal beast that man becomes in such times is portrayed 
in terrible colours as are the reason for it violent repression. Though the 
message is palpable, no lessons were learnt. "Even after all this time 
there is no justice. It almost seems like that life has no value in India." 
Caur, however, hasn't forgotten. Even in her 2003 series of Nanak 
some latent message of 1984 remains, "Why alvi'ays depict something so 
tragic? We have to move ahead. Guru Nanak Kabir and Buddha are 
who the world should look up to", she says. So her portrayal of "the first 
medieval thinker" has novel interpretation that are entirely Caur's. 
Moving away from the typical depiction of calendar art, Caur depicts a 
dancing Nanak in Baramaha, Nanak snipping a thread with scissors (a 
symbolic distancing from the established path) a foot symbolizing the 
wandering ministrels and saints. 
A dancing Lord Ganesha, Krishna Leela or Baddha have permeated 
art's pantheon. But how many gallery hoppers recollect seeing Guru 
Nanak, the founder of the Sikh religion, in a painting? "Communal 
violence and secularism are opposite forces. If they balance each other 
out, it might bring solace to the wounded," she adds. 
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Reems have been written about the 1984 riots, but Caur's canvas 
says more than what thousand of words couldn't. 
In 1993, after moving into new premises in northern India, the 
Deutsche Bank initiated a large- scale art project to furnish its Indian 
branches with complementary works by regional artists and artists from the 
German - speaking world. One happy outcome of this international 
alliance was the marriage between the Indian art historian who was 
advising the project and the German branch manager. Thus today in the 
sumptuously renovated Tata House in Mumbai for instance, paintings by 
Arpana Caur find themselves face to face with works by the "Nene 
Wilden" (New savage). In her "Time Image" the artist portrays herself 
floating above shaven - headed windows, high over the richness and 
variety of Indian history. Is she really "above it all". Hardly, for Caur is 
herself deeply interested in the ever- recurring conundrums of space and 
time. In front of a glowing red sky she represent the fragile, gentle 
incarnation of female identity - which as in cultures elsewhere appears to 
be constructed of many different elements: the transparent sari and the 
white blouse decorated with heart-shaped geometrical ornaments evince 
heterogeneous influences. A tree in the picture appears to provide stability, 
yet all is in flux, all in movement. Even the heads rising like a flight of 
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steps and the ritually cleansing holy water are witnesses to the fact that 
nothing stays the same. 
ARPANA CAUR: WHO PAINTED FIRST INDO-GERMAN MURAL 
AT MERCADO WITH SONKE NISSEN KNAACK. 
It is a component of a mural project accomplished under 
Schrimherrschaft of the UNESCO to the agenda 21, in which it concerns 
two questions: on the one hand around careful handing natural resources of 
the earth, on the other hand around the co-operation of artists from the 
industrialized countries and countries of the third world. 
First a fire wall was intended in the Zeiss road for painting. After 
these two week before beginning of the project suddenly no more was not 
to Soenke Nissen, the BAR and members of the forum at the disposal (the 
adjoining property should be cultivated now nevertheless), looking feverful 
for an alternative. This was in nearly last minute over the garage entrance 
of the MERCADO of shopping centre, which supported the project actively 
in the consequence. 
On 5th October of the past yearly the artists became acquainted with 
themselves and inhabitant inside the quarter with a cosy round in the 
quarter office of the BAR mutually. Cause of the attendance was the 
completion of the mural, which was financially supported by the forum 
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Osterkirchenviertel not only enthusiastically taken up but also from the 
order fund. 
What at Hamberg was positively noticeable? 
Mrs. Caur considered it not enough: this wonderful peace. 
Astonishment with the members of the forum Osterkirchenviertel; in 
addition, Soenke Nissen Knaack^confirms: who knows Delhi again, 
Hamburg cannot feel differently than an oasis of the peace. Arpana Caur 
tells that she visited an exhibition of contemporary painting in the late 
afternoon over? The woman in the art; in the Hamburg arts centre to its 
surprise it went thereby however not around artists but around pictures, in 
which women were explained, naturally up to one of Kaete Kollwitz 
throughout from men painted. The more is pleased it now about the fact 
that in his quarter committee- at least in this evening - predominantly 
women are represented. At the least there it has the hearts of the most 
present ones (naturally also there of the men!) won. 
The pictures are presented by Soenke Nissen who had already 
painted a mural with Mrs. Caur in Delhi: it consists of different symbols, 
which form the outside from approximately and others which are straight. 
They are again even connected with a spiral form representative of men 
and women with one another. Nearly in the centre an Indian fertility 
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goddess appears. The symbols stand as metaphors for the different kind of 
thinking in the western and Indian culture, i.e. for the purposeful on the one 
hand and in cycles on the other hand. From both different handling results 
evenly also with the environment. 
The artist told that the people in spiral corresponds to an old Indian 
mark of tradition, with whom above all to Mrs. their houses it paints. A 
picture about two environment and intercultural dialogue fits according to 
the opinion of the forum completely particularly well into this quarter the 
forum in this quarter delicates itself both tasks in concrete way. In again 
Delhi differently than in Altona the topic agenda 21 plays so far still no 
large role, which few humans there have so far heard of That may be 
however also because of the fact that India is not as clearly of questions 
and problems of the modem industries and information society certain as 
the western world. Arpana Caur tells that in its homeland modem trend and 
past exist at the same time next to each other. If it looks e.g. at home from 
its window, it sees a donkey station beside the modern Delhi also, where 
there animals are tied up. Still today a large part of the transport of goods is 
completed also in this large city with this traditional means of transport. 
The daughter of Mrs. Ersoy from the forum radiates, when she 
receives an autograph with dedication from the well known artist. An artist, 
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who does not posses the trace of presumption despite its Bekannheit. And 
Arpana Caur has Clementinen in this evening for the first time in her Hfe 
eaten. 
Arpana Caur has painted a series of paintings on the theme. "The 
Man Who Always Were a Watch" using gouache medium a paper. In this 
series she has displayed the importance of time in our Ufe. In the first 
painting of this Devis. She has shown mother of this man who hears him 
tickUng in her womb while he is inside her womb. In the second painting 
mother is shown looking at the clock and giving him food. Moving further 
is this series, father is shown looking at the clock and driving him to the 
school and his teacher is shown turning the hand of the clock faster. So that 
the class should end sooner. In the next painting, he is shown to be loaded 
with homework and burning midnight oil foiling hard to finish it. Then he 
has been shown as a young guy who meets his sweetheart at the bus stand 
every day. Both of them look at their watches when they meet and also 
when they leave after happy reunion. Thereafter, he is shown to be careless 
not realizing the worth of time. One of there paintings show him getting 
late by five minutes to meet his lover. He finds her with another guy who is 
more punctual than him. There, he loses the love of his life. In the next 
painting, he is shown getting late by five minutes for work and finds 
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another person employed in his place at his desk. He loses his source of 
income too. His despair is quite evident in the next painting where he is 
throwing the watch into the sea. A mermaid, who is very beautiful. Comes 
up and snatches the watch. In the next painting. He is sitting by the shore 
looking towards the waves. Waiting for merimaid to re-emerge from the 
see water. The, he is shown to be is a state where he has forgotten time. It 
seems only has also forgotten him in a seme. He is shown taking pleasure 
in seeing water flow, flowers bloom, clouds float and fish swim. In the 
next painting he is shown seeing the seasons change. He never ever has the 
time before to look at the sky or the frees or the moon. In the last painting, 
he turns into a child once more, in timeless world ireed of the laws of time 
and is shown getting soaked in the rain of eternal love. 
ARPANA CAUR: ONLY INDIAN ARTIST WHO PARTICIPATED 
IN 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF HIROSHIMA BOMBING IN JAPAN. 
On the fifth anniversary of the nuclear assault on Japan. Arpana Caur 
was one of the selected ten artists in the world, and the only Indian to be 
given this prestigious commission in Japan. She chose to Juxtapose colours 
in each part of the triptych^lather than have the normal continuity of 
colours or image: the world as it was in the first part, the soldiers sent to 
death like folder; and then the window under nuclear rain. The work is 
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proudly Indian in its form and colours while being universal in its subject. 
Everyone else's paintings were in grey and black. Now, the world is like 
there's a Hiroshima happening everyday. "Where Are All the flowers 
gone?" is one of her fine creative works. 
"I had been called to Japan in 1994 for a function on the 5th 
anniversary of the Hiroshima bombings. I had got a letter addressed to 
me as 'Mr' Arpana Caur but had not corrected the mistake then 
because. I thought they might cancel my participation. The other nine 
participants were men. When I came to Japan, they were surprised but 
took it in their stride". 
HER IMPORTANT WORKS: AT A GLANCE 
Juggler (1982) 
This tragicomic image of exploitation is triggered off by the small 
deer balanced precariously on the fmger of the oft seen traditional Nataraja 
sculpture, but here and in other works of this series, the deer is replaced by 
a female figure. The stark linear architecture which offsets the roundness of 
the figures, with the fourth wall dramatically removed is from the Basohli 
miniature of the Punjab hills, and is a device peculiar to Indian Miniature 
painting. 
World Goes On (1984) 
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In 1984, the anti-Sikh massacre led to the series, World goes on, in 
which the tragedy of the victim is offset by the indifference of the 
onlooker. The drowning figure is the symbol used, and water becomes a 
device for dividing the canvas vertically, diagonally, or horizontally. 
Human tragedy is set against the vast backdrop of nature, which carries on 
its cycle, the elements of nature are adopted from miniature. 
Widows Of Vrindavan (1987) 
Vrindavan is a place of romance where Krishna danced with the 
gopis. In an ironic inversion of the myth, reality today points to thousands 
of old widows with shaven heads, mostly discarded by their families, 
praying for a morsel and deliverance, by the banks of the Yamuna, and 
yearning for union with Krishna. In this series Arpana Caur depicted the 
pain of the widows. 
Landscape With Knives (1989) 
After the 1984 riots, threat was the series that followed, focusing on 
the violence, in the universal sense, which pervades life today. But the 
musician, with the power of his music, is able to cool the flame of violence. 
Green Circle (1989) 
Sita's circle of protecttion was painted by Lakshmana, the brother of 
Lord Rama, in the epic Ramayana. In the painting the girl-child paints a 
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green circle of protection, trying to siiield herself from the impossible 
chaos of a city (Delhi) with its traffic and pollution. The urban graffiti has 
been used by the artist in several works on environment. 
Time (1990) 
From a series on the fallen leaf, which is the fate of all that breathes 
on this earth. However knowledgeable we may think we are, or however 
superior, we too shall fell like leaves, one by one. Only the tree 
(symbolising Nature) survives. The strip of the horizon line is from the 
Basohli miniature, as is the use of stark primary colours. 
Body Is Just A Garment (1991) 
Having multiple figures within a single figure is an tradition of 
Indian painting with the figure usually being of an animal. It is appropriate 
here to convey the many times a single person may come and go in 
different forms, changing his 'garment'. The starlaiess of red and blue is 
daring. 1947(1997) 
When India turned fifty in 1997, the artist did some work on Bhagat 
Singh and Udham, Singh which had never been done before by 
contemporary Indian artists. She also did some work on partition since her 
family had come to India as refugees. Here her grandfather carries on his 
head the sacred Granth Sahib (the holy book of the Silchs), and a bundle 
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of memories on his back. He crossed the border again to rescue four old 
people; his parents and in - laws, hence, the Godna motifs of lions. 
Rites Of Time (2000) 
The Warli spiral of the dance of life is here broken into multiples and 
thus expanded on convey layer upon layer of creation and destruction (the 
embroiderer and the cutter becoming motifs of Nature, or of time). In one 
comer, a Warli tree grows, the threatening shadow of a traffic light 
reaching menacingly towards the centre. 
the great departure (2000) 
Buddha leaves his sleeping wife and child at night in search of truth. 
The abstract white sheet is a bold visual device against the black, their stark 
linearity creating surprising visual tension with rounded mountains and 
human forms. The use of white as a colour has been inspired from 
miniatures. 
Earth And Sky (2000) 
The dreams of the labourer for a better world or the dream of a 
woman for a piece of sky. The stark blue and yellow juxtaposed against 
each other and the break from the conventional continuity of colour or 
image, is bold and innovative. 
sohni in the night (2000) 
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Sohni drowning, this lime during a typically romantic, candlelit 
night. The post can be interpreted as a metaphor for the body; the one 
extinguished candle symbolises, of course, her tragically young death. The 
linearity of the candle builds visual tension with a rounded pot and body. 
The element of repetition is derived from miniatures. 
Black Sohni (2001) 
The abstraction of the flat black space offsets the golden swimming 
limbs of the beautiful Sohni. The upward pointing finger of Mahiwal 
painted in the colours of the blue God indicates the transcreation of earthly 
love into devine. 
Pot (2001) 
The pot is a metaphor for the body, and the footwear indicates 
absence or those who have passed away. The abstraction of the black space 
is the void echoing the cycle of life and death, also indicated by the round 
form of the painting. 
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Description of illustrated Plates 
S.No. Plates 
1. Shagufta Khanam and Arpana Caur with her (Arpana Caur) paintings^ 
2. 'Rites of Time, ' 6'x6' oil on canvas, 2000. 
3. From-'Song of Water,' 40"x50", 2000,. 
4. Time', 6'x6', 1990. 
5. 'Yogi', 6'x7', ail on canvas, 2001. 
6. 1947', 5'x6', oil on canvas, 1997, 
7. 'Untitled', 15"x22", Mixed Media on paper. 
8. 'Embrace', 14"x20", collaborative work with sutar on paper, 2000. 
9. 'Sohni Mahiwal', 7'x5', oil on canvas, 1999. 
10. 'Tree of Suffering, Tree of life, Tree of Enlightenment', 5'x7', oil on 
canvas, 1999. 
11. 'The Great Departure', S'xBVz, oil on canvas, 2000. • • 
12. 'Night & Day', 6'x4', oil on canvas, 1998. 
13. 'Landscape with knives', 6'x6', oil on canvas, 1989, 
14. 'Sohni' in the Night', 5'x6', oil on canvas, 2000. 
15. From-'World Goes On', series, 7'x4', 1984. 
16. 'Water Weaver', 78"x60", oi! on canvas. 
17. 'Awakening', 47"x30", oil on canvas. 
18. Arpana Caur and Sat Narayan Pandey (Folk artist), wit'n their 
collaborative work. 
19. 'Night and Day', 6'x4', oil on canvas, 1998. 
20. 'Day and Night', 60"x60", oil on canvas. 
21. 'Water Weaver', 78"x60", on canvas. 
22. Sohni & Mahiwai, 60"x84", oil a canvas. 
23. 'Tree of Suffering, Tree of Enlightenment', 60"x84", oil on canvas. 
24. 'Lyrical Blue', 83"x33", oil on canvas. 
25. 'River of Time', 60"x72", oil on canvas. 
26. 'Black Sohni 7'x5' oil on canvas, 2000. 
27. Arpana Caur at work. 
28. 'Prakriti', 5'x7', oil, 1998. 
29. 'Water Weaver' 
30. 'Sohni', 60x"72", oil on canvas. 
31. 'Hambarg Mural', with German artist Sonke Nissen Knaack, 40'x40' 
on a five-storey high wail, 2000. 
32. The first-ever Indian mural on 'Environment', painted by Arpana Caur 
and Sonke Nissen Knaack on a wall, 35'x15', canning Road, Delhi, 
2000. 
33. 'Renewal', 48"x82", oil on canvas. 
34. 'Nanak', 36"x48", oil on canvas. 
35. 'Nanak', oii on canvas. 
36. 'Tree of Desire', 10'x6', oil on canvas 2000. 
37. 'Earth and Sky', diptych, 3'x5', oii on canvas, 2000. 
38. 'Juggler', 9'x6', oil on canvas, 1982. 
39. 'Green Circle', 6'x4', oil on canvas 1989. 
40. 'The Immersion', diptych, 4'x6', oil on canvas, 2001. 
41. 'Body Is Just A Garment', oil on canvas. 
42. Where Are Ail The Flowers Gone, triptych, 12'x6', oil on canvas, 1995. 
Front cover Plate -'Resilient Green', 18'x6', oil on canvas, tnptych, 
1991. 
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Thus we can say that a vision, a specific point off view, and a unique 
way of seeing are inherent in Arpana Caur's artwork. "Cut off from access 
to the high realm of history painting, with its rigorous demands of 
anatomy and perspective, its idealized classical or religious subjects, its 
grand scale and its man - sized rewards of prestige and money, women 
turned to more accessible fields of endeavour: to portraits still life and 
genre painting, the depiction of every day life" says Linda Nochlin in 
Woman, Art and Power and Other Essays. Arpana Caur also turned to the 
portrayal of "every day life" but her genre portrayals were painted with an 
assumed standpoint: that of the virginal blank state compelled to confront 
an environment of uncertainty. Her paintings might portray a girl, a young 
woman on the threshold of life, a window, a post menopausal woman, a 
mother figure, or mother earth. Arpana Caur derives a lot of her subject 
matter from ancient Indian miniature painting traditions, however, she 
completely divests these historical figures of their romanticism and reveals 
them in stark reality. 
Arpana Cour's artwork also shows miniature painting influences in 
the grouping of figures in her paintings. She used that format as an 
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interrogation of social hierarchies. Women compressed into the body of a 
horse, or an elephant, as in seventeenth / eighteenth century Rajput 
paintings, in order to bear the male patron on his sojourn, turn into harsh 
images of deliberate oppression. The decorative intent in miniature painting 
of depicting womn in a series is turned into a monotony of drudgery and 
suffering. She turns women from the profile view and they comfort the 
viewer full face with a sightless, tragic eye, almost an assault of the 
viewer's senses in their silent interrogation and confrontational gaze. Male 
figures tend to shrink and diminished in her painting while the feminine 
grows and expand to assume archetypal proportion. Sometimes armed men 
crowd into a woman's body, invasive within, and already potentially 
violent. Even with the expressive distortion of her figures, male and female 
are sufficiently naturalistic to create a strong emotional resonance. The 
release of the confined woman is paralleled by the gradual marginalization 
of the male figure, as the unknown other, slipping from the aggressor into 
the victim of aggression in some of her work. 
Arpana Caur lived a troubled childhood fraught with argumentative, 
separated parents and the complexity of being shuttled between parents in 
an Indian society where divorce is not easily accepted, even today. She 
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draws on these childhood experiences in her early paintings portraying the 
isolation of a small urban family. The isolation of the individual is a 
recurrent theme in her paintings. Isolation in grief, creativity, and even 
innocence, are seen in her series 'Missing Audience' in 1981. This 
alienation is more prominent in her later works. She continued to paint the 
common individual and the spirit and self even when abstraction dominated 
Indian art. She refused to follow the mainstream and consciously took up 
the cause of the people. She is primarily a self-taught artist. She first 
studied sculpture with B. K. Guru before moving into painting. Being a 
Punjabi (from the state of Punjab, North India), she used Punjabi subjects, 
such as of women with veils and thick clothing, for most of her early 
works, as did Amrita Sher-Gil, the most celebrated woman palace painter 
of the 19th century. However/Sher-Gil's palace courtyards and open spaces 
become congested city streets and dark alleys. Sher-Gil's melancholic 
figures of the "other" Indian (the poor farmer/merchant/the king's 
Subjects), become in Arpan Caur's paintings the tragic "self. She painted 
'Women in Interiors' in the 1970's, a series of paintings of women 
hemmed in by an advancing, claustrophobic, violent city. The body, like 
the city, was susceptible to encroachment and physical pollution. The 
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eventual threat of effacement was omnipresent. During this time Arpana 
Hved with her mother in Delhi's crowded Patel Vagar, where draping their 
body was provided a necessary shroud of protection against the constant 
flood of bodies on the dense streets. Upon moving to a working-women's 
hostel, Arpana Caur's paintings took on an added aspect of the frustrated 
inchoate sexuality among the inmates Arpana Caur's mother drew upon 
this sense of hopelessness to write her award-winning work Khana-badosh 
(Homeless). 
Arpana Caur, however used her experiences to protect the women in 
her paintings. She "desexes" her women in order to protect them. Large 
and strong figures, their earth-like contours continuing the undulation of 
the landscape around them, women and nature are tied in a circle of 
perceived threat and uncertain renewal. There is no hint of expressive 
sexuality in her figures. In an interview with Gayatri Sinha, the reputed art 
historian and critic Arpana recalls the works of Emily Dickinson and 
interprets them as "(using)" femininity to drive femaleness out of nature... 
(endorsing) feminity's artificial or-unnatural character;.... both of and 
against nature since spring always loses to decay (and vice versa)". 
Another device Arpana Caur uses is the storytelling device of the Pahari 
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miniature painters of Punjab. Spatial division dominated in this type of 
painting and is seen in the diptychs and triptyches of Arpana Caur's series 
paintings. She almost always paints in series, as if, for her subjects, just one 
paintings is not enough. Instead, a series is required to tell her story and 
reach out to the audience. Arpana's paintings have very aggressive women 
as subjects, women who are not ashamed of taking up their own space, 
space that is rightly theirs. This idea is a direct rebuttal of society's means 
of restricting women with heavy clothing and correct modes of dressing, 
sitting, and general behavior. The duality in Indian myths of constructing 
acts of play as muted acts of violence became another theme inherent in her 
painting. She depicted the carnage of the anti-Sikh riots following the 
assassination of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in 1984 as a personal 
catharsis, a concern of the community, a question of race and humanity in 
her series 'World Goes On' winning the Triennale award in 1986. 
An exhibition by a cultural activist group in a Delhi slum provoked 
her to draw the elements of the city's freewheeling mechanical and human 
detritus as grey graffiti scrawl busily working itself into the background of 
her series 'Threatened City'. These figures are placed in various comers 
of her canvas, as though they are so insignificant as to merit no attention, 
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thereby reinforcing their strong invasive presence and strangle-hold on the 
city. The progression from closed interior to billowing landscapes initiate 
the progression of the crowded city and poverty. 
As Mary Wyrick claims that artist Sue Coe is an "artist as cultural 
worker" the same can be said of Arpana Caur regarding Indian society and 
culture. Seeing an old Silch tailor making women's sari blouses in a 
dilapidated tin shed, Arpana painted a series 'The Body is Just a 
Garment' in 1990. She draws on the works of Kabir, the celebrated Poet 
of India, who wrote of the original weaver: 
Sukh Dukh doven Kapde Palthre ay manukh 
(Happiness and sorrow are both like garments. We wear one, discard the 
other) 
In this series, she repeatedly paints an old man (the Punjabi tailor) 
spinning out sexy garments for nameless warm bodies. Clothes become the 
life-force, suggesting absent bodies as in the works of Sophei Calle. In the 
series, small clothes continue to skim across the canvas, but the original 
concept mutated into hands embroidering the clothes, then into cutting and 
embroidering a large leaf, symbolic of nature. 
From the socio-psychological image of the tailor, Arpana's canvas 
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now embraced the concerns of ecology and a "yearning for an elusive 
green and the blue of a resting place". This parallels the growing 
concerns for the environment by ecofeminists as seen in Hicks and King 
essay. Arpana is a proponent for a "greening" of Art Education. She is 
also a proponent of public activism and her artworks function as; protest. 
Her recent work Where Are All Flowers Gone (1995) is a culmination of 
several different themes in her works. Symbols of violence become the 
nuclear holocaust. Commissioned by the Hiroshima Museum, Japan, this 
triptych contains the progressive symbolism developed by Arpana. The 
figure is surrounded by the potential for violence-guns, saws, sharp tools-
followed by large flowers, full of life force, and finally the blue of release. 
Arpana has now moved to incorporate more of the metaphysical in her 
artwork. She has begun to imbue elements of earth, water and sky with 
greater metaphorical meaning. Frida Kahio said, band so does Arpana 
Caur. Her works show freedom, growth, and generation reduced to patches 
of colour, with.the human being constantly striving between apparent 
reality and aspiration. Arpana's concerns as an artist, therefore, peak at two 
extremes: the philosophical yearning of the individual to locate the self 
within a larger karmic logic, and a passionate response to the "rapidly 
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changing exigencies of a violent political reality". 
Kaete Kollwitz used a "restriction palette, large forms, and strongly 
expressive faces" to comment on social events (Chadwick, 560) Arpana, 
too uses these devices to comment on what she sees around her. Like 
Kollwitz, Arpana uses "themes of war, hatred, poverty, love grief, death, 
and struggle" (Chadwick, 272) She develops these themes into "the 
disjunction between, maternity and motherhood; the one is likely to 
breed violence, rather than satisfaction". I believe Arpana Caur is a 
socially reactive person who paints representational works of society's 
crises as outlets for personal anxiety. She abstracts the real, simultaneously 
blending the personal into the generalized. The viewer's emotional links 
with her women figures are strong, suggesting autobiographical content 
Arpana Caur's and the viewer's own life stories. "This is the statement of 
art as a selfhood, and painting as a means of resolution". Arpana speaks 
with the artist's voice: both private and public. 
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Footnotes 
S.No. 
1. Oil, water, acrylic and so on. 
2. One of the famous Sikh artist 
3. Ajeet Caur 
4. Arpana Caur depicted pain of 1984 riots in her series 'World Goes On' 
5. A well-know novelist, Sahitya Academy, and Padamshree winner 
6. Her teaching experience from Deshbandhu College 
7. One of her important series. 
8. A painting of 3 sections or canvases. 
9. A musical instrument. 
10. Art critic 
11. iVth Triennale Award. 
12. Hiroshima, and Nagasaki 
13. An artist 
14. A school of modern art 
15. Some of her works based on Pahari miniature 
16. Ajanta Frescoes 
17. Her struggling year 
18. One of her master works 
19. For this series, she received 'Triennale Award' 
20. Arpana Caur 
21 . She used in her paintings 
22. One of her good creative works. 
23. She also illustrated 'Nank-The Gure', a book for children. 
24. Shridharni Art Gallery 
25. Based on women 
26. Singer 
27. A Folk Artist 
28. One of her important series 
29. Ajanta Frescoes 
30. A creative artist 
31. In this series, she painted the pain of widows. 
32. National Gallery Of Modern Art 
33. The Writer of Novel 'Khanabadosh' (Homeless) 
34. Ajeet Caur 
35. In this series she depicted Sohni as a brave woman. 
36. A successful Sikh artist 
37. Started her career from Shridharni Art Gallery 
38. Ajeet Caur 
39. Her works are symbolic 
40. A technique of painting 
41. Heroine 
42. Three paintings of Arpana Caur selected by MF Hussain 
43. Famous Renaissance artist 
44. Paul Klee taught at Bauhaus school of design from 1920 to 1929. 
45. Three Sisters' painted by Amrita Sher-Gil. 
46. One of Anupum Sud's important paintings. 
47. Founded by Shahjahan 
48. Arpana Caur used scissors as a metaphor in her paintings. 
49. A technique of painting 
50. Art critic 
51. Creative and effective aspect 
52. India 
53. Reserve Bank of India 
54. Arpana Caur worked with Folk artist Sat Narayan Pandey. 
55. Arpana Caur received IVih Triennale for this series. 
56. German .Artist 
57. A painting of three section. 
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